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Abstract
In this dissertation, we present the results of the average lifetime measurements in
B - J/4K +, Bd -+ J/K* '°, and B - J/¢ decays, as well as the results of a
time-dependent angular analysis of Bd - J/K* '° and B - J/q decays.

The time-dependent angular analysis of Bs -+ J/V)X allows the extraction of sepa-
rate lifetimes for the mass eigenstates, B} and B', in the BS-B system. The two life-8 '

times are combined to extract the width difference, Ar FL - FH = 1/rBL - 1/TBH,
between the two eigenstates. This quantity is extremely useful for over-constraining
the Unitarity Triangle and thereby inferring if CP violation in the quark sector is
entirely explained within the Standard Model.

From 258 ± 15 pb-1 of data collected by CDF up to February 13, 2004, we obtain
a wealth of results, most importantly:

TB. - (1.659 0.033 +0008) Ps
~~~~~~-0.008 p

TBd (1.549 0.051 +0.007) ps
-- d -0.008/

TB =- (1.05 +6 0.16 02)ps
-0.13

TBH = (2.07 +0.58 ± 0.03)ps-0.46

Ar = (0.46 ± 0.18 0.01)ps- '

Several f the results obtained here are currently the best of their kind, and in
some cases they are unique measurements. We devote special attention to these, in
particular Alt.

Thesis Supervisor: Christoph M. E. Paus
Title: Associate Professor
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... to that girl
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Chapter 1

Introduction

B mesons are bound states of an anti-b quark and a lighter quark. They are commonly
denoted Bq or bq, where q stands for a u, d, s, or c quark. B mesons are the only
mesons which contain a quark of the third generation. The t quark has a mass much
larger than the mass of the W boson and therefore decays before hadronization can
occur.

The binding between quarks in a B meson is provided by the strong force. At the
same time, ground state B mesons can only decay via the weak interaction, in most
cases by means of the b -- Wq sub-process, where q is either a c or a u quark and the
emitted W b)oson is highly virtual. Studying B mesons gives physicists a handle on
otherwise inaccessible elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix
VCb, Vb, Vtd, and Vt. Precise determination of the CKM Matrix is one of the highest
priorities of contemporary high energy physics, which makes measurements on B
mesons extremely interesting and exciting.

In what follows we discuss the weak flavor-changing interactions and how precision
lifetime measurements, which are the subject of this dissertation, help us understand
them. In doing so we touch upon several Standard Model predictions as well as the
theoretical tools that stand behind them. We conclude this chapter by laying out the
major concepts, facts, and assumptions on which the analyses documented in this
dissertation are based.

1.1 Weak interaction and the CKM description of
the flavor sector

Originally the weak interaction was postulated to account for nuclear : decay. Later
on, when pions were discovered to decay to muons, and muons to electrons, with
characteristic times much too long to be attributed to strong or electromagnetic
interactions, the weak interaction was invoked again. Eventually, observations in the
weak decays of hadrons helped establish and advance the quark model. In the current
section we give a short historical overview of this evolution, which is followed by a
more formal discussion of the CKM picture of the quark sector and weak interactions.

13



1.1.1 Historical development
The Fermi theory of 3 decay [1], introduced in 1934, remained relatively solid for
many years until parity non-conservation, which this theory did not describe, was
pointed out by Lee and Yang [2] in 1956, and then experimentally proven by Wu
and collaborators [3] in 1957. Sakurai [4] introduced a V- A current structure to
accommodate the observed parity violation, but the theory still suffered from the
problem of non-renormalizability. In 1960s, mostly due to Glashow, Weinberg, and
Salam [5-8] a new theory of electroweak interaction emerged. The new theory was
based on the SU(2)x U(1) group and hypothesized four intermediate gauge fields: WA
and By. These fields mix and acquire masses via Higgs mechanism1 [9,10], resulting
in three massive physical vector bosons, W ± and Z° , and the massless -y.

Though the weak Lagrangian was originally formulated only for leptons, its de-
velopment went hand-in-hand with the development of quark theory. In 1964 Gell-
Mann [11] and Zweig [12] proposed that the observed hierarchy of hadrons is due to
their compositness of smaller objects, quarks. They proposed three flavors of quarks:
u, d, and s. The u quark would have electric charge +2/3, while d and s would have
-1/3 each. The resulting quark composition for some of the most studied hadrons
at the time is given in Table 1.1.

p n |7r+ r- K° K

uud udd ud fid d sd

Table 1.1: Quark composition of some of the hadrons when the quark model was first
introduced.

A year earlier Cabibbo [13] analyzed weak hadronic currents, in particular those in
which2 AS = 0, corresponding to decays such as n -+ peve, and AS = 1, correspond-
ing to decays such as K + -+ t+vy. He came to the conclusion that experimental data
are much better described if one "rotates" the two currents away from each other by
an angle c 0.257.3 Gell-Mann re-interpreted Cabibbo findings into the language
of (not yet experimentally confirmed) quarks, proposing that the weak interaction
couples the u quark to a mixed state d') = cos 0cId) + sin cIs). With this defini-
tion all known weak interactions of the times could be described by a single coupling
constant, which would be multiplied by sin Oc for s - u transitions and by cos Oc for
d -+ u transitions.

Next Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani [14] hypothesized the existence of the fourth
quark, c, in order to explain the fact that the K - p+/t- decay rate was much smaller

1 Higgs mechanism provides masses by means of interaction with the scalar Higgs field with non-
zero vacuum expectation value, thus eliminating the need for explicit mass terms in the Lagrangian,
which cause renormalizability problems. Unwanted Goldstone bosons are also avoided in the process.

2In Cabibbo's notation S was the "strangeness" quantum number, which is now simply identified
with the number of s quarks.

3The value of Oc was determined from the experimentally measured rates for K+ Pu+v, and
7r+ +v, via relation F(K+ - +v-)/r(r + - +v,) tan2 OcMK(1- Ml,/MK)2/MI(1 -
M2 /M2r)2 .

14



(a) (b)

Figure 1-1: (a) The only first-order diagram for the K - I+t+/- process before the
GIM mechanism. (b) The other first-order diagram for the K - ct+/j - process, the
one involving the c quark, which nearly cancels the first one and makes the decay
rate predicted by theory agree with experimental observations. In both cases factors
multiplying the coupling constant are indicated for the qq 2 W vertices.

than predicted by then-standard theory. Before them, there was only one first-order
diagram, the one shown in Figure 1-1 (a), accounting for this decay. They proposed
that a new quark, c, also couples only to a mixed state of s and d, though a different
one. To generalize the concept of mixed quark states they introduced a mixing matrix

[dl [ cos c sin cI [ 1 

Ls' L-sin 0,C os OCJ 8s 

which paramnetrizes the rotation of the (d, s) basis into (d', s'), with the latter being
composed of the eigenstates of the weak interaction. Now there was an additional
diagram contributing to the K - ,u+/- process, the one shown in Figure 1-1 (b),
which would perfectly cancel the first one if the masses of the c and u are equal.
Because there is a difference in mass there is not a perfect cancellation, but still a
suppression, which is known as GIM mechanism. By adjusting the c quark mass the
predicted rate was made to match experimental observations.

It should be noted that in 1970, when Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani came up
with the GIM mechanism, the experimental indications of the existence of quarks,
such as proton sub-structure [15] discovered in 1968, had already been on the scene.
However, the quark model was still suspect, and the trio's proposal was not given a
lot of attention.

Even less notice was given to the 1973 paper4 by Kobayashi and Maskawa [16],
who proposed extending the quark model from four quarks to six, i.e. from two
generations to three, by adding the t and b quarks. Their primary motivation was to
account for the still mysterious CP violation, observed at the 5 level in the decays

4This paper is among the top three most cited papers of all times in the SPIRES-HEP database,
as of the survey of 12/31/2002
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of K° mesons in 1964 [17].

With three generations Kobayashi and Maskawa could incorporate CP violation
by means of a mixing matrix for the down-like quarks (d, s, b)5, which would have an
analogous meaning to the matrix in Equation 1.1, namely, weak interaction couples
a u quark to a linear combination of d, s, and b; the same for c and t, albeit the
corresponding linear combinations of the down-like quarks are different ones. They
demonstrated that unlike the case of four quarks which has a 2 x 2 matrix, any choice
of the phase convention for the quark fields retains one complex phase in the unitary
3 x 3 mixing matrix for the case of six quarks. The presence of such a phase means
that the Hamiltonian of the theory necessarily contains complex terms, which in turn
means that such Hamiltonian is not invariant under T or, equivalently, CP symmetry.

Experimentalists had work to do, but they caught up quickly. In 1974 two different
collaborations [18,19] independently found a new particle, the J/, which was soon
identified as a c meson. Then, in 1977, a bb bound state was discovered [20], and the
massive intermediate vector bosons W+ and Z° were observed [21] in 1983, making
the discovery of the t quark just a matter of time. Time ran out in 1995, when
the t quark was discovered [22, 23] and the modern picture of quarks and the weak
interaction (except for the elusive Higgs boson(s)) had been settled.

1.1.2 Weak Lagrangian: the origin of the CKM Matrix

In this section we discuss in a more mathematical fashion how the CKM Matrix arises
and what the consequences are.

In the Standard Model (SM) quark masses are generated via quark-Higgs inter-
actions. The corresponding part of the SM Lagrangian for the case of the u' and d'
quarks can be written (following the discussion in Reference [24]) as

A, quarks -K -"s = A, LKuR - d'-LKC d + h.c, (1.2)

where Au,d are new dimensionless coupling constants, <L = [', d']L is the pair of left-
handed Dirac-conjugated quark fields, and K(c c) is the (charge-conjugated) scalar
(hence Ls) Higgs doublet:

I [ .C~~~~~1 'x E/2ia~+'K= 12 [/2X - KC C = (1.3)

In the above and throughout this section we use primed quark notation for the weak
eigenstates of the quarks, those which give the electro-weak interaction Lagrangian

5In reality, rotating the down-like quarks and leaving up-like quarks intact, is a pure convention.
The approach of rotating up-like quarks, or both by "a little bit" has equal validity. This will become
clear through the rest of the chapter.
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its standard form:

A quarks,i_ [ v - igsinOwQqAq' -q + i co Z. t(Vq + aqY5)q'
q(uarks) 

+ -,[i W p ( +Y5)d + , d ( 92 v'_2 9 92 W/ WI, g p( + %5)Ug] (1.4)
y(enerations)

How the weak eigenstates differ from the mass/flavor eigenstates is in essence the
subject of this section. The distinction will become clear toward its end.

Equation 1.2 can be rewritten as

Z\Iquarks - _ 9 LmuKu + 9 `mLmdKc dR + h.c., (1.5)
v'mw w

ill which we have established A mu and Ad- -g- via identification of thev/2-Mw - '2 /m w

ui and dd mass terms, mw is the bare W mass, and g is the weak coupling constant.
Equation 1.5 is easily generalized to the case of three quark generations, including
inter-generational mixing:

A~quarks 9 -g gm LMUKUR + ' l' KCC'D' + h.c. (1.6)rxmw 4mw

where UR and D' are now columns containing right-handed up- and down-like quark
fields:

U=[C ] Di = S (1.7)R R-

L is the string of left-handed Dirac-conjugated fields:

TL =[UL, DL (1.8)

and MD are complex 3 x 3 matrices, of which we have no a priori knowledge. It
can be shown that the Lagrangian in Equation 1.6 is also gauge invariant as is the
single-generation Lagrangian in Equation 1.2.

Substituting the explicit Higgs field (Equations 1.3) into Equation 1.6 we obtain
the generalized mass term (the interaction term is omitted):

qIuarks = - V ULMU UR DLMDDR + h.c., (1.9)
_ M ! V! mw

in which MU,D are just their primed counterparts rescaled by the Higgs field vacuum
expectation value.

In general, the matrices MU,D are not diagonal. One can diagonalize them and
achieve the standard form for the mass term of the Lagrangian by means of bi-unitary
transformations:

M = ULmUUR, MD = DtLmDDR, (1.10)
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where mu and mD are diagonal 3 x 3 matrices and the U and D matrices involved
are unitary. Plugging Equations 1.10 into Equation 1.9 we can identify the mass
eigenstates:

UL = ULUL, UR = URUR, DL = DLD', DR = DRD. (1.11)

In terms of mass eigenstates Equation 1.4 now reads:

A quarks,i' E [ AL v = E ig sin OwQqAmqy1Uq + 2 cos Zllqyl(vq + aqY5)q]
q(uarks)

+i WtU',(l + y5)VD + i W Dl(1 + ry5)VtU, (1.12)
2V-,2 2

where V -ULDt and is, by convention, acting on the down-like quarks D. The
unitary matrix V, which comes about in this way, is commonly referred to as the
CKM Matrix. The CKM Matrix arises naturally in the SM, simply as a result of the
most general Yukawa interaction compatible with gauge invariancec.

1.1.3 CKM Matrix and the Unitarity Triangle

In the previous section we have established that the CKM Matrix arises out of our
desire to have the most general among reasonably simple theories, and therefore exists
on equal footing with everything else in the SM Lagrangian. Below we discuss how
many additional parameters the existence of the CKM Matrix brings into the theory.

In the most general form we can write

d' d V d V Vb d
s V x = cd Vrbx . (1.13)
Y b ' VtdVts Vtb 

A complex n x n matrix has 2n2 real parameters. However, we already know that V
is unitary, i.e.

Vt = V 1. (1.14)

From Equation 1.14 it follows that

VtV = , (1.15)

which amounts to n real (diagonal) and n(n - 1)/2 complex (above or below diagonal)
conditions, and therefore a total of only 2n2 - 2 n(n-1) - n2 free real parameters.2
Below we have spelled out all of the equations that arise from the matrix Equation 1.15

6It is also very instructive to notice that the absence of flavor-changing neutral currents in Equa-
tion 1.12 is just a consequence of the unitarity of matrices U and D
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applied in the three-dimensional case of Equation 1.13:

(VtV) 11 VdVd+VdVCd+VtVtdz= 1, (1.16)
(VtV) 22 VV +V,,Vc +Vt 8 +Vt= 1, (1.17)

(VtV) 3 3 : VbVub+VCbVcb+VtbVtb= 1, (1.18)

(VtV) 12 ,d VuVUS +Vd Vcs +VtS= 0,

(VtV)13: VdVub±+Vd Vcb + Vt tb- 0,

(vtv) 2 3 : VSVub +VsVcb +Vtb= 0,

(VtV) 21 : Vs Vud +VsVcd±+VtSVtd 0, (1.19)
(vtv) 3 1 : VbVd+±,bVcd+Vtbd= 0, (1.20)
(vtv) 3 2 : VUbVUS + VcbVcs +VtbVts= 0. (1.21)

Note that among the six off-diagonal equations three are just complex-conjugated
copies of the other three, which is a consequence of the fact that hermitian conjugation
(t) is a product of complex conjugation (*) and transposition (T). Above we have
chosen to number only the independent equations.

We can also independently shift the phase of each of the 2n quark fields without
any observable being affected. In this way we can absorb 2n parameters describing V
into a redefinition of the quark fields. The only caveat here is that shifting all quark
field phases by the same amount leaves the matrix invariant, and therefore the actual
number of observable parameters describing V is reduced by 2n - 1, not by 2n, and
is equal to n 2 -(2n- 1) = (n- 1)2.

In the case of only two doublets of quarks, V is parametrized by a single real
number, Oc (see, for example, Equation 1.1). In the actual case of three quark gen-
erations there are four observable parameters that define the CKM Matrix. Had V
been purely real, it would have been a 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix (OTO = 1), describ-
ing a rotation in the three-dimensional space. Any such rotation is parametrized by
three real parameters, e.g. Euler angles, and therefore the fourth parameter in V
is necessarily an imaginary one, as intended by Kobayashi and Maskawa when they
introduced the matrix (Section 1.1.1).

The following is considered the "standard" parameterization of the CKM matrix.

C12C2C 1 C12C1 3e
V -S12C23 - 12 8s23s 1 3e i c 12 c23 - 12s 2 3 s 13ei 5 s2 3c 1 3 , (1.22)

S12S23 - 12 2 3 813 e i -C1 2 2 3 - 12 c23 S 13 e C23 C13

where ci = cos Oij and sij = sin Oij. Three angles 012, 023, and 013 and the phase 
are the four parameters. These angles are defined in such a way that if one of them
vanishes, so does the mixing between the respective two generations.

Reference [25] provides a number of arguments in favor of the parameterization in
Equation 1.22. However, there is a popular approximation due to Wolfenstein [26],
which emphasizes the hierarchy among the elements of the CKM Matrix, and is quite
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precise despite being fairly simple:

-/2 0A AA3 (p-i])
V = - 1- A2/2 AA2

A3(1-p-iL) -AA 2 1

0 0 0
+ -iA 2A5r 0 0 + 0(6). (1.23)

A 5(p + irl)/2 AA4(1/2 - p-i) 0i

In this (approximate) parameterization s12 = A, s23 = AA2, and s 13 e - i
= AA 3 (p-ir).

Here A is small (a 0.22), while the other parameters are of the order of unity. The
second term in Equation 1.23 is irrelevant for most practical purposes and is given
only to illustrate the precision of the approximation.

Now let us go back to Equations 1.16-1.21 and notice that those that come from
the off-diagonal elements of the product matrix VtV represent triangles in the com-
plex plane. Using Equation 1.23 it is straightforward to see that two of the triangles
are extremely squashed, i.e. one side is much smaller than the other two, while the
one defined by Equation 1.20 has all sides of the order of A3 and all angles reasonably
large.

An important aside is that if we were to choose to translate the unitarity of V
into VV = 1 (and not VtV = 1 as we did in Equation 1.15) we would get a different
set of equations in place of Equations 1.16-1.21 (though the first three would still be
the same), which would also result in three triangles. However, these three triangles
would generally be different from those we obtain with Equations 1.16-1.21, but there
would still be one, corresponding to

VdVtd + VusVt + VbVtb = 0, (1.24)

with all sides of the order of A3.

At this time one of the priorities of the experimental particle physics is to "over-
constrain" one such triangle, i. e. to measure all of its sides and angles and see if these
make sense together. If they do, then the assumption of three generations and the
unitarity of the CKM Matrix holds. If they do not, then physics beyond the Standard
Model would be indicated.

From the experimental point of view triangles with large (consequently easier to
measure) angles are preferred. Of the two such triangles described above, the one
defined by Equation 1.20 is chosen. It is called "The Unitarity Triangle" and is
shown in Figure 1-2 (a).

In practice it is more convenient to work with the normalized Unitarity Triangle.
The rescaling is achieved when Equation 1.20 is divided by VbVd, so that one side
of the Triangle becomes of unit length and is aligned with the real axis as shown in
Figure 1-2 (b). Then the coordinates of the vertices of the Unitary Triangle become
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VCb Vcd

(o0,o)

(a) (b)

Figure 1-2: (a) The Unitarity Triangle which arises when the
Equation 1.20 are represented by vectors in a complex plane. (b)
tarity Triangle is obtained by dividing Equation 1.20 by VbVcd.

in the text.

complex numbers in
The normalized Uni-
Labels are explained

(0,0), (1,0) and (p, 9), where

-= (1 - A). (1.25)

The three angles of the Unitarity Triangle are given by

arg( -VtbVtd) (1.26)
1/b td_

02 - a- arg -V V ' (1.27)
ub ud

03 --- ar g Vub4 ) =6 (1.28)
cb cd

where { 1, q2, ¢ 3 } and {ca, A, 7} are the two naming conventions with the first being
less popular, but less confusing at the same time.

The lengths of the sides of the normalized Unitary Triangle are given by

RC -= 1, (1.29)

|Vbcd

(1.30)

v/(1 - p)2 + 2 = I Vtd

A Vts .
(1.31)

It should be noted that the equality sign, "=", in Equations 1.25 - 1.31 implies
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"equals up to the terms of O(A4 )."
Finally, the magnitude of the CP violating effects in the Standard Model is pro-

portional [27] to the quantity J = m(VijVkVkjVil) oc det[Mu, MD]. In the standard
2parameterization, given by Equation 1.22, J = s 12 s13s23c 12c 3c23 sin 6, which is just

twice the area of the Unitarity Triangle.

1.2 Brief theoretical overview of B meson lifetimes
A few powerful ways to probe the CKM Matrix involve measuring the b quark lifetime.

In the Standard Model the b quark decays to a c or u quark and a virtual W boson,
with couplings given by the corresponding CKM Matrix elements. The W can decay

u, c, l

d, s, Fl

b VCb(Vub) C(u)

Figure 1-3: b quark decay in the Standard Model.

to (ii, d) or (, s) pair of quarks or a (, P1) lepton pair, as shown in Figure 1-3. The
matrix element for the case of the leptonic W decay can be written as the product of
quark and leptonic currents:

MlPL - Vqb dy(1 - )b (1 -% 5)ub, (1.32)9~~V2
in which GF =- 2m is the Fermi coupling constant, and q is either c or u. The

approximate equality in Equation 1.32 reflects the fact that we have replaced the
true W propagator ( p2_m2) with GF -a perfectly valid thing to do, because
p < mb << mw. Squaring the absolute value of Mlp, and integrating over the phase
space one obtains the leptonic decay width:

G2 5

Fl, (b q) 192 3 IVqb F(eq), (1.33)
1927r 3

where q mq/mb and F(eq) is the phase space factor calculated [28] to be

F(eq) = 1 -8Eq +- Eq - 24E4 In eq (1.34)

Similar relationship is obtained for the case of hadronic W decay:

G 2 3 5
Fqq 2(b -+ q) = 1921r3 (1.35)

192ir 3
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in which Vq(12 is either Vud or Vcs, depending on which way the W decays, and a factor
of 3 accounts for the three possible color-anti-color combinations the (ql, Q2) pair can
possess. The gluon radiation corrections are not included. It is no coincidence that
Equations 1.33 and 1.35 are reminiscent of the muon lifetime formula, because the
calculation is essentially the same.

The total width of the b quark, b, is related to the partial width of a specific
decay channel, Fchan., via the branching fraction for this channel, Brchan.:

Brchan. 1
= -chan Tb. (1.36)r'chan. rb

Thus, naively, one could pick out an exclusive or inclusive channel related to Vub or
Vcb and determine its branching fraction. Then, if Tb is measured, the appropriate
equation of the kind of Equations 1.33 and 1.35 can be used to extract the magnitude
of the CKM Matrix element of interest. To measure the ratio V~,b/Vbl entering
Equation 1.30 one does not even need to know what Tb is.

However, b quarks are only available for experimental study as constituents of
the B hadrons. A great deal of additional effort is needed to relate the B hadron
observables to the basic theory we have outlined. As we shall see, QCD effects arising
in the presence of a lighter quark make precise quantitative predictions difficult. In
particular, non-perturbative calculation techniques need to be invoked.

In what follows we discuss the lifetimes of the various B hadrons, the predictions
for the differences among them as well as the theoretical instruments that are used
to make these predictions.

1.2.1 B lifetimes: the spectator model and beyond
In the spectator model, a heavy quark Q (c or b) in a hadron HQ is bound to the
lighter "spectator" quark(s). For as long as the spectator ansatz holds, the decay of
HQ is governed by the weak decay of the Q, and, for this very reason, the lifetimes
of all hadrons containing Q are the same and equal to that of a free Q. However,
lifetimes of B hadrons have been experimentally observed to follow the pattern

TB < Tbaryon < TBs - TBd < TBu. (1.37)

On the phenomenological level, the main mechanisms generating the observed hier-
archy of B hadron lifetimes are Pauli Interference, Weak Annihilation, and Weak
Exchange.

To understand Pauli Interference (PI), consider diagrams in Figures 1-4 (a)-(d).
For Bu decay, the external W emission, shown in Figure 1-4 (a), and the internal
(color-suppressed) W emission, shown in Figure 1-4 (b), result in the same final state,
therefore there is an interference between the two diagrams. The interference turns
out to be destructive, explaining why the lifetime of Bu is longer than that of Bd, for
which interference is absent because the corresponding final states are different, as
shown in Figures 1-4 (c)-(d).

Weak Annihilation (WA) works to shorten the lifetimes of charged B mesons (Ba,
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(a) (b)
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(c) (d)

b c,u b c

u,c dd d d

(e) (f)

Figure 1-4: Lowest order diagrams showing decays of B flavored mesons.

Be) by providing and additional mechanism for their decay, as shown in Figure 1-
4 (e). Because there are no flavor changing neutral currents, the lifetimes of the Bd
and Bs are unaffected by WA.

Weak Exchange (WE) diagrams, such as the one in Figure 1-4 (f), contribute to
the lifetimes of B baryons and neutral B mesons. In the mesons such a contribution
is helicity suppressed - the spins of the resulting quarks, and d in the case of
Figure 1-4 (f), must add up to zero (the spin of Bd), which means that both the
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quark and the anti-quark have the same helicity. Such configuration is disfavored by

the weak interaction, with, perhaps, a more familiar example being the prevalence of

7r- - tz-p, decay over 7r- - e-ve. For baryons such suppression is absent because

there is no spin requirement on the two quarks, which is why WE is believed to be

the explanation for B baryon lifetimes being slightly shorter than those of neutral B
mesons.

1.2.2 HQE review

In this section we review the Heavy Quark Expansion (HQE). HQE is a theoretical

firamework that allows one to calculate total decay widths of heavy-flavored hadrons

systematically including phenomena like those discussed in the previous sub-section.

In our brief review we follow Reference [29]. A somewhat more elaborate discussion
can be found in References [30,31].

The heavy quark Q in a hadron HQ is surrounded by a cloud of quarks, anti-quarks

and gluons, with which Q itself and its decay products interact strongly. Until recently
it, had been a nearly impossible task to calculate how such an environment affects the

lifetime of the Q. However, HQE provides a framework in which the calculations can

be carried out based on first principles of QCD.
Starting from the optical theorem, the transition rate to the inclusive final state f

can be written in terms of the imaginary part of the forward scattering operator:

T(Q -- f -+ Q) = iIm T{Lw(x)t (0)}d4x, (1.38)

where T{} stands for time-ordered product and Cw is the effective weak Lagrangian.

Under certain conditions the non-local operator product in Equation 1.38 can be
decomposed into an infinite sum of local operators Oi of increasing dimension i. The

rate (width) of HQ --+ f transition is then obtained by calculating the expectation

value of T for the state HQ:

(HQ T(Q - f - Q)IHQ) oc F(HQ -+ f) = CKM2Z f) (HQ Oi[HQ), (1.39)

where ICKMA112 is the relevant combination of the CKM Matrix elements. The co-

efficients 8(f) in Equation 1.39 are known as Wilson coefficients, after K. Wilson,
who proposed [32] the Operator Product Expansion in 1969. They contain higher

and higher powers of 1, which multiply correspondingly higher powers of AQCD
mQ'

contained in the expectation values of operators Oi. The 7)'s can be computed in

perturbation theory. Hence, the HQE predicts F(HQ -+ f) in the form of an expan-

sion in both AQCD/mQ and a,(mQ). The precision of current experiments makes it
mandatory to go to the next-to-leading order in QCD, i.e. to include corrections of
the order of ty,(mQ) to the f)'s, when HQE predictions are made.

All non-perturbative physics is shifted into the expectation values (HQ[OijHQ)

of operators 0. They can be calculated using lattice QCD or QCD sum rules. Al-
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ternatively, they could be related to other observables via HQE, as shown in detail
in Reference [29]. One may reasonably expect that powers of AQCD provide enough
suppression so that only the first few terms of the sum in Equation 1.39 matter.

For the case of semileptonic and hadronic decays Equation 1.39 can be expanded
as follows

G2Q 12F(f)
F(HQ 192 CKM 2 C (HQIQQIHQ)F(Hq--3 =1927r3

+ (f) (HQIQiGQIHQ)
5 M ~2

+ jc(f)(HQ[(QFiq)(qFiQ)IHQ) + O14QCD)
6,i (A3cM (140
i Q QQ

where we have chosen to write Wilson coefficients' dependence on mQ and the familiar

17 CKM 2 factor explicitly. Using the equations of motion one finds that
192~r 3 ~~~~~~~~) 

_~~Q[i _ -aG]Q
QQ = Q- Q[(iD) 2 +' . (1.41)2m2

From Equation 1.41, taking into account that QyoQ is a conserved current, one im-
mediately concludes that

(HQ QQIHQ) =1 + C)( QD) (1.42)
mQ

Reference [29] goes on to evaluate other expectation values in terms of observables.
For example, for the expectation value of the chromomagnetic operator, which enters
the expansion in Equation 1.41, and on its own right in Equation 1.40, one obtains:

(PQIQioGQIPQ) -z V - MM ) (1.43)

where PQ stands for a pseudo-scalar meson (B), and VQ stands for a vector meson
(B*). However, certain expectation values cannot be determined in such a way.
For instance, only the difference between baryon and meson states can be reliably
estimated for ()HQ (HQI(iD)2 iHQ):

(PQ)AQ (P)PQ 2 mb- m [((MB)- MAb)- ((MD)- MAC)] (1.44)
(P3 ^ -(P) Q '"mb -

where (MB(D)) -- (MB(D) + 3MB.(D*)) is the "spin averaged" meson mass.

Present HQE results are of somewhat limited precision, which in some instances
is already surpassed by the experimental measurements, e.g. in the case of the B"
and Bd lifetime ratio as shown in Table 1.2. More accurate predictions are a matter
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of progress in the evaluation of the non-perturbative hadronic matrix elements and,
not surprisinrgly, better experimental input. However, HQE even in its present shape
draws a number of important conclusions, which are in agreement with experimental
observations:

* The heavier the Q the smaller is the variation in lifetimes among different HQ's,
which is to say that as mQ --> o we retrieve the spectator picture in which the
lifetimes of all Q-flavored hadrons are the same.

* The non-perturbative corrections only arise at the order of A2CD/m2, whichAQCD/mQhc
translates in 5-10% differences among B hadron lifetimes.

* Since light quark fields (q) only enter at the AcD/m level the lifetimes of
all the B mesons are practically the same up to A3CD/m corrections. It is
largely only the difference between meson and baryon lifetimes that appears
at the A CD/m2 level, yet the AQCD/mQ corrections are enhanced by a phase
space factor 167r2 with respect to the leading free Q decay.

Table 1.2, compiled from References [25,33-36], compares a number of HQE pre-
dictions with data. There is a quantitative agreement between the predictions and
the measurements for Q = b and even a semi-quantitative agreement for Q = c, where
one would not necessarily expect it, because AQCD/mC is a notably worse expansion
parameter than AQcD/mb.

Quantity HQE Prediction Data
TD+/TDO 2 2.55 0.034
TD+/7TDO 1.08 ± 0.04 1.125 0.042
TA+/TDo - 0.5 0.489 0.008
T._-+/TA + , 1.3 1.75 ± 0.36
T-+/-_ /TE 2.8 3.57 ± 0.91
T-+/TQo 4 3.9 ± 1.7
TB,/TBd 1.053 + 0.023 1.074 ± 0.014
TBs/TBd 1.00 ± 0.01 0.948 ± 0.038
ArF/7 (24fM eV)2(0. 12 ± 0.04) < 0.29 (95% C.L.)
Ab/sd 0.900.05 0.796 0.054eV
TA, / -B, 0.90 ±- 0.05 0.796 ± 0.054

Table 1.2: HQE predictions vs. data both in c and b sectors.

Another strong point of HQE is that it makes an excellent laboratory out of B
hadrons in which QCD effects can be studied. To illustrate this, the HQE prediction
for AF,/Fs in Table 1.2 is expressed in terms of the Bs meson decay constant fB,,

which enters many other QCD based calculations, in particular those of Section 1.3.2.
In this dissertation we make a number of measurements that are relevant to HQE.

These include the measurements of the lifetimes of the B, Bd, and B, mesons and
the corresponding lifetime ratios. On the other hand we benefit from HQE in that
one of the results for the B fractional width difference, AF,/F,, makes use of the
HQE prediction that B8 and Bd total decay widths are equal to within 1%.
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1.3 Mixing phenomenon in neutral B mesons
As has been pointed out in the preceding sections, had the CKM Matrix been diagonal
there would not have been any inter-generational transitions. For example, the t quark
would have decayed only to b, and the latter would have been stable. Off-diagonal
elements of the CKM matrix, though small, do couple different generations. Only
due to them are the B mesons allowed to decay, still very slowly. Another interesting
phenomenon that a non-diagonal CKM Matrix makes possible is the neutral meson
mixing, which we describe in this section for the case of B mesons.

1.3.1 Quantum-mechanical treatment
Consider a neutral B meson state B °) (bq). Here q = s, d, but we omit the index
because the general discussion we present in the current section applies equally to Bd

and Bs mesons. In the absence of weak flavor-changing interactions the lB° ) state (bq)
and B° ) state (bq) would have been degenerate eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. With
the inclusion of weak (flavor mixing!) terms, the Hamiltonian is no longer diagonal
in the {lB°), lB° )} basis, and transitions between the two states are allowed. This
phenomenon is known as B meson mixing. The lowest order mixing diagrams are
shown in Figure 1-5.

-b Vqb Vq~d d(s)

U, C, t

d3 W W B

U, C, t

d(s) Vqd Vqb b

(a) (b)

Figure 1-5: Lowest order Feynman diagrams, leading to Bd(S) -B°d(S) meson mixing.
These are also commonly known as box diagrams. Loop processes are dominated by
t quark because their amplitudes are proportional to the square of the quark mass.

b quarks are typically produced by strong or electromagnetic interactions, there-
fore neutral B mesons come about in one of the two flavor eigenstates, B ° ) or B°).
Due to the mixing processes, after a time t the original pure state evolves into a
quantum superposition of the two flavor eigenstates, a(t)lB° ) + b(t)lB°).

In the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation [37] the evolution is governed by the
Schr6dinger equation:

i [ab(t) 1 -(M- x [(t) , (1.45)
29t [ Lb(t) j 2 [b(t)J
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where M and F are the 2 x 2 mass and decay matrices. These matrices are Hermitian.
CPT invariance requires

Ml1 = M22 - M, Fll = 22 - F, (1.46)

with index indicating B° and 2 indicating B° . The elements of the matrices can be
obtained by calculating the amplitudes encoded in the diagrams of Figure 1-5.

The most general form of the eigenstates of the effective Hamiltonian in Equa-
tion 1.45 is:

BL,H) - P B° ) ± qB°), IP2 + q2 1. (1.47)

We call these the mass eigenstates and label them accordingly: L (light) and H (heavy).
Solving the eigenvalue problem we obtain (using notations of Equation 1.46):

AL,H = (M- iF) ± -(M1 2 - ir 12) (1.48)
2 p 2

with
q = 
q - iF 2 (1.49)
P V M12 F 12

Integrating Equation 1.45, we see that the mass eigenstates evolve in time with
exponentials:

BL,H(t)) = BL,H(0))eiALHt = BL,H(O))eiML Ht - L, (1.50)

where in the last step we have defined

ML,H = Re(AL,H), FL,H = -2Im(AL,H). (1.51)

Solving Equations 1.47 for B° ) and B °) and using Equations 1.50 we can derive the
time-evolution of the pure flavor eigenstates:

B°(t)) = g+(t) B° ) + qg_(t)lB°), (1.52)
P

B°(t)) = g+(t) B° ) + Pg_(t) B°), (1.53)
q

in which

g±(t) = (eiLt e-iAHt) (1.54)
2

In Equations 1.52 and 1.53 we have denoted by ]B° ) (t)) the state at time t > 0 that

was created as BO ) at time t = 0.
We can now calculate the probabilities of observing (via decay) the initial states

to change flavor (mix) or to stay unchanged at a time t:

12 P Ig_(t) 2
(BO B(t))1 -_ (1.55)

q
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2 
B0 B0(t))I = |gtl(1.56)

p
(B°B(t))2_ g+(t)l 2, (1.57)

(B0B0(t))l 2 - lg+(t)12 , (1.58)

where

g±i(t) 2 2 [cosh (A ) ± cos(A Mt)]e- t , (1.59)

in which we have defined

AM = MH-ML, AF = L - FH. (1.60)

Similarly, the time-dependent rate of B ) (t) decay to almost any specific final state
f depends both on AM and AF. In CKM Matrix related measurements knowledge
of AM and AF is often required to relate the observed CP asymmetry

A(f) _ F(B°(t) -± f)- F(BO(t) f ) (161)
r(B0 (t) -4 f) + r(BO (t) -+ f )

to the CP violating phase involved. AM and AF themselves involve combinations of
the CKM Matrix elements and could be used to constrain the Unitarity Triangle.

In the following section we present the results of the Standard Model calculation
of AM and Ar both for Bd and B, systems, some implications, and a discussion of
the status of the current mixing measurements as well as potential outcomes of future
measurements.

1.3.2 Phenomenology

The dispersive (mass) part of the box diagrams, shown in Figure 1-5, is dominated by
the t quark contribution, whereas the absorptive (lifetime) part is determined by the
real intermediate states, which correspond to the common decay products of the B°

and B ° . Calculation of M 12 and F1 2, made possible by the B ° mass being significantly
away from the region of hadronic resonances [25,38], yields the following results [39]:

2 2 2
F W 2M ~BBq So 22M12 G M BqMBq fBq 9 (!t/Irtw) (VtqVtb) , (1.62)

127r 2 q

12 G Fm btBq MBq fBq Bq [Vqtb)

+ VtqVtbVcqVcbO(2) + (VvCb)2o(m4)], (1.63)+~ ~~~~~ b
where fBq and BBq are the weak decay constant and the bag parameter, respectively;
So(x) is a known function approximated rather well by 0.784x°0 76; and Bq and 7'Bq
are QCD corrections which are of the order of unity.

The above two equations cannot be used for reliable quantitative estimates because
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of a large uncertainty in present calculations of fqBBq. However, in the ratio of the
two quantities, F 12/M12, the largest uncertainties cancel, and one can still reliably
conclude that

£1 _ 3 bm 1 _ (1.64)
2 mn2So(m2/m2) m2

and ¢12 - argt-l ) ((mb (1.65)/2~
q~12 ~a~g ( 12 M

We can use Equation 1.64, showing the smallness of r 12 and Equation 1.65
M12 ation 1.65

to perform the power expansion of pq (Equation 1.49) and the eigenvalues (Equa-
p

tions 1.48) to obtain:

q e-iM [1- 11 2 sin012] + ( 1 (1.66)
___2 M2 (1.66)

p 12~~M1\M = 2 Mi2 [1±+O(9 (|l2 )] (1.67)

1Ar = 2 l21 COS 012 [ + 09( 0 F2 1)] (1.68)

where OM -arg(M 1 2).
There are a number of things to take a notice of at this point:

* q= holds to a very good approximation. In fact, Reference [40] estimates

1 -I q12 O (10- 3) for Bd - Bd system and O(10 - 4) for Bs - Bs system. If
AF can be ignored (usually a good approximation for Bd), Equations 1.55-1.59
simplify to:

(~B0(t))= (f0Bo = i 0(t)) I - cos(AMt)]et, (1.69)

(B0 lB0(t) (B(t ) t))l2 = 1 [1 + cos(AMt)] e
- ft. (1.70)

* To an excellent precision

AM = 2IM12 1, Ar = 2 11 2 1COs01 2 2r'l21, (1.71)

with the right-hand sides given by Equations 1.62 and 1.63. In the last of
the above equations we have neglected the difference between cos 012 and unity
which in the Standard Model is of the order of m4/m4 ~ 0.007. These equa-
tions make it explicit that both AM and AF are non-negative quantities in the
Standard Model, for the way we have defined them.

* Using Equations 1.62 and 1.66 in conjunction with the results of Section 1.1.3,
we find that to a very good approximation:

- For Bd, q =-C- 2i 3
p
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- For Bs, q - -1, which means that mass eigenstates are nearly CP eigen-
p

states [41,42]:

CPBS ) + ), CP|B ) -IBH) (1.72)

The last point is by far the most important implication of all, at least for the purposes
of this dissertation.

In many cases it is convenient to deal with the dimensionless quantities x 
AM/r and 2y - AF/Ir, where the average width, F (FL + rFH)/2, is chosen as the
normalization. In the Bd- Bd system the mass difference has been measured [25]
quite precisely:

Xd = 0.772 ± 0.013. (1.73)

The fractional width difference is calculated [43] to be very small, (3.0 ± 1.2) x 10 - 3,

and a recent measurement [44] has obtained

Ard - -0.008 ± 0.037(stat.) ± 0.018(syst.), (1.74)
Fd

compatible with the prediction.
The Bs - Bs system is to a large extent unexplored territory. Only bounds [25]

exist from experimental studies:

xs > 20.0 (95% C.L.), (1.75)

Al?8 <0.29 (95% C.L.). (1.76)

With AMd precisely known, the measurement of AMs becomes very important. In
the ratio of AMd and AMs, which can be constructed using Equations 1.71 and 1.62,
the largest hadronic uncertainties almost cancel, allowing one to cleanly extract the
magnitude of the ratio of CKM elements Vtd/Vts, thereby constraining one side of
the unitarity triangle (Figure 1-2 (b), Equation 1.31).

The AMs measurement can potentially be accomplished in a way similar to that
of AMd - by measuring the frequency of flavor oscillations in decays of B, mesons
governed by Equations 1.55-1.58. Such an approach requires excellent proper decay
length resolution, as well as the ability to tag the flavor, i.e. distinguish between
particle and anti-particle, of the Bs meson at decay and production times. The latter
can be a rather inefficient process. Furthermore, it may turn out that oscillations are
simply too fast, i.e. AMs is too large, to be resolved by state-of-the-art detectors.

On the other hand, because of the proportionality between AMs and Alrs stem-
ming from Equations 1.62 and 1.63, the fractional width difference in Bs - Bs system
is expected to be much larger than in Bd - d system. AFs/Fs may turn out to be
large enough to be measured with significant experimental precision. Current theory
estimates [35,45] prefer the range 0.12 ± 0.06. It is conceivable that Nature has made
AMs so large that for the time being AFS/F is our only experimental insight into
B, - Bs mixing.
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In another scenario, when both xs and Als/Fs are measured with adequate pre-
cision, the ratio of the two can be a cross-check of theory. This becomes especially
interesting in view of improving calculation techniques and shrinking theoretical un-
certainties.

Yet another scenario for AFs/F, is when the upper bound is set as a result of the
measurement, such that AFS/FS is incompatible with the prediction. As argued in
References [30, 45], new physics would modify the calculation of the box diagrams,
likely shifting 012 away from zero. If Ar/r1s is too small, in accordance with the
second of Equations 1.71, it would necessarily mean large 0 12 and would thus indicate
physics beyond the Standard Model.

1.4 Angular correlations in the decays of neutral
B mesons

With the current section we further the transition from fairly abstract theory to more
practical matters of this dissertation. One such practical matter is how one separates
the decays of the light Bd,8 mass eigenstates from those of the heavy ones. It turns
out to be possible for the B,!

Both neutral B decays considered in the present analysis, Bd -+ J/OK*'° and B, -
J/00, are decays of a pseudo-scalar to a vector-vector intermediate state. In such
decays one can statistically distinguish those of different P parity by looking at the
angular correlations among the final state particles. For B - J/100 however, since
both J/b and are C-odd eigenstates, the properties of the J/ O state under P are the
same as those under CP. For this reason it makes sense to speak of separating B --
J/OO decays of different CP. We have seen in Section 1.3.2 that in Bs - B, system CP
eigenstates nearly coincide with mass eigenstates, therefore angular analysis allows
one, at least in principle, to separate decays of the light mass eigenstates from those
of the heavy mass eigenstates. This opens up a possibility of measuring AFtS/F. The
current section describes a theoretical framework which provides a foundation for this
measurement.

1.4.1 Transversity basis and transversity variables
One of the most suitable coordinate bases, both from theoretical and experimental
points of view, to investigate the angular correlations among the final state particles
in P -- VV decays is the transversity basis. This is defined as follows.

Consider the decay chain Bd - J/K* ° --, It+p- K + 7r- . The transversity basis is
fixed in the rest frame of the J/. The K*° flight direction defines the positive x axis,
while the plane of K+r - system defines the x - y plane with the y axis oriented such
that py(K +) > 0. The two-fold ambiguity in choosing the z axis is solved by adopting
a right-handed coordinate system. The angle 0 is defined as the angle between /u+
flight direction and the positive direction of the z axis as shown in Figure 1-6. Angle
0 is the angle between the x-axis and the projection of the + direction onto the
x - y plane. Finally, the / angle is the angle of the K+ in the K*'° rest frame relative
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Figure 1-6: Transversity basis and angle definitions for the case of Bd -+ J/K* '°

decay. Angle b is not shown because it is defined in the different reference frame (see
text). This definition translates trivially to the case of Bs -+ J/bq decay.

to the negative direction of the J/b in that frame. For the ease of writing formulae,
we denote = cos 0, , cos 4} the set of the three angular variables. This vector
notation for implies multiple components, but does not imply the transformation
properties of a vector.

1.4.2 Time-dependent angular distributions in the Bd >
J/K*o ° and B -+ J/pb decays

There are three decay amplitudes, corresponding to linear polarizations of the vector
mesons (J/, K*°/), which are either longitudinal (A0 ), or transverse to their flight
direction and parallel (All) or perpendicular (A±) to one another [46]. Throughout this
dissertation we adopt Greek subscript , which runs over the three values {0, 11, },
such that whenever we need to refer to all three amplitudes we can write {A,}, while
A, denotes one/any of them.

Only the relative phases of the amplitudes can enter physics observables, so we are
free to fix the phase of one of them. We adopt the convention in which arg(Ao) 0
and define 611 -arg(Ail), 61 arg(A 1 ). These phases are expected to be close to 0
or i7r in the absence of significant final-state interactions [47].

The amplitude Al results in decays in which the two vector mesons are emitted
with relative orbital angular momentum L = 1 and is thus associated with the P-odd
decays. The amplitudes A0 and All are associated with (mixtures of) the L = 0 and
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2 decays and are P-even [46]. It is assumed that the magnitudes of the corresponding
decay amplitudes are equal for particle or anti-particle decay.

Reference [47] gives the differential rate at time t for the P - VV decays:

d4~E)(p, t)
dc dt c) Ao 2gl (t)fl(w) + AI 12 g2 (t)f2(&)
d& dt

+ A 1 293(t)f3(G) ± Im(AAI)g 494(t)f 4 ()
+ Re(A*Aj1)g5(t)f5(Cj) ± Im(A*AI)g6(t)f6 (w)

6

--- ZAigi(t)fi(w) (1.77)
i=1

where Ai are self-defined (Latin index i runs from to 6) and fi(c) are as follows:

9
f () = 32 cos2 (1 - sin2 0 cos2 (o) (1.78)

f 2( ) = 9 sin2 (1sin 2 0 sin2 ) (1.79)32- sin 0 sin 17

f3(-) = 32sin 2 sin2 0 (1.80)

9
f4 ( -) =-32 sin2 0 sin 20 sin p (1.81)

322
9 1

f5(c) = 32 X sin 2 sin2 0 sin 2o (1.82)

9 1
f6(W') = 32w X sin 2 sin 20 cos A. (1.83)

One should be careful not to confuse the amplitudes A, and Ai; the latter are the
bilinear forms of the amplitudes A,. Equation 1.77 is valid for initially produced B
(B) mesons when the upper (lower) sign is taken for the interference terms (4 and
6) between the (C)P even and odd amplitudes. The time evolution of the angular
terms, the gj(t)'s, also depends on whether a B or a B is initially produced, and the
mixing and decays that follow. Below we discuss this separately for the B, and Bd

decays under study.
As we have seen in Section 1.3.2, the CP eigenstates in the Bs system are very close

to the mass eigenstates (also eigenstates of well-defined lifetime). The observed final
states of the B - J/0 decay are CP eigenstates, thus to a very good approximation,
the CP-even angular terms (involving A0 ,111

2) develop in time with e - rLt, while the
CP-odd angular term (involving A± 2) develops with e- rHt. The results of a careful
calculation [47] of the time evolution of each of the six angular terms in Equation 1.77
are given in Table 1.3. These include effects linear in the small7 CP violating phase,
6W0, arising in the interference of decays with and without mixing.

V arg V( ; Vb V, ) is zero to first order in Wolfenstein's parameterization. Taking into
account higher-order terms gives 003 [47] 

account higher--order terms gives 60 = 238 ~ 2A2r/ 0.03 [47].
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Ai and time evolution, gi(t)

1

2

3

4

5

6

IA0 12 [e-rLt :F e- r t sin(AMst)60s]

AII 12 [e- rLt : e- r t sin(AMst)6s]

A1 12 [e- rHt ± e- r t sin(AMst)6 -]

±-AtlI IA± [e- rt sin(6-611 - \Mst) ± [e-FHt - e - Lt] cos(6_ - )s]

IAoIA11 II cos 61, [e-rLt T e-rt sin(AMst)6¢S]

IlA0 Al [e -rt sin(± - AMst) + [e-rHt - e- rLt] cos(6)6q$8]

Table 1.3: Time evolution of initially produced Bs/B, mesons (upper/lower sign).
Terms of the order of (bqs)2 are neglected.

It is easy to imagine that we cannot directly apply the results of Table 1.3 in our
analysis. The two circumstances that would appear to hold us back are:

* We do not know what AMs is.

* We do not know if the observed decay comes from an originally produced B or
Bs.

However, the B, decay mode we observe, J/¢(i+l-)O(K+K-), is not self-tagging,
that is we do not know whether it is a Bs or Bs at the time of decay. For each
time t we can consider the sum of decays coming from the incoherent sources of Bs
and Bs mesons. If we assume equal numbers of BS and BS are produced, one finds
from Table 1.3 that statistical cancellation occurs for all the terms involving AM,
except the ones proportional to (e- rFHt- e-rLt)6s, which are very small anyway.
This statistical cancellation becomes more precise as the size of the signal gets larger.

With the above in mind, we adopt the following approach to the B, analysis:

* Assume equal numbers of BS and Bs in the Bs sample.

* Assume that 6s = 0, that is, ignore the possibility of any sizable CP violation
in in the interference of BS - BS mixing and decay.

With these assumptions a "reduced" time-dependent angular distribution is ob-
tained by adding the forms for initially produced B, and BS mesons, causing cancel-
lation of the terms 4 and 6 involving interference between the CP-even and CP-odd
decays:

d4p (, t) o IAol2 e-rLtffl(() + IAIl2e-rLtf 2 ()
d&7 dt

+ A1 2e-rFHtf3(() + Re(A*Aj)e-rLtf () (1.84)

With Equation 1.84 it is possible to extract all A,[, L, FH and 6 11 (up to ± ambi-
guity) from the BS sample in hand. However, unlike for Bd which is discussed below,
information on 6 can not be extracted.
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In the B'd - Bd system the mass eigenstates are not close to the CP eigenstates,
as the results of Section 1.3.2 imply. Therefore, when omitting the oscillation terms,
the P-even amplitudes evolve as cos2 e- rLt + sin2/e -rHt and the P-odd amplitude as
sin2/e - rLt + cos23e- rHt [48]. In principle, this reduces, but still leaves a sensitivity
to the first order in AFd. However, the fact that we observe flavor-specific Bd decays,
i.e. K K+r- and ot K*O - KsTr° , ensures [30] that all terms linear in Ard
cancel out. The time-dependence for each of the six angular terms reduces to that
given by Equation 1.59, which we re-write here for convenience:

i() [cosh(\dt) cos(AMt)] e-t

with the upper(lower) sign for initially produced Bd(Bd) mesons.

Section ]1.3.2 points out that AFd/Fd is very small. Ignoring terms quadratic and
higher order in Ard, the time dependence becomes e- rdtcos 2(AMdt/2) for decays
from an initially produced Bd and e - r dt sin2((AMdt/2) for an initially produced Bd.
Taking these results and summing over the initially produced Bd and Bd, we obtain
the following distribution for the observed Bd -+ J/K*o ° decays:

d4 P(, t) A 2fl () Ai12f2p)
dt c [Aofi)-AIIfW

+ A:12f3(&) ± Im(AA )f4( )

+ Re(A*Aj1)f5(&) ± Im(A*AI)f 6()] e- rdt, (1.85)

where the upper(lower) is used for the flavor specific final state of the Bd (Bd) with
K+7- (K-+).

The angular distribution given by Equation 1.85 can be used to extract all A I
as well as both 611 and 65 (and, of course, Fd). From SU(3) flavor symmetry it is
expected that the decay amplitudes for the Bd and B should agree within reason.

1.5 Analysis overview

The ultimate goal of the analyses described in this dissertation is to measure the width
difference between the mass eigenstates of the B - B system. However, on the way
to the final result a number of other interesting measurements are accomplished.
These include measurement of the average lifetimes for the B~,d,, mesons as well as
the measurement of the angular amplitudes in the studied Bd and B decays. Several
novel techniques and analysis steps that could be (in fact, many already are) carried
over "as is" into other analyses are developed and documented.

In this section we briefly review the status of the pertinent B meson measurements
and discuss ur analysis strategy and methodology.
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1.5.1 B lifetimes
The experimental state of affairs, illustrated by Table 1.4, is such that the only pre-
cisely measured lifetimes (and masses, for that matter) are those of the BU and Bd,

which are copiously produced at B factories. The other two ground state B mesons,
Bs and Bc, are not nearly as abundant and therefore less well measured.

Bq Charge, jej Mass, MeV/c 2 Lifetime, ps Production
fraction, %

Bd 0 5279.4 ± 0.5 1.537 ± 0.015 38.8 + 1.3
Bu +1 5279.0 ± 0.5 1.671 ± 0.018 38.8 ± 1.3
Bs 0 5366.0 ± 1.2 1.461 ± 0.057 10.6 ± 1.3
BC +1 6.4 - 0.4 0.46 +0.18 < 1

Table 1.4: Properties of the ground state B mesons. Compiled from References [25,49]

In this dissertation we are only considering light-flavored B mesons: B, Bd,
and Bs. B mesons are not included in our analysis for two reasons. Firstly, their
production rate is so small - only about 1/40 of that of B,,d - that one needs much
more data than presently available in order to achieve a precision measurement. Sec-
ondly, in addition to decaying via b quark disintegration, B can also decay via the
CKM-favored c Ws quark sub-process, and thus require a theoretical treatment
substantially different from that of B~,d,,.

We start off by measuring the (average) lifetimes of BU and Bd mesons. At this
time, given the statistics, we are not likely to challenge the precision achieved by
B factories. However, measuring these lifetimes is not at all meaningless.

Firstly, an environment completely different from B factories requires a totally
different approach. We re-work and improve the lifetime extraction method used by
the CDF Collaboration during Run I [50], and demonstrate that the results obtained
with this new method for B,d mesons are in excellent agreement with B factory
measurements.

The second important aspect of measuring any relatively short lifetimes at high
energy hadron colliders is that the proper decay length resolution is much better (due
to larger boosts and, consequently, longer flight distances) than those at B factories,
translating into smaller statistical uncertainty even with smaller-size samples. Also,
the systematic effects are to a large extent "orthogonal" to those at B factories. The
results of the measurements presented here indicate that it is reasonable to expect that
toward the end of Run II lifetime measurements from Tevatron will rival the precision
of B factory measurements, which makes having a proven lifetime extraction method
ever more important.

In what concerns B, lifetime(s), the progress has so far been rather limited. The
B, samples previously available were not adequate to incisively confront the theory.
This situation persisted largely due to the fact that the B. is not produced in the
decays of T(4S) resonance, and for that reason cannot be studied at the currently
operating B factories. Samples obtained by LEP were also small because of cross-
sections much smaller than Tevatron's, but comparable total integrated luminosity.
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At hadron colliders the B cross-section is very large ( 100 b at upgraded Tevatron),
however, Bs production fraction, f, is only about a quarter of Bd production fraction,
fd. Still the sample of exclusively reconstructed Bs mesons considered in this analysis
is several times larger than any of its predecessors.

Apart from being so scarce, BS mesons provide an additional challenge because
of the expected lifetime difference between the two mass eigenstates in the B, - B,
system, which effectively splits the sample into two different ones. To extract the
lifetimes properly from any given sample not only needs one a way of measuring
lifetimes, but also a way to know at least the relative fraction of heavy and light mass
eigenstates decays in the sample.

1.5.2 Angular decay amplitudes in the P VV B meson
decays

The interest in angular amplitudes in the P -+ VV B meson decays started a few years
back, when people realized the utility of Bd - J/OK* '° decay (with K*° - K°7r°) in
measuring the angle /3 of the Unitarity Triangle. Indeed, if the two CP eigenstates
can be disentangled (or one CP eigenstate dominates) then this decay can be used to
measure the angle 3 much the same way in which the decay to the CP-odd eigenstate
Bd --+ J/1C ° is used. Also a number of phenomenological models, e.g. [51-53],
based on the factorization hypothesis, make predictions as to what Aol 2 should be.
The extent to which the factorization hypothesis itself is valid can be tested as well,
because this hypothesis implies that phases of all three amplitudes are the same
(modulo wr). Deviations from this would imply significant final state interactions and
breakdown of factorization.

The original measurements have been performed by CLEO and CDF collabora-
tions, who later on updated their results [54, 55]. CDF has also included the results
for B - J/00 as a further check of the factorization and a first experimental at-
tempt to see how useful this decay can be for measuring AF/F,. The current world
averages for B,,d are dominated by results coming from BaBar and Belle [56,57]. The
summary of the above mentioned measurements is given in Table 1.5. It should be

B --+ J/OK* Aol2 IAl 2 | 611 61
CLEO (1997) 0.52 0.07 0.04 0.16 0.08 0.04 3.00 0.37 ± 0.04 -0.11 + 0.46 ± 0.03

CDF (2000) 0.59 ± 0.06 ± 0.01 0.13 +0.12 ± 0.06 2.16 + 0.46 + 0.13 -0.56 ± 0.53 ± 0.13
BaBar (2001) 0.60 + 0.03 ± 0.02 0.16 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 2.50 ± 0.20 ± 0.08 -0.17 i 0.16 ± 0.07

Belle (2002) 0.62 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.02 + 0.03 2.83 + 0.19 ± 0.08 -0.09 ± 0.13 + 0.06

Bs - J/00I , Col2 I 1C12 I 61I 6
CDF (2000) 0.61 i 0.14 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.19 ± 0.04 1.12 ± 1.29 ± 0.18

Table 1.5: The results of the earlier measurements of the angular amplitudes in
B - J/O K"/ decays.

noted that Bi factories combine the amplitude results from several decay channels,
including B - J/OK*+, under the assumption of isospin symmetry, which motivates
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the generic notation B - J/OK* in the above table. For B - J/qo in Table 1.5
we changed the notation for the "amplitudes" from A, to C, because what was ac-
tually measured are the time-integrated fractions, rather than the amplitudes. The
distinction between the two is explained in Appendix J.

With the present analysis we intend to achieve a precision in measuring angular
decay amplitudes in B -+ J/OK* similar to that of the latest published results by
BaBar and Belle [56, 57] as well as to make a big step forward in measuring the
amplitudes in Bs -- J/ .

1.5.3 The status of and considerations for Ars/F 8r

There have been a number of experimental attempts to make a statement about
AFs/F, either with a limit or a number with uncertainty. However, all of these
attempts suffered from very low statistics and in some cases relied on controversial
assumptions. In the current section, while reviewing the earlier results we try to
illuminate at least the most important issues that arise in AFS/F, measurements.

As a sensible benchmark number for AFS/F, we choose 0.12 ± 0.06 calculated in
References [30,45]. Different authors have arrived at different numbers, but most of
them are in the general proximity of 0.12. The experimental results can be found on
either side of 0.12 more often than not with large deviations, but still agreeing with
the prediction because of large uncertainties (Table 1.6).

There are three principle methods of AFs/F, extraction that have been employed
so far. We describe them briefly, starting from the most popular. Appendix N
contains formulae potentially useful when reviewing the material of this section.

Method 1. This method relies on measuring a lifetime from semileptonic Bs
decays (with a single-exponential fit) and then using HQE prediction [38]:

S - 11 < 0.01. (1.86)
Fd

Indeed, the semileptonic decays are flavor-specific, i.e. a B, decay yields an 1+ and a
B, decay yields a 1-. At the same time, both B& and B contain equal amount of
flavor eigenstates B, and B8 (Equations 1.47 and 1.64 - 1.66). The above two facts
combined mean that semileptonic decay width is the same for BL and B H: F,,mil =
Fr il However, the semileptonic branching fractions, FLse m i L and Frsemil /FrH· L / H ndu
are different, because FL F. This difference in the branching fractions means
that there is unequal proportion of heavy and light B, mass eigenstate decays in
the semileptonic sample. Namely, assuming that equal number of BL and B are
produced, the number of Bs decays is proportional to /FL and the number of B.
decays is proportional to 1/FH. Basically, there is fewer B L semileptonic decays
because of the additional (those that give rise to AF,- FL - F1H > 0) decay channels
available for B>. In terms of fractions there is

1/FL F (1.87)

1/rL + 1/FH 2F(8
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B j decays and
1/FH FL

1/FL + 1/FH 27F (1.88)

Beu decays. Appendix A explains that a single lifetime fit on any sample returns sim-
ply the average lifetime of all events in the sample. Applied to a sample of semileptonic
Bs decays it means that the single exponential fit should return

semi. FHFL 1 1 +4 f~T B T L + T H -. F,Fem, = 8 TL + 2FL TH 1 1 l (1.89)
2v_ , 217,. FH

4 r 2

If one now takes Fr Fd ( = r1 - rTBd) from Equation 1.86 and a measured
value of Trn i l., Equation 1.89 can be solved for AFS/Fs. We would like to emphasize,
however, that the current central values of rTBd (Table 1.4) and rTBemil (Table 1.6) are
in disagreement with TB -emi' TBd implied by Equation 1.89. This observation has
been made by others [58].

It is hard to identify the source of the above problem. The prediction of Equa-
tion 1.86 has been independently confirmed and the experimental results are what
they are, given the uncertainties. We would prefer not to delve into a discussion of
whether it is TBemi that is too low, or Equation 1.86 that is not entirely accurate.
For the purposes of this dissertation we choose not to rely on Bs semileptonic lifetime
in any way, but we do investigate the utility of the constraint of Equation 1.86 in
improving the AFs/FS sensitivity. We do clearly state which of the results of the
current dissertation use this constraint and which ones do not.

Method 2. In this method the lifetime in the decay Bs -- D*)+D! *) is mea-
sured. This decay is (almost) entirely CP-even, thus the extracted lifetime is the
lifetime of the CP-even mass eigenstate, T L. In order to extract AFs/FS such measure-
ment can then be combined8 using the algebra from Appendix N with the semileptonic
Bs lifetime [59], or with the prediction of Equation 1.86 [60].

Method 3. This method is different from the previous two in that that it is
entirely self-contained. The drawback, which can be considered minor unless an
extremely precise measurement of AFS/Fs is desired, is that the method is based
on a somewhat speculative assumption that the total AF, is due to just one (set
of) decay(s): B - D*)+DD*)- . Indeed, only the modes that are common to B,
and Bs (real intermediate states of the box diagrams) define F12 and, consequently,
AF. Out of these, the dominant ones are governed by b -- cs transition, while
b -+ cs, us, uis are CKM-suppressed. Reference [42] provides a credible argument
that b -+ cs is dominated by the CP-even B - D(*)+D*)- decay, so that

AFS = F(BL) - D*)+D(*)-). (1.90)
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Method Sample Measurement ArS/Fs, %
1 Bs -+ D-IPX Tsm i l -(1.46 ± 0.07) ps < 29s~~B
2 Bs -+ OOX TL = (1.27 ± 0.33 ± 0.07) ps 45 +80

3 B 0X Br(BL) X -)= (23 ± 10 i-49)% 26 +3Bs -+ O~x Br(B! ~) - D!*)+DO?- ): = (23 0 +) 2 +30
8 __ s __ s -9 / 6 1s

Table 1.6: Status of the experimental knowledge of AF,/F,. The upper limit is quoted
at the 95% C.L. The results are collected from References [59,60].

Now, taking into account that

00

r s Fr(BL) - D(*)+D(*)-) . e-L'dt =_ Br(B(L) -+ D(*)+D(*)-), (1.91)FL ~ ~~~ ~s s / s s

0
To~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(

we see that it suffices to measure the branching fraction Br(B.L) - DS*)+Ds*)- ) in
order to determine AF8 /Fs from (using FL = F [1 + rs ], Appendix N)

A~~~~~~~~~Fs

P = Br(BL) -+ D(*)+D(*)-) (1.92)
2Fs

In the present analysis we employ a method which is also self-sufficient, but may
benefit from additional information if we choose to include it. As one can see from
Section 1.4, the angular analysis in B - J/V, at least in principle can separate the
CP-odd decays from CP-even ones, thereby separating decays of the two mass eigen-
states, such that the two lifetimes, L and rTH, can be extracted. This method does
not rely on any earlier measurements or involve any dubious theoretical models. The
measurement is entirely driven by the data in the sample on which the measurement
is performed.

At the same time, the method is flexible enough that additional information, e.g.
Equation 1.86, can be used to improve the sensitivity. However, introduction of such
additional information is, firstly, done in a clear, well controlled fashion and, secondly,
not critical for getting the result.

1.5.4 Analysis strategy
In sections 1.5.1-1.5.3 we have reviewed the current status of Bu,d,s lifetimes, Bd,s

angular decay amplitudes and AF,/F, -all of the quantities we intend to measure.
Hopefully, that gives a sense of the sheer size as well as the complexity of the experi-
mental project that we are undertaking. In order to be successful and stay on course
one needs a well defined strategy and the right tools. The tools are numerous and far
too complicated, so we defer the discussion of them to Chapter 3 and Appendices. In
this section we summarize the "Analysis overview" as well as the entire introductory
chapter by presenting the analysis strategy.

We begin by measuring the lifetime of B, mesons reconstructed in the exclusive
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decay B - J/(lt(p +p - )K +. This is the largest (over 3000 signal candidates) sample
of B mesons available to us. The latter fact together with the fact that TBh is fairly
well known (Table 1.4) make this measurement not just a measurement, but also an
important check of the lifetime extraction tools that we subsequently apply on the
smaller samples of the other B meson species.

Assuming success in the first step, we proceed to measuring the (average) lifetimes
of Bd and B, mesons in their respective decays to J/(Iz+ 1 -)K*°(K+ -- ) (over 1000
signal candidates) and J/(t + p - )O(K + K - ) (few hundreds signal candidates). From
the first measurement of angular decay amplitudes [55] and/or by SU(3) symmetry
with Bd, we expect that CP-even component of B - J/4q is small, about 20%.
Thus, we might see an indication of a sizable AFs/Fs already at this step if the
extracted average B. lifetime turns out to be notably smaller than TBd.

In the third step we perform the time-dependent angular analysis of the Bd -
J//K*" decays, extracting angular decay amplitudes and, again, Bd lifetime, TBd The
extracted amplitudes are cross-checked against previous measurements (Table 1.5).

Lastly, we modify the fitter used in step 3 such that the functional form given
by Equation 1.84, not Equation 1.85, is being fit to the signal in the sample. The
modified fitter is then applied to the B, data in hand. The extracted angular decay
amplitudes are compared to the earlier measurement (Table 1.5) and to the Bd results
from step 3. In the latter comparison we expect semi-quantitative agreement on the
grounds of SU(3) symmetry. If everything works, we have accomplished the first
direct measurement of ArF/Fr, independent of previous Bs lifetime measurements!
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Chapter 2

Experimental apparatus and
getting the data

The B mesons of interest are produced as a result of head-on proton-antiproton
collisions. A detector is used to collect information about the interactions taking
place in these collisions. This chapter describes the two major components crucial for
the study we are undertaking: the Fermilab Tevatron, which provides pp collisions,
and the CDF II detector allowing observation of the final state particles from which
the global picture of the interactions is reconstructed. Some low level procedures,
e.g. tracking and vertexing, as well as data manipulations, such as data set creation,
which precede a typical analysis are also discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Tevatron
Fermilab is home to a very sophisticated accelerator complex a simplified drawing of
which is shown in Figure 2-1. One of the things this complex is capable of providing
is pp collisions at vA = 1.96TeV. This involves several stages, such as: preparing
protons and antiprotons, injecting them into the Tevatron, accelerating the two beams
up to the energy of 980 GeV and colliding them at the interaction regions. These steps
of the process are described below along with the accelerator systems involved.

2.1.1 Proton source: Cockroft-Walton chamber, Linac, and
Booster

The process leading to the pp collisions begins with electrical discharges into a hy-
drogen gas contained in a Cockroft-Walton chamber, across which there is a large
electrostatic field. The discharges produce negative ions, which are accelerated by a
positive voltage applied to a so-called extractor plate. The ions are then fed through
a magnetic transport system, which filters out non-H- species and delivers the H-
ions to a linear accelerator, the Linac.

The Linac [63] picks up the H- ions at the energy of 750 KeV, accelerates them,
and injects them in the Booster. The first half-length of the Linac is the Drift Tube
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MAIN INJECTOR

Figure 2-1: Fermilab's accelerator chain.

Linac, which accelerates the ions to 116 MeV. The second half of the (old-fashioned)
Drift Tube Linac has been replaced with a Side-coupled Cavity Linac, allowing ions
to achieve an ultimate energy of 400 MeV.

The Booster [62,64] is a rapid cycling synchrotron about 150 meters in diameter.
It uses a loading scheme that overlays injected beam with the one already circulating
in the machine. One may argue that this violates the Liouville's Theorem1 . This,
in fact, would have been the case with the original H+ source, which produced even
larger beam current than the present H- source, but was limited to injection over a
single Booster turn. The H- source and the overlaid beam injection were developed
to increase beam intensity from the Booster by working around Liouville's theorem.
The idea exploits the fact that it is a proton (H +) beam that circulates in the Booster,
while the incoming Linac beam is a beam of H- ions. Superimposing H- and H+
beams constitutes no violation of the Liouville's Theorem. Once it is accomplished,
the mixed beams go through a carbon foil, which strips off the electrons turning
the H- ions into protons; to minimize the beam blow-up the beams are made pass
through the foil only during loading. As a result one gets an increased intensity proton
beam confined to virtually the same phase space volume of the original machine with
single turn loading.

1 The density in phase space remains constant along a dynamic trajectory (in the presence of only
conservative forces), in particular two dynamic trajectories cannot merge.
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The revolution period in the Booster at injection is 2.22 mins, while the pulse length
ill the Linac is approximately 40 ins. A portion of the Linac beam is selected by a
400 MeV chopper magnet, while the remainder is sent to one of the Linac dumps. By
extending the chop length, multiple Booster turns are generated. Although the Linac
beam pulse is long enough for more than 18 Booster "turns", operationally 10-12
turns is usually the practical limit for maximum intensity.

Once the bare protons are collected in the Booster, they are accelerated to an
energy of 8 GeV by the conventional method of varying the phase of the RF fields in
the accelerating cavities [65] and subsequently injected into the Main Injector. One
filll Booster "batch" contains a maximum of 5x 1012 protons, which sets a convenient
unit for the number of protons throughout the accelerator complex. These protons are
divided among 84 bunches spaced by 18.9 ns, which sets another convenient sub-unit,
6 x 101° protons.

2.1.2 Main Injector
Before Run II, the protons and antiprotons in the Tevatron had been injected by
the Main Ring, which was the original 400 GeV proton synchrotron built during the
early 1970's. The Main Ring was not designed as an injector to the Tevatron, it was
only later adapted to suit this purpose, which imposed a number of limitations on
its performance. With significant improvement in antiproton production capability
as the prized goal, Fermilab upgraded its accelerator complex with the Main Injector
(MI) [62]. The Main Injector is a new rapid cycling accelerator designed to do the
following:

* accept 8 GeV protons or antiprotons from

- the Booster,

- the antiproton Accumulator,

- the Recycler,

* accelerate protons to 120 GeV and deliver them to

- the antiproton production target,

- fixed target area,

- NuMI beamline (for neutrino production),

* accelerate protons or antiprotons to 150 GeV and inject them into the Tevatron.

* accept 150 GeV antiprotons from the Tevatron and decelerate them to 8 GeV
for transfer to the Recycler.

The MI is exactly seven times the circumference of the Booster. Allowing one
empty "slot" for switching, it can hold six Booster batches with 84 bunches in each.
In Collider MIode six bunches containing 6 x 101° protons each are accelerated to flat
top (nominal maximum energy for a given machine at which particles can be kept
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for an extended time) of 150 GeV. At flat top the bunches are coalesced into a single
bunch of 27 x 101° protons (see Table 2.1 in Section 2.1.4) which is then injected
into the Tevatron. The above constitutes a single MI cycle. Thirty-six such cycles
are needed to fill the Tevatron with protons. As one may have noticed coalescing
is not a 100% efficient process. Provided good coalescing efficiency is achieved, two,
three or four proton bunches can be prepared during a single MI cycle, requiring
correspondingly 18, 12 or 9 cycles to fill the Tevatron.

Once the Tevatron is filled with protons the MI goes back to its other duties which
in fact take most of its time: antiproton production, which we discuss in Section 2.1.3,
and super-intense beam delivery for fixed target / neutrino experiments. The oper-
ational possibilities are sufficiently flexible to interleave antiproton production and
fixed target physics with only modest impact on either.

2.1.3 Antiproton source: Debuncher, Accumulator, and Re-
cycler

The largest bottle-neck in a pp collider is the supply of the antiprotons. Being anti-
matter they are much harder to come by on Earth, so one has to be very inventive in
order to obtain a significant number of them.

For efficient acceleration and system-to-system transfer of particles, and ultimately
for the highest luminosity, one wants the majority of the particles (antiprotons in this
case) to be confined to a small phase space volume. This condition thermodynamically
corresponds to a low temperature, which gives rise to a concept of a cold beam and
cooling, i. e. producing a beam of particles confined to a small phase space volume.

Different cooling techniques exist. The stochastic cooling is a feedback based
method. As particles orbit the storage ring they go past pickups and kickers, which
are pairs of electrodes placed around the beam. Differential pickup signals (difference
between the signals from the paired electrodes is proportional to particle's deviation
from the nominal orbit) are used to produce the error signal. The error signal is
then used by the kickers, which apply small momentum kicks effectively damping
the amplitude of the oscillation around the nominal trajectory. Just described is the
transverse or betatron stochastic cooling. In the longitudinal or momentum stochastic
cooling energy spread of the beam is reduced by driving particles in the beam dis-
tribution toward a central momentum. In a momentum cooling system, the signals
from the pickup electrodes are combined in the sum mode and similarly, the error
signal is applied to the kicker electrodes, providing longitudinal fields to accelerate or
decelerate the passing particles.

The electron cooling works on the principle of a heat exchanger. In this method a
beam of electrons with a very small transverse kinetic energy is passed collinearly with
the beam of particles being cooled (those that have relatively large transverse kinetic
energy). Both beams travel at approximately the same velocity and as they interact,
the transverse kinetic energy of the warmer beam is transferred to the electron beam,
which is then collected at the end of the cooling session.

In either cooling method there is no violation of Liouville's theorem, because phase
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space density is increased via application of non-conservative (friction) forces.
A very good introduction to cooling techniques, particularly those used at Fermi-

lab, is given in Reference [66].
As we have seen in the previous section fairly high proton density is achieved in

the Booster without any cooling. The sheer number of protons allows one to produce
a cold beam just by throwing away protons that are outside of the desired phase space
volume. However, for antiprotons, which are not so readily available, we do not have
this luxury. Therefore, a distinctive effort in optimizing the production mechanism,
and application of cooling is needed in order to obtain cold antiproton beam without
discarding any significant number of antiprotons.

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, antiproton production is one of the Main Injector's
major tasks. In this mode of operation the MI accelerates a single Booster batch of
5 x 1012 protons (84 bunches) to 120 GeV and sends them to hit a nickel target. Just
before extraction to the target RF manipulations are performed on the proton beam.
They narrow the bunches in time at the expense of increasing momentum spread
(Ap/p). This process is also known as bunch rotation 2. It turns out that the Ap/p of
the antiprotons produced is minimally affected by the Ap/p of the incident protons.
At the same time, by narrowing the proton bunches prior to striking the target, the
phase space density of the antiprotons is maximized.

When the beam strikes the production target a shower of secondary particles is
produced. The large portion of the resulting cone of particles is rendered parallel
by means of a lithium lens [66] (a cylindrical piece of lithium through which an
axial current is run). The bunch structure of the beam coming off of the target is
the same as that of the primary beam. A pulsed dipole magnet is used to select
all negatively charged particles of approximately 8GeV kinetic energy, which are
subsequently injected into the Debuncher [62,66]. There the momentum spread of the
8 GeV secondaries is reduced through bunch rotation - the inverse of the procedure
mentioned one paragraph above - and adiabatic de-bunching [66]. Both betatron
and momentum stochastic cooling techniques [66, 68] are applied to further reduce
the beam size and momentum spread.

Just before the next pulse arrives from the target (the cycle takes 1.5 seconds)
the cooled antiprotons are transferred to the Accumulator [62, 66]. The purpose
of the Accumulator, as its name implies, is to accumulate the antiprotons. Also a
much more thorough cooling is performed. There are two ranges of orbits in the
Accumulator. The inner orbits are referred to as the stack core, and the outer ones as
stack tail. The injected antiprotons are moved into the stack tail, where momentum
cooling acts decelerating them toward the stack core, which has a smaller orbit. After
approximately 30 minutes, the antiprotons in the stack tail will have been decelerated
into the domain of the core cooling systems. Three stochastic cooling systems act
on the core during stacking, minimizing the emittances 3 . This process continues for

2 One might think of a bunch as an ellipse in (t,p) space elongated along the t axis. After bunch
rotation is applied it becomes an ellipse stretched along the p axis and narrowed along the t axis.

3 Emittance is defined as the effective area of the beam in phase space and given by x' dx, where
x' is the divergence. There are three emittances which are related to the phase space volumes in each
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hours with the stack growing in size until the maximum Accumulator intensity is
reached or the Tevatron needs to be refilled.

When the transfer of antiprotons to the MI is desired a portion of the beam core
in the Accumulator is captured in four buckets4 and is moved to the extraction orbit,
where bunches suitable for capture by MI RF are prepared. Once extracted from the
Accumulator and injected into the MI, antiprotons undergo acceleration from 8 GeV
to 150 GeV and subsequent injection into the Tevatron. Nine cycles are needed to fill
Tevatron with 36 antiproton bunches with 33x 109 particles in each (see Table 2.1 in
Section 2.1.4).

One other thing which should be mentioned is the Recycler ring [62,67]. Without
it, the precious antiprotons left at the end of a collider store ( 15 hour period of
time when the colliding beams are retained in the machine) must be thrown away.
The Recycler will make it possible to recover these antiprotons and re-use them in a
later store. The Recycler will also take up the role of the Accumulator as the final
storage for 8GeV antiprotons allowing the existing Antiproton Source to perform
more efficiently and produce more antiprotons per hour. Indeed, the Accumulator
core size is probably limited to 2 x 101 antiprotons, because the efficacy of stochastic
cooling systems drops as , where N is proportional to the linear charge density.
The Recycler has a circumference 7 times that of the Accumulator, therefore for a
given core size, line charge density is smaller and cooling capability is restored. In
addition, electron cooling [69] is foreseen for the Recycler, in which case cooling rate
does not scale with .

The Recycler was included in the Fermilab Program in the spring of 1997 as an
addition to the Main Injector project. Most of the lattice elements (dipoles and
quadrupoles) are made out of permanent magnets and the ring shares the tunnel
with the MI, thus operational and constructional costs are comparatively low, but
the benefit is expected to be substantial.

2.1.4 Tevatron - the global picture
The Tevatron [62] is the highest energy hadron collider in the world. It accelerates
beams of protons and antiprotons to the energy of 980 GeV, providing a center of mass
(CM) energy of 1.96 TeV. It is also the first accelerator to employ superconducting
magnets throughout, which required cryogenic cooling and, consequently, large scale
production and distribution of liquid helium. Use of the superconducting elements is
a necessity when achieving such high values of CM energy, but the added complexity
has a benefit of reducing electricity consumption and hence the cost of operation.

dimension occupied by the particles in the beam. These are often reduced to transverse (measured
in 7r-mm-mrad) and longitudinal(measured in eV-sec) emittances.

4 A bucket (not to be confused with a bunch) is an accelerator physics term meaning a stable
phase space region where beam may be captured and accelerated by RF cavities. The bucket width
gives the maximum phase (or timing) range at the RF cavity which a particle may have and still
complete the whole acceleration cycle. The bucket height is the corresponding limit on momentum
spread. A group of particles captured in a bucket forms a bunch. A bucket may or may not contain
a bunch.
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Figure 2-2: lBeam spacing and injection configuration. Shown are three proton (clock-
wise) and antiproton (counterclockwise) bunch trains. Each contains 12 bunches
spaced by 21 RF buckets (spacing is not shown). The proton and antiproton bunches
are labeled P01, P02, ... and A01, A02, ... starting from the upstream end of the
train so that A01 and P01 collide at F0.

The Tevatron is exactly 2 km in diameter. During Run IIa the Tevatron is operated
in a 36 x 36 mode, which refers to the number of bunches in each of the two beams.
The antiprotons are injected after the protons have already been loaded. Just before
the antiproton injection a set of electrostatic separators are used to create a pair of
non-intersecting helical closed orbits with the protons circulating on one strand of
the helix and the antiprotons circulating on the other.

The beam configuration and injection scheme are illustrated by Figure 2-2. The
standard 36 x 36 filling scheme consists of pattern of 12 bunches spaced by 21 RF
buckets (396ns). Each bunch "train" is followed by a 139-bucket gap called abort
gap. The spacing of the antiproton bunch ensemble is the mirror image of the proton
spacing.

As mentioned above, proton injection happens first. It follows a simple order:
P01, P02, ec. The injection is accomplished via the low level RF transfer system
and a kicker magnet with a fast rise time (396 ns). The antiprotons must be injected
during the time that the proton abort gap passes through the kicker, so that the
protons are not disturbed by the kicker's magnetic field. The only way this condition
can be achieved is by rotating (or cogging) the antiproton distribution relative to the
proton distribution for the injection of the various batches of antiprotons. Because
there are three abort gaps in the proton beam, it is possible to inject three groups of
antiprotons for each value of cogging. First, one third of each of the three antiproton
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Run IIa goal 08/2002 Main problems
p production rate, x0 10 /hr 18 11 1) Larger than expected
Accumulator core size, x1010 165 120 transverse emittance in the
p transfer efficiency, % 80 37 Accumulator

# p per bunch, x101 ° 27 18 2) Long range beam-beam
# p per bunch, x109 33 12 interaction in the Tevatron

reduces p lifetime, causes
Peak lumi., x1031 cm - 2 s- 1 8.6 2.0 excessive emittance growth

Table 2.1: Summary of the performance of Fermilab accelerator complex.

trains is injected (A01-A04, A13-A16 and A25-A28). After that the antiprotons are
cogged by 84 buckets, and again after the injection of A05-A08, A17-A20 and A29-
A32. Prior to acceleration the antiprotons are rotated to the nominal collision point
cogging.

Once the Tevatron loading is complete beams are accelerated to the maximum
energy and collisions are initiated. With 36 x 36, there are 72 regions along the
ring where (long range) bunch crossings occur. While 70 of these are parasitic, in
the vicinity of B0 and DO regions, surrounded by CDF and D0 detectors, a special
effort is made to maximize the chance of a proton striking an antiproton. This
is achieved with additional focusing and beam steering. Focusing, performed with
quadrupole magnets, reduces the beam spot size and thus increases the luminosity.
Indeed, instantaneous luminosity, to which the number of collisions per unit of time
is proportional, to an approximation is given by:

L NBNpNpf (2.1)

where NB is the number of bunches, N(p),p is the number of the (anti)protons in a
bunch, f is the bunch revolution frequency, and (p),p is the effective width of the
(anti)proton beam. Making c(p),p smaller and N(p),p larger results in larger rate of
collisions.

The instantaneous luminosity degrades over time as particles are lost and beams
begin to heat up, mostly due to the long range beam-beam interaction. In the mean-
while more and more antiprotons are being stored in the Accumulator. After a period
of time of about 15 hours, which is approximately one "luminosity lifetime", it be-
comes beneficial to terminate the current store and start a new cycle.

Table 2.1 summarizes Fermilab accelerator complex performance by listing Run IIa
goals and current (as of this writing, 08/2002) performance characteristics.

2.2 The CDF II detector

CDF II is a general purpose solenoidal detector positioned around the B0 interaction
region as shown in Figure 2-1. The layout is standard for detectors of this type. From
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Figure 2-3: The CDF II detector.

the inside out there are: tracking system, magnet, electromagnetic (EM) calorimetry,
hadron calorimetry, and muon detectors on the far outside. There are also systems,
such as Time-of-Flight system and Cherenkov Luminosity Counter, which are not as
universal as those just mentioned, but still are extremely important for particular
classes of analyses. The elevation view of CDF II is shown in Figure 2-3.

The Cartesian coordinate system associated with CDF II has the detector's geo-
metric center as its origin. The x axis is in the (horizontal) plane of the accelerator
ring, pointing radially outward, and the y axis points vertically up. The z axis is cho-
sen so as to complete the right-handed coordinate system. Beams travel through the
detector approximately parallel to its z axis with protons moving in the the positive
z direction. The center of the detector roughly coincides with the center of the beam
crossing region.

The detector is roughly cylindrically and forward-backward symmetric, which
makes it often convenient to work in cylindrical (z, r, ) or polar (r, 0, A) coor-
dinates. The z axis is the same as for Cartesian system. The azimuthal angle runs
in the transverse (x-y) plane, with q0 = 0 being the positive direction of the x axis.
Polar angle 0 is counted from the positive direction of the z axis.
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Yet another set of coordinates replaces the angle 0 in polar coordinates with the
quantity

0-=log tan 2, (2.2)

called pseudo-rapidity. The choice of (r, 1, A) is convenient because it is defined by the
symmetries of the experiment. Indeed, physics processes are invariant under rotation
around the (unpolarized) beam, thus making 0 a natural choice. To understand why
rj is a useful quantity one has to recall that the important feature of the proton-
antiproton collisions is that it is partons (valence or sea quarks, or gluons) that are
involved in fundamental interactions. They carry only a fraction of (anti)proton
momentum, determined by the parton distribution function [73]. As a consequence
of the possible imbalance in the longitudinal components of the momenta of the two
interacting partons, the observed physics interactions often have large boosts along
the z axis5. The quantity

1 E+p,
- log P (2.3)2 E - p

is called the rapidity. Under a boost /3 along the z axis it transforms as ( = ( +
tanh -1 , which means ( intervals are invariant under such boosts. is the ultra-
relativistic/massless limit of (, in which the total energy E in the formula above can
be replaced with the total momentum p:

71- log P +PZ -logtan -. (2.4)
p - p 2

We see that ( has reduced to a purely geometrical quantity 71, appropriate to use as
detector coordinate. At the same time r intervals are invariant under Lorentz boosts
along z axis (provided that E can be approximated with p).

Detector components (wherever appropriate) are uniformly segmented in r1 and ,
which often allows one to simplify the analysis and avoid artifacts in certain kinematic
distributions.

In the following sub-sections we give a general description of the CDF II de-
tector with an emphasis on the elements relevant to the analyses described in this
dissertation. A detailed description can be found in Reference [61]. Throughout this
document we omit the "II" part of "CDF II" and "SVX II". There should be no
ambiguity, because we always speak of the Run II incarnation of either, unless the
opposite is explicitly stated.

2.2.1 Tracking and vertexing

Charged particles cause ionization as they pass through matter. Typically, this ion-
ization is localized near the trajectory of the particle in little clusters called hits. Once
detected, hits can be used to reconstruct particle's trajectory in the process known

5 Same thing happens in the transverse direction, but because the transverse boosts of
a(n anti)proton are tiny the fundamental interactions have negligible transverse motion.
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Figure 2-4: The r-z view of the CDF tracking system.

as tracking.
In the upgrade for the Run II a great deal of effort was spent on increasing tracking

coverage. The r-z map of tracking systems is shown in Figure 2-4. We refer to this
picture in the following sections when individual tracking systems are discussed.

The CDF tracking volume is permeated by a uniform magnetic field of magnitude
B = 1.4T, directed along the z axis. In this environment charged particle trajectories
are helices, which are described by five parameters:

z0 - z coordinate of the point of the closest approach to the z axis,

do -- impact parameter (distance from the point of the closest approach to the z
axis),

q0- q0 direction of the transverse momentum of the particle (tangential to the
helix) at the point of the closest approach to the z axis,

cot 0 - helix pitch, defined as the ratio of the helix step to its diameter,

C - helix curvature.

Curvature and impact parameter are actually signed quantities as defined by

C= q (2.5)
2R'

do q( + R), (2.6)

where q is the charge of the particle, (x, Yc) is the center of the helix as projected
onto the x- y plane, and R is its radius. These, as well as 40, are illustrated in
Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Illustration for track helix parameterization. Beamline is assumed to
coincide with the z axis (perpendicular to the plane of the picture passing through
(0,0)). In the transverse plane helices look like circles; radius R of the circle defines
the track curvature C. Impact parameter do is measured from the beamline. Shown
are four identical tracks save for the signs of their curvatures and impact parameters.

From the helix parameters one can easily derive particle's transverse and longitu-
dinal momenta:

cB
PT = 2C(2.7)

21CI

Pz = PT cot 9 (2.8)

In order to determine the track parameters a track fit is performed. This is
basically a helical fit to a set of spatially distributed hits preselected according to the
pattern recognition algorithm. Each hit going into the fit is ascribed an uncertainty
universally determined in dedicated studies. The output of the fit is a set of track
parameters and the error matrix, including inter-parameter correlations. We continue
to discuss track fit later in this section after the two major tracking devices are
introduced. It would be more appropriate to introduce the concept of vertexing first,
however.

A particle's point of origin cannot be inferred from a helix alone, all we know
is that it is somewhere on the helix. In many cases a particle's origin (production
vertex) is found by intersecting the helix with at least one other helix corresponding
to a particle which we believe has come from the same space point, e.g. as a result of a
decay of a common parent particle. This process is referred to as vertexing. At CDF II
vertexing is done using C++ wrapper called VertexFit [74] of the Run I kinematic
fitting Fortran code CTVMFT [75]. VertexFit determines the spatial coordinates of
the decay point as well as their uncertainties. Determining the mass of the parent
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particle and the corresponding uncertainty (from track parameters of the daughters
and their masses) is also among its extensive capabilities.

There are two main systems that are the foundation for precise measurement of
the helix parameters. These are: the Central Outer Tracker (COT) and the Silicon
VerteX Detector (SVX), both of which we describe in detail below. There are also
two additional systems: the Intermediate Silicon Layers (ISL) and Layer 00 (L00),
which we describe only briefly.

Central Outer Tracker

In the region of zl < 155 cm and between the radii of 44 and 132 cm tracking is done
by the Central Outer Tracker, COT. The COT [61] is a cylindrical multi-wire open-
cell drift chamber with 50:50 Ar-Ethane gas mixture as the active medium. Charged
particles that travel through the gas mixture leave a trail of ionization electrons.
These electrons drift toward the sense wires by virtue of the electric field created by
cathode field panels and potential wires of the cell that they are in (Figure 2-6). The
drift is not along the electric field direction because of the magnetic field along the z
axis. In such crossed fields electrons originally at rest move in the plane perpendicular
to the magnetic field at an angle a with respect to the electric field lines. The value
of a, also known as a Lorentz angle, depends on the magnitude of both fields and the
properties of the gas mixture. In the COT a _ 35° .

+ Potential wires

Sense wires

X Shaper wires

Bare Mylar 

--- Gold on Mylar (Filel)d P. -I)

I .

R

I I I I ' I 

52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66
R (cm)

Figure 2-6: Transverse view of three cells from the COT superlayer 2. The arrow
shows the radial direction or, equivalently, a very high PT track trajectory. The
electric field is roughly perpendicular to the field panels; the drift velocity would be
vertical in this picture (see text). The angle between wire-plane of the central cell
and the radial direction is 35° .

Resolution-wise the optimal situation is when the drift direction is perpendicular
to that of the track. Usually the optimization is done for high PT tracks, which
are almost radial. Therefore all cells are tilted by 35° away from the radial so that
ionization electrons drift in the direction. When the electrons get near the sense
wires the local field vigorously accelerates them causing more ionization. Theser
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Figure 2-7: 1/6th of the COT endplate. Shown are the wire-plane slots grouped into
eight superlayers. Each slot is tilted by 35° degree with respect to the radial direction.
In the stereo superlayers cells are strung using an eight slot offset between slots on
opposing endplates.

secondary ionization electrons form an "avalanche" producing a signal (hit) on the
sense wire that is further amplified and shaped by the electronics attached to the end
of the wire. The r - position of the track with respect to the sense wire is then
inferred from the arrival time of the signal.

There are at least two other advantages to the wire-plane tilt. First, the tilt allows
wire-planes to overlap in the radial view, which means that high PT tracks must pass
very close to at least one wire in each superlayer. This is taken advantage of by the
eXtremely Fast Tracker (XFT) in the Level-1 trigger, as described in Section 2.3.1.
Also the large tilt provides a lever in resolving the left/right ambiguity. Indeed, a
particle passing by a wire-plane leaves several hits, which are grouped into a track
segment, but since we have no way of knowing whether an individual hit is on the
left of the respective wire or on the right of it there are actually two segments, one
being the mirror image of the other. The angle between the two track segments -
tan-l (2 tan a) - 54° - is large, which renders pattern recognition problem much
easier.

A charged particle that traverses the entire COT in the radial direction ideally
has 96 position measurements. The cells - each includes 12 sense wires - are arranged
in eight radially spaced superlayers (see Figure 2-7 and Table 2.2). The superlayers
alternate between axial alignment (with cell plane parallel to the z axis) and small
angle stereo alignment (with cell planes rotated by approximately i2 ° about radial
direction, rdq/dzl - 0.05).

Track reconstruction in the COT begins from finding matching track segments
or just individual hits in the axial superlayers [76-78]. Once the r - 0 projection of
the track is reconstructed we get the measurement of C, do and 0 helix parameters.
When looked at in the r- plane hits from stereo superlayers appear to be offset from
the reconstructed helix projection. The amount of the offset is proportional to the
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Superlayer Radius at center # of cells Stereo angle
1 46 cm 168 +3 °

2 58 cm 192 0°

3 70 cm 240 -3 °

4 82 cm 288 0°

5 94cm 336 +3 °

6 106 cm 384 0°

7 119cm 432 -3 °

8 131 cm 480 0°

Table 2.2: COT mechanical summary.

z coordinate. Proper matching of the stereo superlayer segments/hits onto existing
r-- track projection allows to extract z information of the track at 4 radial regions
thereby measuring cot 0 and z0 parameters of the helix.

A measure of the COT performance is the single hit position resolution. It has
been measured to be about 140 ,um, which translates into the transverse momentum
resolution apt 0.15% PT 

P' [GeV/c]'
It is crucial to mention that the global CDF coordinate system, introduced in the

beginning of Section 2.2 is anchored to the center of the COT, i. e. the COT cylinder
axis is the z axis of the global CDF coordinate system and the center of the COT
is its origin. Positions of other detector components are measured (mechanically, by
means of optical survey, or, when the ultimate precision is needed and the possibility
exists, with data) with respect to the COT reference frame and encoded in so-called
alignment tables. Whenever a spatial measurement is done by a system other than the
COT it is usually done in the local reference frame and then converted into the global
CDF (the CCO)T) reference frame via the respective alignment table. One example of
this procedure concerns the Silicon Vertex Detector, the other crucial tracking system,
which we describe in the next section.

Silicon Vertex detector

For the purpose of a precise determination of the B hadron decay length one has
to measure tracks in the vicinity of the beamline with excellent precision. Another
important requirement is that a detector providing such measurement should be able
to sustain large doses of radiation characteristic of the near-beamline region. Both of
these criteria are satisfied by silicon micro-strip detectors which were pioneered in a
hadron collider environment by CDF during Run I [79].

The principle on which "silicon" tracking is based is visualized in Figure 2-8. In a
sense it is similar to that of the COT. The difference is that the position determination
does not rely on the drift time measurement, but it rather relies on direct knowledge
of the coordinates of the extremely small region where ionization is deposited.

In a typical silicon micro-strip detector finely spaced strips of strongly doped
p-type silicon (p+) are implanted on a lightly doped n-type silicon (n-) substrate
(-300 um thick). On the opposite side a thin layer of strongly doped n-type silicon
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Figure 2-8: A generic silicon micro-strip detector.

(n+ ) is deposited. A positive voltage applied to the n+ side, which depletes the n-
volume of free electrons and creates an electric field. When a charged particle crosses
the substrate it leaves a trail of electron-hole pairs from the ionization. In the electric
field holes drift to the p+ strips producing a well-localized signal. With additional
effort the n+ side can also be made in a form of orthogonal electron-collecting strips
and put to use as a device measuring r-z coordinate (assuming that p+ side measures
r -0).

Usually the signal is detected on a small cluster of strips, rather than just one.
The hit position is extracted by weighting the strip positions by the amount of charge
collected. With this method the accuracy of the individual hit position measurement
achieved at CDF is about 12 m .

The CDF Silicon VerteX Detector, SVX [61], is built in three cylindrical barrels
each 29 cm long. Each SVX barrel supports five layers of double-sided silicon micro-
strip detectors between radii of 2.5 and 10.7cm. For historical reasons layers are
numbered from 0 (innermost) to 4 (outermost). Layers 0, 1 and 3 combine an r-O
measurement on one side with the 90° stereo (r-z) on the other, while layers 2 and 4
combine an r-c measurement with small angle stereo at 1.2° (Table 2.3).

.- ,
Layer Radius, cm # of strips Strip pitch, um Stereo Ladder active, mm

stereo r- stereo r-q5 stereo r-q angle width length
0 2.55 3.00 256 256 60 141 90° 15.30 4 x 72.43
1 4.12 4.57 576 384 62 125.5 90° 23.75 4 x 72.43
2 6.52 7.02 640 640 60 60 +1.2 ° 38.34 4 x 72.38
3 8.22 8.72 512 768 60 141 90° 46.02 4 x 72.43
4 10.10 10.65 896 896 65 65 -1.2 ° 58.18 4x72.38

Table 2.3: SVX mechanical summary.

The actual silicon crystals (also called wafers or sensors) are supported by light-
weight substrates (Rohacell foam) in assemblies called ladders (Figure 2-9). There
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Figure 2-9: Perspective view of the top (r - 0) and bottom (r - z) side of a Layer 0
ladder.

Figure 2-10: SVX bulkhead design. Placement of ladders is shown in two adjacent
wedges.

are four wafers connected by the wirebonds in each ladder. Twelve ladders of the
appropriate width comprise a layer. Sixty ladders are mounted between two precision-
machined beryllium bulkheads (Figure 2-10) making an SVX barrel.

Each ladder is read out at both ends. The number of channels in the system
(405,504) and the nature of the signals require that much of the electronics (charge-
sensitive amplifiers, ADCs, dual-ported pipelines) is physically mounted on the system
as opposed to somewhere outside the detector. It would simply be impossible to route
that many cables to the outside of the detector, and signal would be lost in the noise
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if not amplified beforehand. The negative side-effect is additional multiple Coulomb
scattering caused by all the extra material in the tracking volume. Additionally,
electronics dissipates a significant amount of heat, over 1 KW. To provide adequate
cooling SVX design incorporates cooling channels into the bulkheads.

Every effort is made to place the SVX barrels in a coaxial manner. Remaining
(small) spatial shifts are accounted for by barrel-to-barrel alignment. For the purpose
of triggering6 it is much more important to place SVX symmetrically around the beam
than that of the z axis of the detector. This results in the fact that the SVX axis is
offset from the COT axis by about the same amount that the beamline differs from
the z axis of the detector.

When all SVX hits (some of which may be fakes) are found, the next step is to
combine SVX and COT information in order to obtain the most complete helical
fit for the track [801. At this point it is absolutely important to have a very good
alignment table, so that positions of the SVX hits originally measured only with
respect to individual ladders are translated correctly into the global (COT) reference
frame. The process starts by taking a track reconstructed by the COT alone, so-
called COT-only track. This track (in fact, any track) is not just a line in space.
Because all of the track parameters are measured with uncertainties (and respective
correlations), the track is more like a tube of radius or, determined by the errors on
the track parameters. As additional complication, a does not have to be (and in fact
is not) the same in the 0 and z directions.

The COT-only track is extrapolated through the SVX. As extrapolation proceeds
from the outermost SVX layer toward the inside, the track error matrix is updated to
reflect the amount of scattering material traversed. At each SVX layer hits that are
within a certain radius (often defined as some multiple of r rather than an absolute
number because r changes as hits are being added) are appended to the track and
track re-fit is performed. A new track candidate is generated for each of the newly
appended hits, but only the best two (in terms of the fit quality and the number of
hits) are retained. Each of these candidates is then extrapolated further in, where
the process is repeated. At the end there may still be several candidates associated
to the original COT-only track. In this case the best one first in terms of the number
of hits and then in terms of fit quality is selected.

A measure of the SVX performance is the impact parameter resolution. Presently
it is at about 40 m, which includes 25 - 30 gm contribution from the beam width.
Another benchmark is the z0 resolution7, which is at the very respectable 70 um.

Precise determination of track parameters allows one to discern which tracks came
from what vertex and thereby distinguish the primary vertex (PV) from the secondary
vertex (SV), such as a B hadron or other long-lived particle decay vertex.

6 Certain triggers rely on the do track parameter measured by the SVX. In case the beamline does
not coincide with the SVX axis do (and, consequently, the triggers) become 4-dependent!

7The quoted z resolution has been obtained from track that have ISL hits on them. SVX
stand-alone zo resolution is somewhat worse.
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Intermediate Silicon Layer and Layer 00

Unlike the COT and the SVX, the Intermediate Silicon Layer (ISL) and Layer 00
(L00) do not have Run I predecessors. Layer 00 is also a "beyond baseline" project.
As a consequence both systems have been subjects to various sorts of constraints:
space, time, money, etc. On top of that there were some unforeseen complications
with cooling for the ISL. Due to these circumstances ISL and L00 got integrated into
detector operations relatively late. Still, because these systems broaden physics reach
and potentially improve the quality of analyses that involve tracking, we present a
brief description of them.

ISL In the central region a single ISL layer is placed at a radius of 22cm. In
the region 1.0 < 1r < 2.0 two layers of silicon are placed at radii 20cm and 28cm,
as indicated in Figure 2-4. Double sided silicon is used with 55 ,um strip pitch on the
axial side and 73 ym pitch on the stereo side with a 1.2° stereo angle. Only every
other strip is read out to reduce the total channel count to 268,800. This affects the
single hit resolution, which is about 16 m on the axial side and about 23 um on the
stereo side, despite the fact that ISL ladders are similar to those of the SVX.

LOO The design of Layer 00 has six narrow (128 channel) and six wide (256
channel) groups in 0 at radii 1.35cm and 1.62cm respectively (Figure 2-11). There
are six readout modules in z, with two sensors bonded together in each module
for a total length of 95cm. The sensors are mounted on a carbon-fiber support
structure which also provides cooling. L00 sensors are made of light-weight radiation-
hard silicon (different from that of the SVX) and are single-sided with a 25(50) um
implant(readout) pitch.

Figure 2-11: Transverse view of Layer 00 (innermost layer).

ISL improves tracking in the central region and in conjunction with the SVX
allows stand-alone silicon tracking in the the region of 1.0 < r[q < 2.0. L00 allows
to overcome the effects of multiple scattering for tracks passing through high density
regions of SVX (where the bulkheads and readout electronics is located) making
possible do resolutions as small as 25tm .
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2.2.2 Muon detection
Muons couple directly to the intermediate vector bosons W and Z. Being cleanly
identifiable (as discussed below) they often serve as an indicator of an event involving
W - Ad or Z -+ /t+/- decays, allowing to trigger on such events. In the same
way muons are a characteristic signature of the weak decays of heavy quarks, such as
t - bW and b - cW8 . Triggers requiring two muons allow to collect a large statis-
tics sample of J/ - +y- decays which constitutes the basis for a large portion
of the CDF B physics programme and is extensively used for detector understand-
ing/calibration.

Muons are roughly 200 times heavier than electrons and therefore undergo -40000
times less bremsstrahlung radiation. They are not subject to strong interaction with
atomic nuclei either. Thus, muons can penetrate much more material than any other
charged particles. This unique property of them is exploited in the CDF detector
design, which places muon detectors behind the calorimetry 9 and, in some cases,
additional steel absorbers.

CDF uses four systems of scintillators and proportional chambers in the detection
of muons over the region of 171 < 2:

CMU - Central MUon detector,

CMP - Central Muon uPgrade,

CMX- Central Muon eXtension,

IMU - Intermediate MUon detector.

Design parameters of these systems are summarized in Table 2.4. Scintillators, placed
next to the muon chambers, are used to suppress backgrounds coming from out-of-
time interactions in the beam pipe material. The name of the partner scintillator
system is obtained from the name of the muon system by replacing letter M (muon)
with S (scintillator).

Figure 2-12 compares muon coverage in Run I with that of in Run II. Coverage
in the central region (/1 < 1) is improved. IMU is totally new for Run II.

Individual muon candidates are detected in the muon chambers from the track
segment they leave (typical di-muon event is shown in Figure 2-13). This track
segment is called a muon stub. Having a stub does not guarantee a muon, because
a stub can be due to a hadronic punch-through or just noise in the electronics. If a
stub matches a certain track measured by the COT then the two are combined to
make a muon. The details of this association are discussed in Section 2.3.1.

Although heavy shielding provides for "clean" muons, it introduces two issues
of concern. First, it too causes muons to lose their energy (though at much slower
rate than hadrons), so that muons below certain PT threshold (different for different

81n the last case the W boson is virtual.
9 Calorimeters usually work by fully absorbing particle's energy. In other words, most particles,

but not muons, normally stop in the calorimeter.
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CMU CMP/CSP CMX/CSX IMU
Pseudo-rapidity coverage I/jj < 0.6 Ir1 < 0.6 0.6 < Ir < 1 1 < I1,q < 1.5
Drift tube cross-section 2.7 x 6.4 cm 2 2.5 x 15 cm 2 2.5 x 15 cm2 2.5x8.4 cm2

Drift tube length 226 cm 640 cm 180 cm 363 cm
Maximum drift time 800 ns 1.4 Us 1.4/-s 800 ns
# of drift tubes 2304 1076 2208 1728
Stint. counter thickness 2.5 cm 1.5 cm 2.5 cm
Scint. counter width 30 cm 30-40 cm 17 cm
Scint. counter length 320 cm 180 cm 180 cm
:# of counters 269 324 864
Pion interaction length 5.5 7.8 6.2 6.2-20
Minimum muon PT 1.4 GeV/c 2.2 GeV/c 1.4 GeV/c 1.4-2.0 GeV/c
Multiple scat. resolution 12 cm/pT 15 cm/pT 13 Cm/pT 13-25 Cm/pT

Table 2.4: Design parameters of the CDF muon systems. Pion interaction lengths
and multiple scattering are quoted for a reference angle of 0 = 90° in CMU and
CMP/CSP, for an angle of 0 = 55° in CMX/CSX and show the range of values for
IMU.

_-CMX -CMP [ P-CMU _-IMU
-1 0 1

11

(a) Run I

1

(b) Run II

Figure 2-12: Muon coverage in Run I (a) and in Run II (b).

muon systems, refer to Table 2.4), called rangeout threshold, never reach muon de-
tectors. This is not a tremendous problem, because most of the muons of interest,
the ones we trigger on, are required to have fairly high transverse momenta anyway.
The other issue is multiple Coulomb scattering, the effect of which is amplified with
introduction of additional material. Multiple Coulomb scattering randomly deflects
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Figure 2-13: A typical event with a J/4 candidate. Clusters of the purple dots outside
the main tracking volume represent the hits registered in the CMU (inner ring) and
CMP (thin outer square) muon systems.

a particle (muon in our case) traveling in the material, so that its point of entry into
the muon system differs from what one would expect by naive extrapolation of the
trajectory from the tracking volume. It complicates track-to-stub matching, but since
the mismatch is roughly Gaussian and fairly narrow it can be taken care of.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a more detailed description of each of
the muon systems.

CMU

The Central MUon (CMU) detector is located around the outside of the hadron
calorimeter at a radial distance of 347 cm. Muon rangeout threshold for the amount
of material provided mostly by CDF calorimetry is about 1.4 GeV/c.

The CMU is segmented in b into 24 wedges, each covering 15°. The instrumented
part of a wedge, as can be seen in Figure 2-14, is only 12.6°. This results in 24 
gaps in the CMU coverage, 2.4° each. CMU is also divided into East (positive z) and
West (negative z) halves with about 18cm gap centered at z = 0 between the two.

Inside a wedge the detector is further segmented into three 4.2° chambers. Each
of them consists of four layers of four rectangular drift cells as shown in Figure 2-15.
CMU cells use the same gas mixture (Ar-Ethane) as the COT and they are run in
proportional mode. The C/I-shaped aluminum cathodes at the edge of each cell are
kept at -2500V. The sense wire is made of stainless steel and is kept at +2325V.
The arrangement of the sense wires is such that two of them, from alternating layers,
lie on a radial plane which passes through the z axis. The other two wires lie on
the radial plane which is offset from the first one by 2 mm at the midpoint of the
chamber. This allows to resolve the ambiguity as to which side of the sense wires a
track passes by determining which two sense wires registered hits first.

Adjacent channels in the CMU are ganged together so that charge division can be
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Figure 2-14: Geometry of a CMU wedge. r-O and r-z projections.

Figure 2-15: A single CMU chamber. This can be viewed as the zoom in onto one of
the three small rectangular boxes in the r-q projection of a wedge in Figure 2-14.

used to determine the z position of a hit on the wire. As additional benefit this allows
to place readout electronics (amplifier, ADC and TDC) at one side of the chambers.
Hit position resolution achieved by the CMU chambers is about 250 pm in the r -
direction and of the order of mm in z.

Further information about the CMU detector can be found in Reference [81].

CMP

As discussed in Section 2.2.2 and quoted in Table 2.4 CDF calorimetry provides
"only" 5.5 hadron interaction lengths. To reduce contamination of high PT muons
from hadronic punch-throughs additional steel absorber followed by a layer of muon
chambers has been implemented. This system has been called Central Muon uPgrade,
CMP. For Run II CMP coverage has been expanded to close azimuthal gaps wherever
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possible (compare (a) and (b) in Figure 2-12).

The CMP has a shape of a rectangular box with walls having equal length in z.
The analogy with a box is only approximate (see Figure 2-13), for various reasons
(location of cables, serviceability, etc.) some of the CMP walls are actually made of
several sections which do not necessarily lie in the same plane.

At the top and bottom magnet return yokes serve as the absorbers. On the north
and south (vertical) sides chambers are mounted on two movable non-magnetized
steel walls. The additional steel increases absorption by 2.3 interaction lengths to a
total of 7.8 interaction lengths while lifting the rangeout threshold to only 2.2 GeV/c.

CMP chambers are comprised of rectangular (2.5cmxl15cm), single-wire drift
tubes configured in four layers with alternate half-cell staggering. They are typically
640cm long with few shorter sections on the bottom to avoid obstructions. The
chambers are run in proportional mode and signals are read out by a single TDC per
wire.

Because of the rectangular shape CMP pseudo-rapidity coverage varies as a func-
tion of 0 (Figure 2-12). The important thing though is that CMU gaps are now
covered, and large fraction of CMU muons with PT above 2.2 GeV/c get "CMP con-
firmation," which allows for extremely clean muon selection.

Further information about the CMP detector can be found in Reference [82].

CMX

Central Muon eXtension, CMX, is another upgrade to the original detector designed
to cover pseudo-rapidity range of 0.6 < Jiq < 1. The original CMX consisted of a pair
of retractable arches at both East and West ends of the CDF. The CMX chambers
lie on the surface of an imaginary cone whose apex is on the z axis of the detector at
large positive(negative) z for the East(West) side. The cone's opening angle is about
45° .

In Run I the azimuthal coverage of CMX had a 30° gap at the top associated with
necessity to route the Main Ring around (but in the vicinity of) the detector and the
liquid helium lines (on the East side). There also was a 90° gap at the bottom of
the detector where the conical sections are interrupted by the floor of the collision
hall (Figure 2-3). For Run II these gaps are covered by the KeyStone (top-West) and
the MiniSkirt (bottom-East, -West) additions (compare (a) and (b) in Figure 2-12).
While KeyStone just integrates two missing CMX wedges, the MiniSkirt (bottom
finer segmentation part in Figure 2-13) has a slightly different from the standard
geometry.

Each 15° wedge (in the arches) is made up of eight layers of drift tubes with six
tubes in each layer. The tubes have a rectangular cross-section of 2.5cmxl5cm and
are staggered so that at any azimuth coverage is at least four layers deep. The tubes
used in CMX differ from those used in the CMP only in length; they are 180 cm long.

More details on the CMX detector can be found in Reference [82].
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IMU

Introduction of the Intermediate Muon System, IMU, covering pseudo-rapidity region
of < /, < 2 with fine granularity is motivated by ability of the CDF tracking
systems (in particular with the introduction of ISL) to reconstruct trajectories with
'rlJ > 1 in the solenoid, thereby providing momentum measurement.

IMU consists of a barrel of drift chambers and scintillator counters around two
steel toroids with additional counters between the toroids on either side of the CDF
(see Figure 2-3). The IMU chambers and counters are virtually identical to those of
the central muon systems and use the same electronics.

Specifics of the IMU design can be found in Reference [61].

2.2.3 Other systems
In this section we review the most significant of the remaining systems. Because these
are not directly involved in the analysis presented, only a brief summary is given.

Calorimetry

CDF calorimetry has a uniform pattern of matched towers of EM and hadron calorime-
ters pointing back to the interaction region as can be seen in Figure 2-3. The calorime-
try detectors are mechanically subdivided into three regions: central, wall and plug
(in order of increasing pseudo-rapidity). They are called the Central Electro-Magnetic
(CEM) and Central HAdron (CHA), Wall HAdron (WHA), Plug Electro-Magnetic
(PEM) and Plug HAdron (PHA) calorimeters.

Central calorimeters cover 27r in azimuth and go as far as 1.1(1.3) in [r/ for
EM(hadron) calorimeter. The tower size is 0.1 x 15° in r1 x . Plug calorimeters
extend pseudo-rapidity coverage to 171 = 3.6 and use variable segmentation optimized
for physics targeted.

CEM and PEM use lead sheets interspersed with scintillator as the active medium
and employ phototube readout. Both calorimeters are equipped with shower maxi-
mum detectors, CES and PES for central and plug regions respectively, embedded at
the depth of about six radiation lengths (X0 ). Shower maximum detectors contribute
to e±/7y identification, using the position measurement to match with tracks. They
also provide transverse shower profile measurement to improve Y/7r° separation and
pulse height to help identify electromagnetic showers. CES (Central Electromagnetic
Strip) is a gas multiwire proportional chamber with strip readout along the beamline
and wire readout in the direction. The position resolution in both directions is
about 2 mm. PES is made of scintillator strips read out by wavelength shifting fibers
and features resolution near mm.

There is a set of multiwire proportional chambers in front of the CEM. These
are called Central PReshower (CPR) chambers, and they sample the electromag-
netic showers that begin in the solenoid magnet material (1.075X) in front of them,
providing greatly enhanced photon and soft electron identification. PEM does not
have a dedicated preshower detector. Instead, its first layer of scintillator is made
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thicker (10 mm) to yield more light and is read out separately. By analogy with CPR
this system is called PPR; it provides for good efficiency in distinguishing between y
and 7r0 .

Basic quantities for EM calorimeters are summarized in Table 2.5.

Thickness # of layers Resolution (E in GeV)
CEM 19X0 20-30 Pb:3mm, Scint.:5mm 13.5%/ /E sin 0 2%
PEM 21X0 22 Pb:4.5mm, Scint.:4mm 16% / vEsin0 e 1%

+Preshower
CHA/WHA 4.7/4.5A0 32/15 Fe:25/50mm, Scint.:10mm 75%/ / sin e 3%
PHA 7A0 23 Fe:51mm, Scint.:6mm 80% VE sin ED5%

Table 2.5: Basic quantities characterizing CDF II calorimetry.

The hadron calorimeters are located immediately behind the EM ones. They too
are iron/scintillator sampling devices. Major characteristics of CDF hadron calorime-
ters are included in Table 2.5.

Useful literature on calorimetry and its applications at CDF includes References [61,
83].

TOF

The Time-of-Flight system, TOF, expands CDF's particle identification capability
in the low PT region. TOF measures arrival time t of a particle with respect to the
collision time to. The mass m of the particle is then determined using the path length
L and momentum p measured by the tracking system via relationship

m = P t- 1 (2.9)

The TOF consists of 216 BC-408 scintillator bars installed at a radius of about
138 cm (from the z axis) in the 4.7 cm space between the outer shell of the COT and
the cryostat of the superconducting solenoid (Figure 2-4). Bars are approximately
279 cm long and 4 x 4 cm2 in cross-section. With cylindrical geometry TOF provides
27r coverage in and roughly (-1; 1) coverage in r1.

Bars are read out at both ends by fine-mesh PMTs (Hamamatsu R7761), capable
of providing adequate gain even if used inside 1.4T magnetic field. Usage of long
attenuation length fast rise time scintillator in conjunction with these PMTs allowed
to achieve specified resolution of 100 ps.

Figure 2-16 (a) shows time-of-flight difference for K/7r, p/w and K/p hypotheses
and the separation power assuming resolution of 100 ps. In Figure 2-16 (b) early TOF
performance is illustrated.

More details on TOF construction and performance can be found in Reference [84].
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Figure 2-16: Time-of-Flight system performance: design (a) and data (b).

CLC

The Cherenkov Luminosity Counter, CLC, measures the average number of inter-
actions per bunch crossing . Then instantaneous luminosity is extracted using
formula

P fbc = Lpp ' , (2.10)
where app is relatively well known total pp cross-section at /s = 1.96 TeV and fbc is
the rate of bunch crossings in the Tevatron.

The CLC utilizes the effect, known as Cherenkov radiation particles traversing
a medium at a speed higher than the speed of light in this medium radiate light into
a cone around particle direction; cone's opening angle depends on the ratio of the
two speeds and the refraction index of the medium. The idea is to use an assembly
of long gas Cherenkov counters positioned in the Plug Calorimeter 3 gap so that
they point toward the interaction region as schematically shown in Figure 2-17. This
arrangement allows to make the detector much more sensitive to the particles coming
directly from the interaction point because their flight path in the gas of the counter
is the longest and therefore the amount of light produced the largest.

Excellent timing resolution (-50 ps) and clever design allow the CLC to discern
multiple interactions within the same bunch crossing and achieve an overall accuracy
of the luminosity measurement better than 5%.

In depth information on the CLC design and performance is given in Refer-
ence [85].
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Figure 2-17: CLC geometry.

2.3 Triggers and data acquisition
In the Tevatron proton and antiproton bunches cross every 396ns. Using orpp of
the order of 100mb (at x/ = 1.96TeV) in the Equation 2.10 one finds that the
instantaneous luminosity of (2-3) x 1031cm-2s- 1 corresponds to about one interaction
per crossing or one event every 396ns. If the Tevatron switches to the mode of
operation with 132ns bunch spacing the number of interactions per unit time is
going to increase, but even now pp collisions produce an enormous data rate.

Unfortunately, by far not all events can be recorded. One reason is that this is
just beyond the current mass storage and throughput capabilities. Indeed, with the
average size of an event of the order of 100KB the required bandwidth would be
250 MB/s, which is not only difficult and expensive to handle by itself, but it would
also result in 150 TB of data in one week of running! The second impediment is that
it takes about 2 ms to read the entire detector out, a time long enough for another
5,000 or so interactions to happen (and go unrecorded).

However, most processes of interest have cross-sections in the range of 10 -100 b
or smaller, i.e. at least three orders of magnitude smaller than the total pp cross-
section. This fact makes it possible to circumvent the above two problems by reading
out and storing only the interesting events making on-the-fly selection. Of course, it is
not feasible to make a good judgment whether an event is interesting or not in 396 ns
before the next one comes. Thus the design of the fully pipelined data acquisition
system and three-level deadtimeless trigger pictured in Figure 2-18 (a).

Level-1 trigger discards the vast majority of the events, those which do not have
any interesting signatures. Since it can take as long as 5.5 ps for the Level- to
reach its decision all front-end electronics are equipped with buffers 14 (396 ns) bunch
crossings deep. If the Level-1 does not reject an event it proceeds to the Level-2. The
Level-2 does a more careful analysis of the information taking longer time (few tens
of microseconds) to do so. Only if its criteria are met is the entire detector read out.
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(a) CDF readout functional block diagram. (b) Block diagram of the CDF trigger sys-
tem.

Figure 2-18: Block diagram detailing CDF DAQ and L1/L2 trigger system.

The Level-1/Level-2 trigger system is managed by the Trigger Supervisor Interface
(TSI/CLK box in Figure 2-18 (b)). The TSI also provides an interface between the
triggers and the DAQ as well as global clock and bunch crossing signal.

In the case of Level-2 accept the digitized output from all detector components is
collected and transferred to the Event Builder. There the event fragments obtained
from different subsystems are organized into a properly ordered sequence, which is
then fed to the Level-3 computing farm. At the Level-3 the event undergoes fairly
thorough reconstruction after which the final requirements are applied. If the latter
are satisfied the event gets written to a mass storage device.

Below we discuss CDF trigger and data acquisition system, especially parts rele-
vant to our analyses, in greater details. The conceptual design of the entire system
is presented in Reference [87] and an elaborate description is given in Reference [61].

2.3.1 Level-1

The Level-1 is a synchronous system with an event read in and an accept/reject
decision made (on an earlier event) every bunch crossing. The decision is based on
transverse energy in the calorimeters, tracks in the COT and stubs in the CMU, CMX
andl CMP chambers. Level-1 uses rudimentary (no detailed reconstruction) versions
of the above mentioned objects, collectively called primitives.

In several cases track primitives are combined with calorimeter or muon primitives
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to form e, /t and jet objects as shown by arrows in Figure 2-18 (b). Given the time
constraints the ability to combine information from different sub-detectors is rather
limited, but this is an important step in the rate reduction.

To ensure the maximum speed Level-1 uses custom designed hardware. The total
rate of Level-1 accepts is about few tens of KHz, a factor of few hundred smaller than
the input rate of 2.5 MHz.

There are many algorithms (or, equivalently, individual triggers) at the Level-
1: one looking for two high-pT tracks, one looking for a single high-energy muon,
one looking for large missing ET, etc. [86]. The one used in the analyses of this
dissertation is a di-muon, i.e. requiring two muons, trigger. We discuss it more
specifically below, right after the introduction of the two systems, XFT and XTRP,
which provide information to be incorporated into decision making process for several
separate Level-1 triggers, including the di-muon trigger.

XFT

EXtremely Fast Tracker, the XFT, identifies track primitives - high PT tracks (PT

1.5 GeV/c and above) in the r-0 view using the four axial superlayers of the COT.
Track identification is accomplished in two steps: segment finding and segment link-
ing. In the finding step all COT axial hits are classified as either "prompt" (drift
time < 44 ns) or "delayed" (44 ns < drift time < 132 ns). Then a set of binary masks
(predefined patterns of prompt/delayed hits) is applied in order to find all segments
compatible with a valid track1 0 passing through a given superlayer. For a successful
match a "pixel" is set. This pixel represents the q0 position of the segment plus slope
information in the two outermost axial superlayers (needed to resolve the charge). In
the second (linking) step four pixels appearing to have come from the same track are
identified and a crude estimate of track parameters is done. Thus found tracks are
reported to the XTRP unit and a copy of them is preserved to be used in the Level-2.

Further information about the XFT can be found in Reference [88].

XTRP

EXTRaPolator unit, the XTRP, is responsible for quick extrapolating of the XFT
tracks to other detector subsystems such as calorimetry and muon chambers (Figure 2-
18 (b)). Matching these tracks with electron towers (EM calorimeter) or muon stubs
(muon chambers) allows for somewhat more complex primitives and, therefore, an
additional rejection at the Level-1. A detailed example of the XTRP operation is
given in "Di-muon trigger" section which follows.

Di-muon trigger

Di-muon trigger at the Level-1 is actually a combination of the CMU-CMU (both
muons from the CMU) and the CMU-CMX (one muon from the CMU and the other

l°The one that originates in the vicinity of the beamline and has high enough PT 
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one from the CMX) triggers. Since the logic is very similar between these two we
only explain the CMU-CMU trigger. Before we proceed it is useful to introduce some
terminology pertaining to triggering on CMU muons:

Stack - an aggregate of four cells stacked on top of each other (Figure 2-15).
There are 288 stacks on each (East and West) side of the detector.

Level-1 stub - a track segment in a stack such that at least cells 1 and 3 or cells 2
and 4 have hits separated in time by no more than the stub gate
width of 396 ns.

Tower - a logical unit that corresponds to a pair of neighboring stacks. There
are six towers in a wedge. The tower is said to have fired if at least
one of the stacks it is comprised of has a Level-1 stub. Otherwise it
is said to be empty.

Muon tower - a fired tower matched with an XFT track as reported by the XTRP
unit (explained below).

There is no complicated stub reconstruction done at the Level-1; we only know
which stacks have a stub (as opposed to later stages where stub position and slope
with respect to the radial direction are measured). In fact, even this information
is generalized and the trigger decision is based on which towers have fired. The
CMU-CMU trigger ("LITWOCMUPT1.5") logic is as follows:

1. The XFT reports PT, OsL6 ( at the COT superlayer 6) and charge of the
tracks it has identified to the XTRP. The XTRP uses this information and
the approximation that a track originated at the beamline to extrapolate the
track tlo the inner radius of the CMU (347.8cm). For each track the XTRP
determines the "footprint" - a 0 window in which the track could end up with
99.5%(3r) probability due to the multiple scattering.

2. If at least one footprint found in step 1 overlaps with a fired CMU tower that
tower is promoted into a muon tower.

3. If the event has at least two non-adjacent muon towers it gets accepted. "Non-
adjacent" means the two are either separated by at least two other towers (which
are not required to be empty) or they are on different sides of the detector. In
this consideration a 2.4° gap between nearby CMU wedges is treated as a tower.

The CMUI-CMX ("LICMU1.5PT1.5&_CMX1.5-PT2CSX") trigger logic is sim-
ilar, except that for the purpose of finding CMX trigger muon only XFT tracks with
PT greater than 2.2 GeV/c are considered; muons with smaller PT range out as dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.2. The only other difference is that no azimuthal separation is
required between the CMU and CMX muons.

More details on the design and the evolution of the Level-1 di-muon trigger can
be found in Reference [89].
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2.3.2 Level-2

The Level-2 is an asynchronous system which processes events accepted by the Level-
1 in the time-ordered fashion. It uses Level-1 primitives as well as additional data
coming from the shower maximum strip chambers (CES) in the central calorimeter
and the r - strips of the SVX as indicated in Figure 2-18 (b). There are three
hardware subsystems building primitives at the Level-2: L2CAL, XSEC and SVT
(see Figure 2-18 (b)).

The L2CAL hardware receives trigger towers from LICAL and finds energy tower
clusters by applying seed and shoulder thresholds.

The XSEC system generates bitmap of strips above certain threshold in the shower
maximum chambers (8 bits per 15°). Then XFT track primitives are extrapolated by
the XTRP to the CES radius and fed to the XSEC where they are matched with the
strip bitmap, producing electron candidates.

The SVT uses SVX r- hits to extend XFT track primitives inside the SVX vol-
ume, closer to the beamline. The SVT improves the XFT 00 and PT resolutions and
adds the measurement of the track impact parameter do (original XFT track primi-
tives are beamline constrained). Significant impact parameter indicates a displaced
vertex, which is an extremely powerful cut/signature.

Primitive building hardware constitutes the first stage of the Level-2. The second
stage consists of four programmable processors (Alpha), which operate on lists of
objects provided by the first stage.

The Level-2 latency is 20 -30 s, which along with the buffers for four events
allows to bring the event rate from tens of KHz down to 200 -300 Hz.

2.3.3 Event Builder and Level-3 trigger
In the event of a Level-2 accept the entire detector is read out thereby emptying a slot
in all of the detector buffers for the next event. The just read out event fragments
are put in the proper order by the ATM switch based system known as the Event
Builder [90]. Thus arranged event fragments are channeled to the Level-3.

Level-3 [90] is a farm of conventional PCs running Linux. The farm is split in a
number of (16 as of this writing) sub-farms of identical architecture. Each sub-farm
consists of a head node (also known as a converter node) and 12- 16 processor nodes.
There are also eight so-called output nodes in the Level-3, each is shared by two
sub-farms.

It is the converter node that receives an ordered sequence of event fragments from
the Event Builder. In the converter node these fragments are assembled in a block of
data, called the event record, suitable for analysis by CDF software. From then on
the event record becomes one and the only piece of information about a particular
event.

Each event record is fed to one of the processor nodes in the sub-farm, where
event reconstruction is performed and final trigger requirements are applied. At this
stage Level-3 takes advantage of the full detector information and improved resolution
not available at the lower trigger levels. If an event satisfies Level-3 requirements,
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the corresponding event record gets passed to the output node which subsequently
transfers it to the mass storage.

Parallel processing of many events by many nodes allows for much more time to
look at a particular event and therefore for a much more accurate decision whether
to keep it or not. Level-3 provides an additional reduction of about factor of 4 thus
bringing the total event rate down to approximately 75 Hz.

It should be noted that detector is taking data for (usually large, but never ex-
ceeding duration of the store) continuous periods of time called runs. During the run
detector configuration (including all the online calibration constants, etc. ) is stable,
it can change however from one run to another, affecting or not affecting the data
being recorded. In any case, the events that pass Level-3 are being stamped with run
number, so that at a later time information about detector configuration at the time
the event was taken could be retrieved from the database.

2.4 Detector operation and off-line data handling
The data flow from the Level-3 is segmented into ten streams, which are denoted with
letters from A to J. The events which passed all three levels of di-muon requirements
are written out as "Stream J". All the streams are being written to tape in real time,
as the data are being taken, i.e. in on-line regime.

All other manipulations with data are referred to as off-line data handling. The
most important of these operations is production, which stands for processing all
of the data with ProductionExe executable. At this stage the raw data banks are
unpacked and (collections of) physics objects suitable for analysis, such as tracks,
vertices, muons, electrons, jets, etc. are generated. This is similar to what is being
done at Level-3, except it is done in a much more elaborate fashion, applying the
most up-to-date calibrations, using the best measured beamlines, etc.

The output of the ProductionExe undergoes further categorization, such that ten
data streams are splitted into 35 (as of this writing) data sets. Normally, it is a data
set what an average collaborator deals with when (s)he performs a physics analysis.
Ill this dissertation we consider the jpmm0c data set, which includes all events from
Stream J. In practice it is more convenient to work with the compressed version
of this data set called xpmrm0c. The compression is achieved by means of dropping
objects not used in most analyses from the event record. This greatly reduces the
storage required (in particular allows disk storage, rather than tape storage) and
speeds up the analysis, of which reading the data in is often the most or second most
time-consuming part.

Occasionally, but not too often due to ever growing volumes of data, it is found
beneficial to re-process part or all of the data with a newer and better version of
ProductionExe. So one needs to state the production version to fully specify the
data used in the analysis. We use xpmm0c data set produced with 5.1.0 version of
ProductionExe.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of the data

In order to conduct the desired studies of B mesons we need to isolate the events
of interest, i.e. signal, from the multitude of other events occurring in the detector,
commonly referred to as background. Unfortunately, such isolation cannot be perfect
and a certain amount of background makes its way into the sample. The primary
implication is that we have to find an appropriate description (in terms of mass,
proper decay length and angular variables) of the background, which is necessary to
prevent the background from affecting the extraction of the signal properties.

Having accepted the inevitable presence of the background in the sample, one
needs to choose optimal selection, usually in terms of boundaries, also known as
cuts, on certain quantities characterizing the events, such that the uncertainty on the
extracted parameters of interest is minimized. Often making optimal selection does
not translate into minimizing the amount of background, because of the two facts:
first, once there is some background it may be beneficial to have a substantial amount
of it such that its properties can be adequately modeled; second, using cuts to reduce
the amount of background also reduces the amount of signal, such that the overall
statistical power is diminished.

Another general analysis issue is related to the fact that all events (signal and
background) are observed through a detector. A relevant analogy here would be
looking at some small extra-terrestrial object of unknown nature with a lens that has
spherical, chromatic and all other known aberrations plus, perhaps, some unknown
ones instead of ideal aberration-free lens. This is to say that not only detectors have
a finite resolution, but also they give a distorted view of events they register. One of
the major goals of the analysis is to unfold these distortions and/or minimize them.
The remaining distortions need to be quantified and included into the uncertainty on
the measured quantities.

Of course, there are more issues in an analysis than just the above two. The current
chapter covers the issues, arising in the analyses of this dissertation, in as much detail
as reasonably possible. Some of the discussions are self-contained and, at times, highly
technical. Wherever possible we move them over to one of the Appendices to preserve
the flow of information and improve readability. A fair warning: certain issues are so
intertwined that it is inevitable to have a few forward references.

Throughout this chapter, whenever a particular decay/particle is referred to, the
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charge conjugated decay/particle is also implied, unless specifically stated otherwise.

3.1 Data and candidate selection

The three particular decay channels we are looking at are B - J/K+, Bd -+
J/K* '° , and B - J/cA. All three are reconstructed from the xpmmOc data set ex-
plained in Section 2.4. This analysis is limited to the inclusive run range 138809 -
179056. These runs were recorded in the period from February 9, 2002 to February 13,
2004. Only "good runs" have been selected. A run is considered to be good for a
particular analysis if all relevant detector systems operated normally during this run
as determined by the experts. The particular good run definition used in the current
analysis, although not extremely meaningful for people outside the CDF Collabora-
tion, is given in Appendix B. The B samples considered in this analysis correspond
to the total integrated luminosity of 258 ± 15 pb- 1 .

In pp collisions at V- = 1.96 TeV with the trigger requirements we have, at least
80% of the J/ are from prompt production, while not more than 20% are coming
from B decays [92]. This is the main reason why the xpmm0c data set, though com-
pressed, is still rather bulky to deal with on a daily basis. To overcome this hurdle we
have created skimmed samples (or, simply, skims) of B, Bd, and B, candidates. In
preparing a skim the selection code is run without the most detailed calibrations, but
with loose requirements, such that nothing that can potentially pass the subsequent
strict analysis cuts is excluded. In preparing the B~, Bd, and B, skims we use the
following requirements:

* PTs > 4.45 GeV/c,

p K+,KPTo > 1.45 GeV/c,

Ptrack > 0.4 GeV/c,

* wide mass windows on Bu,d,, and J/%b, K*o° , ,

* 3 SVX r - hits on each track comprising a B candidate.

After the skims are prepared the most complete and accurate version of the selec-
tion code is run. In fact we need to run it multiple times for various investigations and
cross-checks, which justifies the existence of skims. This final version of the analysis
code uses the best available calibrations. It also has the most detailed and accurate
(also time-consuming) procedures, such as those described in Section 3.1.1, turned
on. At the output we get a collection of B meson candidates, stored in a form of
ROOT [93] NTuple. The NTuple is a data structure which in our case holds all the
information of interest about each B meson candidate and allows efficient access to
it. It is on the NTuple the final analysis is done.
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3.1.1 Treatment of tracks

All tracks considered in the analysis are refit using TrackRefitter [94]. A number
of goals are accomplished during this step:

1. Track parameters are corrected for the energy loss in the material of the detector
using appropriate particle type hypothesis. Indeed, as a particle travels through
the material of the detector it looses energy, therefore a measurement by a
measuring station further downstream may need to be corrected before being
used.

2. In tracking, the uncertainties on the COT hit positions are ascribed without
taking into account the effect of multiple scattering in the material of the de-
tector, therefore the uncertainties on track parameters returned by the track
fit tend! to be underestimated (in a fashion that depends where the track goes
in the detector and how energetic the track is). TrackRefitter brings these
uncertainties back in line using empirical corrections.

3. L00 and ISL hits are dropped in the track refit, because the respective tracking
sub-systems are not yet sufficiently well aligned and calibrated. Also the results
of the kind of analyses we describe are not expected to benefit substantially
from using L00 and/or ISL.

For the lifetime measurement it is important to have good vertex resolution, there-
fore using only well-measured tracks is imperative. Precise and uniform in quality
vertices are obtained by requiring each of the tracks making up a B meson candidate
to have r - ) hits in at least three distinct SVX layers. The starting point here,
however, is the fact that a well measured COT track (which one needs as a seed in
order to find relevant SVX hits and make a good combined track) should not leave
COT until after it crosses superlayer (SL) 6.

Muons are subject to even more stringent requirement because we trigger on
them, which implies that XFT finds 11-12 hit segments in each of the SL2, SL4, SL6,
and SL8. The CDF Tracking Group has established [95] that real, straight tracks
have good segments in at least three axial SLs and at least two stereo SLs. The
Tracking Group defines a good segment as the one having five or more hits. Such a
small number is justified because "bad" hits are being dropped "aggressively". We
have investigated the SL usage by XFT triggered tracks, such as muons from J/O
(Figure 3-1) as well as "unbiased" tracks, such as kaons from (Figure 3-2). The
Tracking Group recommendation to require at least three axial SLs with five or more
hits as well as at least two stereo SLs with five or more hits on every track does
make sense for muons if one wants near perfect efficiency with reasonable purity.
However, for kaons and pions, which might exit the COT before reaching SL7, it
seems reasonable to require only two SLs of each kind with at least five hits in each
to preserve maximum efficiency.

The summary of the track quality requirements is included in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3-1: SL usage by muons from J/4. (a) Mass distribution of the J/1 candidates
used in the side-band subtraction. Five hits per SL is required. SL usage for: (a) signal
region, (b) side-bands, (c) side-band subtracted signal.

3.1.2 Treatment of muons

On top of the nominal track quality cuts muons are subject to additional requirements.
In particular, among CMU muon candidates only those are selected for which the track
and the muon chamber stub are compatible within uncertainties. This condition is
imposed by requiring that the x2 variable characterizing the match between the track
and the stub is less than 9.0. Also, in addition to the tight COT hit requirement
discussed in Section 3.1.1, the offline PT of all muons is required to be greater than
1.5 GeV/c to reflect the fact that muons from J/ should have been found by the XFT
and should not have ranged out. These requirements are collected in Table 3.1.

3.1.3 J/4, K*° and X selection

To suppress combinatorial background it makes sense to select only those intermediate
daughter meson candidates that fall into a certain mass window. Such mass windows
are set to LPDG : 80 MeV/c2 for a J/9 candidate, MpD G 50 MeV/c2 and M DG 

6.5 MeV/c2 respectively for K*'° and q$ candidates. The J// mass window is chosen
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Figure 3-2: SL usage by kaons from . (a) Mass distribution of the candidates used
in the side-band subtraction. Five hits per SL is required. SL usage for: (a) signal
region, (b) side-bands, (c) side-band subtracted signal.

such that the highest PT J/O candidates1 as well as candidates from the radiative tail
are still included into consideration. The K*° and mass windows are motivated in
Section 3.1.5 and explained in detail in Appendix E.

Particle identification (PID) capabilities of the CDF detector are rather limited.
Not knowing if a given track is left by a (charged) 7r, K or p often leads to the necessity
of trying more than one mass assignment, which in turn leads to larger backgrounds
and other challenges.

A particular issue and a substantial complication for the current analysis related
to the lack of PID arises in K*o - K+r - reconstruction. The K*o is fairly wide and
it may happen that both (K7r) and (rK) mass assignments result in masses that fall
into the specified mass window. In this case only the candidate with the mass closest
to ¥IPDG is retained. The choice of this procedure has implications that are discussed
in Section 3.2.4, Appendix I and various other places throughout this chapter.

'These have the worst mass resolution, but at the same time these are the likeliest to have
originated from B decays [92].
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3.1.4 B meson selection
The three or four daughter tracks (I+, -, K+ for B.; /+,-,K+,T- for Bd; and
/u+, p-, K +, K- for BS) after passing technical quality requirements described above
are combined in a B meson vertex fit, as described in Section 2.2.1. In this fit the
di-muon invariant mass is constrained to M/j/ in order to improve the B meson
mass resolution. If the vertex fit is successful, i.e. converges with 2 < 225, a B
candidate is found. Each B candidate is subject to additional requirements, which
include minimum PT of the B candidate itself and the K +, K*' or 0 daughter rmeson,
a cut on the z position of the B vertex, and a vertex quality cut.

Accepting only certain ranges (Table 3.1) of z positions of the B vertices can be
categorized as a technical quality requirement. This requirement eliminates most of
the badly mis-reconstructed candidates originating from the SVX bulkhead regions.
More details on how and why this cut was arrived at can be found in Appendices F
and D.

The remaining cuts are categorized as "physics" cuts and are subject to cut opti-
mization. The results of two such optimizations, for the average lifetime measurement
and for Ars/Frs measurement, are included in Table 3.2. The optimization procedure
is described in Appendix D.

3.1.5 Other selection caveats
We have looked at the reflections, i. e. B decays incorrectly reconstructed as our signal
decay, often as a result of the assignment of a wrong mass to a track - another exhibit
of how a lack of PID can complicate an analysis. In the first stage of studying the
reflections we reconstruct the decay of interest in the generic b - J/X realistic
Monte-Carlo sample (see Appendix C for definition and explanation), and look at
the source of everything other than the true signal that ends up in the mass window
using Monte-Carlo truth information. Figure 3-3 gives a qualitative picture of what
is happening for the three decays we consider. In the second stage we generate and
study a few decays that appear more worrisome than others. The details of these
studies are described in Appendices E, H, and I.

Below we list the most prominent reflections as well as what we have done in order
to prevent them from adversely affecting the results of the analyses:

* reconstructed as B, - J/K+:

0 B,, -J/ '

Bd -- J/K* °, K*° K+7 - and non-resonant Bd -- J/K+7r - with 7r-
missed, as well as other partially reconstructed decays.

* reconstructed as Bd - J/K* '° , K*° K+t7r-:

B - J//;, -+ K+K - with K- assigned a r mass,

O Bd -+ J/K+7r- non-resonant decay (with potential K + r mass mis-
assignment),
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Figure 3-3: Mass spectrum when reconstructing the B - J/4'K +

J/bK*o° (b) and B -+ J/q$ (c) decay in the b -- J/bX Monte-Carlo.
(a), Bd 

Q self-reflection Bd - JK*O °, K*O° - K+T- with K and 7r mass assign-
ments swapped.

* reconstructed as B - J/?¢, X -- K+K-:

(D Bd - J/OK*O° , K*o° - K+ - and Bd -- J/bK+Tr - with the 7r- assigned
a K mass.

The above reflections are problematic in at least one of the following senses:

* They may distort the otherwise simple shape of combinatorial background in
the mass distribution.

* They increase the amount of long-lived background (with lifetimes close to those
we measure!) thus working against the decoupling of signal and the background
in the proper decay length sub-space (see Section 3.2.3 for more details).

* Some of them are distorting the angular distribution of the true signal and/or
making the background angular distribution look more like that of the signal.

We handle these reflections in several ways: parametrize, suppress, or eliminate them.
More specifically:
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* 0 is parameterized using B - J/~r + Monte-Carlo sample reconstructed as
B, -- J/4'K + . The details of this parameterization can be found in Appendix H.

* A study of 0 shows that these reflections have masses below 5.17 GeV/c2, as
illustrated by Figure 3-3 (a). Therefore they are eliminated by setting the mass
window for Bu candidates from 5.17 GeV/c2 to 5.39 GeV/c2. The upper boundary
of the mass window is set such that the window is more or less symmetric around
the signal peak.

* e is significantly suppressed by changing the mass window for KTr combinations
from historical MKJI ± 80.0 MeV/c2 to MJK* ± 50.0 MeV/c2. This change isMPDG 4- 80.0 MMPD G
discussed in detail in Appendix E. The remainder of this reflection is treated
as a systematic effect (Section 3.4).

* 0 is found to be relatively small, 4% at maximum, but compatible with zero
within the uncertainty. The Kir combinations that fall into K*'° mass window
and have the correct mass assignment do not distort mass or the lifetime dis-
tribution. Those with swapped masses (40% of the above 4%, about 1.5%
of the total signal as determined from a Monte-Carlo study) have a four-track
invariant mass distribution compatible with that of background and a lifetime
close to that of the Bd signal. This is a very small component however, and
the long-lived background component in the fit model (Section 3.2.3) should
take care of it. The remaining effect of this component on the results of the
measurement is quantified in Section 3.4.

* e is parameterized using Monte-Carlo as discussed in Appendix I.

* § is reduced by requiring a MODG ± 6.5 MeV/c2 mass window for 0 candidates.
The justification of this requirement and some of the implications are discussed
in the Appendix E.

3.1.6 Nominal cuts
In conclusion of this section Table 3.1 gives a summary of technical cuts applied in
the analysis. Table 3.2 gives a summary of physics cuts. Note, that the cuts used
in the average lifetime measurement and the time-dependent angular analysis in the
BS sample are different. The difference is due to the fact that the measurement of
different quantity is optimized in these two cases.

3.2 Sample composition and fitting technique
We use the unbinned maximum likelihood (MLL) fitting method [98] to extract pa-
rameters of interest from the B meson samples at hand. In this method the likelihood
function L is defined as the product of probability density functions (PDFs) of all
candidates in a given sample. The PDFs and thereby the likelihood function depend
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Description Cut value
Track quality PT > 0.4 GeV/c (in skimming only)
Track quality > 3 SVX layers with an r- b hit
Track quality > 2 axial SL with > 5 hits in each
Track quality ) 2 stereo SL with > 5 hits in each
Muon quality > 3 axial SL with > 5 hits in each
Muon quality (CMU only) X2MU(_I) < 9 0

Muon quality PT(pt) > 1.5 GeV/c
J/ mass window lm(p+tz- ) - MjG < 80MeV/c2

z of the B vertex, cm C(-50.0; -18.0)U(-14.0; 14.5)U(18.5; 50.0)

Table 3.1: Summary of the technical quality cuts. These cuts are common to the three
decay modes considered and are the same in the average lifetime and time-dependent
angular analyses.

Decay PT, Prob(x 2 ) K*/0 mass B mass
GeV/c GeV/c window, MeV/c 2 window, MeV/c 2

B -+ J/4'K + 5.5 1.6 10-3 5170-5390
Bd - J/oK'j* ° 6.0 2.6 10- 4 MpD G ± 50.0 5170-5390
B - J/?l/ 5.0 / 6.0 1.5 / 2.0 10-5 MPDG + 6.5 5220-5520

Table 3.2: Summary of the B meson candidate selection for the average lifetime
measurement and time-dependent angular analysis. In case of PT cuts applied in the
Bs selection, the first number is for the average lifetime measurement and the second
one is for time-dependent angular analysis.

on the parameters of the model being fit. Once constructed, £ is maximized by vary-
ing the parameters of the model and the most likely (given the data) values of the
parameters are determined. Technically, the maximization procedure is performed
using the MINUIT package [100].

Each of the B samples we are considering consists of signal and background plus,
potentially, reflections which we do not explicitly include in either of the first two
categories. For the signal, theory (Section 1.4) tells us which PDFs to use. For the
reason that the background is mostly combinatorial, there is no particular theory
for it, which means that we need to come up with an empirical model. The reflec-
tions are most straightforwardly handled by studying and parameterizing them using
Monte-Carlo methods. In constructing the PDFs one should also keep in mind that
the observed data have been subjected to detector and/or selection sculpting and
resolution effects.

To construct the necessary PDFs, we look at the following distributions (sub-
spaces):

* Mass, in. In mass the signal is usually a peak sitting on top of a slowly varying
background shape.
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* Proper decay length (PDL), ct. In PDL the signal appears as an exponential-
like tail with the characteristic parameter close to 400 - 500 m, typical for B
mesons. Background is dominated by a peak at t = 0 due to a large number of
combinations involving prompt J/<, but also has some longer lived components.

* Transversity, & (for Bd,s only). The transversity is defined in Section 1.4.1 and
is in fact a three-dimensional sub-space. As such it is difficult to visualize or
present graphically, let alone trying to describe a qualitative difference between
signal and background.

The parameters we are interested in are those from the ct U c sub-space. However, we
fit in the mass sub-space as well, for it is crucial for separating signal from background.
The fit results for the masses, however, should not be taken as serious measurements,
because the selection is not optimized for the mass measurement and the relevant
systematic effects are not evaluated.

The bulk of the current section is devoted to detailed understanding of the com-
ponents in the three B samples considered and devising PDFs for all of them. In
accordance with the strategy declared in Section 1.5.4, we first develop the fit model
and the corresponding PDFs for the average lifetime measurement in the three B me-
son samples. Next we consider a time-independent angular analysis of the neutral B
meson decays, so that the sculpting of the angular distributions can be incorporated
in the least complicated fashion. The transition to time-dependent angular analysis
is most straightforward for Bd -because time and angular dependence fully factor-
ize (Equation 1.85); it is just a matter of multiplication of the angular PDF by the
PDF for time dependence. For Bs it is more complicated, because different angular
terms in the signal have different lifetimes as Equation 1.84 implies. We complete
this section by quoting the total likelihood functions constructed for all fits to the
data performed in the context of this dissertation.

3.2.1 Fit variables
Once we have determined that a candidate belongs to a sample, there are only seven
variables we are interested in. It is in terms of these seven the PDFs are constructed.
For the candidate j these variables are:

* mj, m - mass of the candidate and its uncertainty. These are calculated as a
result of the VertexFit intersecting B daughter tracks in a common space-point
by adjusting track parameters within their uncertainties.

* ct3, ctj - PDL of the candidate and its uncertainty. To measure these, three
ingredients are required:

1. Transverse momentum of the B meson candidate, 7T, which is calculated
from the momenta of the tracks comprising the candidate.

2. (x, y) coordinates of the secondary vertex (SV), as well as the correspond-
ing error matrix. These come from the same VertexFit that determines
mj, -mj.
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,I+

PBT
PT

XY- plane

Figure 3-4: Illustration of the PDL calculation for a Bu meson candidate.

3. (, y) coordinates of the primary vertex (PV), where the B meson was
produced and the corresponding error matrix. The PV is determined as
a point on a beamline (precisely measured using a large number of events
from the current run) with the z position given by the z coordinate of the
JI/4 candidate vertex. The PV error matrix is extracted from the measured
beam profile.

With these three ingredients available, the proper decay length of a B meson
candidate is calculated using

ct = Ly 'P M DG (3.1)

where LZy is a vector in the (x, y) plane from the PV to the B decay vertex, as
shown in Fig 3-4.

* wj = (os Oj, j, cos "j) - transversity variables characterizing the decay of this
particular candidate. Unlike the mass and the PDL, in which the distribu-
tions are not biased (or the bias is unimportant) and the major detector effect
amounts to a smearing of an individual measurement with some resolution, in
the transversity variables the major effect comes from sculpting, discussed in
Section 3.2.4 and Appendix K, while resolutions do not appear to be important.
The resolutions in each of the transversity variables have been studied using the
Monte--Carlo simulation. The results of the study are depicted in Figure 3-5.
Based on the following observations we decide to ignore the smearing of the
transversity variables:

1. In the Monte-Carlo study, resolutions in each of the three transversity
variables are found to be very small, compared to a typical size of the
structure in the involved angular distributions.

2. All of the fits ignoring the resolution effects on various Monte-Carlo sam-
ples return angular decay amplitudes consistent with the input values
within extremely small uncertainties.
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cos , and cos for a Monte-Carlo sample of B - J/0 decays. These plots
give an idea of what the resolutions on the measured transversity variables are. The
depicted range along the horizontal axis is 2% of the full range the respective variable
spans.

3.2.2 PDF for the mass (m)

As a typical example of a mass distribution in the current analyses, we show the
result from the Bu sample in Figure 3-6 (a).

Signal. The width of the signal peak is dominated by detector resolution, which
we model by a single Gaussian. The width of the Gaussian is calculated on event-
by-event basis from the uncertainty of the individual mass measurement, am., These
individual uncertainties can be consistently over- or under-estimated, due to the com-
plicated nature of the tracking algorithm (see Sections 2.2.1, 3.1.1). To account for
this effect we allow a global scale factor, Sm, which multiplies individual uncertainties.
With the above definitions and M being the mean value for the mass of the signal,
the signal PDF is

c9 m IM, Sm) =
(m .- M)21 -2 a 2S

Sm (J¢
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Figure 3-6: (a) mass distribution of the Bu candidates in the sample obtained with
nominal cuts. The side-bands and the signal region are indicated. The binned 2

fit used in the side-band subtraction is superimposed. (b) PDL distribution for the
left and right side-bands. (c) PDL distribution for the signal region. (d) Side-band
subtracted PDL distribution for the signal.

Background. Based on the PT spectra of generic tracks, the background shape
is expected to be close to a falling exponential. However, it is not uncommon that
the selection cuts introduce a fair amount of non-trivial shaping, therefore the safest
way to proceed is to use an empirical parameterization. Figure 3-6 (a) suggests that
a linear shape, a m + b, is a good fit. Normalizing a m + b to unit area in the mass
window from Mmin to Mmax, we get the following PDF for background:

-,Tobs I M 2.(mj a) a m3 + MmI - Ma- M&) . (3.3)Mmax-M 2i max mi-

Reflections. As has been discussed in Section 3.1.5, there is a significant contri-
bution to the B - J/7K + sample from B, - J/0/7r+ decays. A parameterization
for the mass of this component is derived in Appendix H. In the Bd - J/K*o ° sam-
ple some of the signal candidates are reconstructed with K mass mis-assignment
for K*'° daughter tracks. These have a shape different from that of the correctly
reconstructed signal. A parameterization of this shape is devised in Appendix I.
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3.2.3 PDF for the proper decay length (ct)

To devise an adequate parameterization for the PDL of the signal and the background,
plots (b)-(d) in Figure 3-6 are extremely useful.

Signal. The lifetime of the signal, shown in Figure 3-6 (d), manifests itself in an
exponentially decaying ct distribution smeared out by the detector resolution. The
smearing can clearly be seen from the fact that some of the side-band subtracted
signal has negative ct. Also approximately half of the prompt background is smeared
into negative ct region, as can be seen in Figure 3-6 (b).

With detector smearing taking place, to properly extract the lifetime of the signal
one needs to understand the resolution function. A single Gaussian, as discussed later
in this section, appears to be an adequate description of the resolution function. The
width of the Gaussian is given by the individual PDL uncertainty, cctj, such that the
signal PDF for candidate j is given by

Y°bs(Ctj, ctj Icr, St)= E(ctjlc) ® G(ctj, ctj Sct) (3.4)szg 3ct

where

ct 0,E(ctlcr) -- { 0 c~t t > 0 , ( 5
1 c

2
t

2

2S,s-.2tG(ct, actISt)- e I-Jor , (3.6)
2irSctact

and T is the lifetime we are extracting. The scale factor St corrects consistently
over- or under-estimated PDL uncertainties. An expression suitable for coding up
the convolution in Equation 3.4 is given by Equation G.1.

Background. Background PDL distribution shown in Figure 3-6 (b). It ap-
pears to have a peak at zero PDL, short positively and negatively lived tails, and
a longer lived tail on the positive PDL side, which suggests the following empirical
parameterization:

yobs (Ctj, Ctj IfYgk (tj aa I-, f+, f++, -, +, ++, S)
= (1 - f+ - f+ +) G(ctj, aOctj ISa)
+ f E(-ctj A-) G(ctj, ct ISct)
+ f+ E(ctj A+) 0 G(ctj, actj Sct)

+ f++ E(ct 3lA++) 0 G(ct3, actj ISt). (3.7)

There are six parameters, in addition to St, describing the shape of background ct
distribution:

. A, f - decay constant and fraction of the negatively lived tail,

. A+, f+ - decay constant and fraction of the short positively lived tail,

* ++, f++ - decay constant and fraction of the long positively lived tail.
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We convolute all of the terms in the background PDL parameterization with the
resolution function, G (for Gaussian), in the same way as in Equation 3.4. This has
not been done in the Run I measurement [96], which led to an unphysical discontinuity
of the PDF at ct = 0.

Let us now, somewhat retroactively, introduce the speculations that motivate the
choice of the above background PDL parameterization.

The background PDL distribution is dominated (note the logarithmic vertical
scale in Figure 3-6 (b)) by a peak roughly centered at ct = 0. The candidates in the
peak are constructed from tracks coming from the primary vertex, mostly prompt J/
paired with prompt track(s). The true lifetime of these candidates is mathematically
described by (ct). The d-function is smeared with the detector resolution, which
we, in fact, assume to be the same for prompt and displaced vertices, thus the term
(1 - f - f+- f++)G(ctj, ctj Sct) : (1 - f - f+ - ++) (ctj) G(ctj, tj St)
The sheer size of the prompt contribution allows us to make reasonable assumptions
about the shape of the resolution function from the B sample itself, without having to
resort to any other sample. In particular, we can make a judgment about the extent
to which a single Gaussian is a good description of the resolution function; e.g. if all
ratj were the same, actj = (atj) V , and the resolution function were truly Gaussian
then the peak in the background PDL distribution would have been Gaussian with
the width S(t((ctj).

Our philosophy about the short-lived (f+, A±) and the long-lived (f++, A++) tails is
that they should effectively account for the remainder of the background PDL distri-
bution, decoupling it from that of the signal. The term effectively is used here to mean
"on average", without caring too much how well a specific background contribution is
described. However, there is a physics motivation for the choice of parameterization
we have madle.

The long-lived background may have contributions from at least some of the fol-
lowing sources:

* residual (not explicitly accounted for) reflections,

* true displaced J/I paired with a random track (one observed example of which
is multiple B candidates sharing the same J/),

* sequential semileptonic decays b - c -+ s with resultant (+, p-) faking a J/.

These, in principle, should each have its own fraction and a corresponding lifetime,
which would actually be an effective lifetime as well. However, the smallness of these
contributions seen in Figure 3-6 (b) allows us to lump them together into a single
fraction f++ with one effective lifetime A++.

The short-lived negative and positive tails handle background candidates, which:

* involve track(s) that make use of an erroneous hit,

* have tracks that in reality belong to different displaced vertices, as there are at
least two in a bb event.
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This latter source explains why (f+, A+) component comes out of the fit larger than
(f_, A_), contrary to (somewhat naive) expectation of them to be more or less the
same.

In any case, (f±, A±) and (f++, A++) seem to make a set of components needed to
adequately describe the background, without having the signal lifetime to participate.
Of course, reliance on signal/background separation coming from the mass domain
is absolutely essential. To see if such approach works, we look at the parameter
correlation matrix obtained in each of the three fits for the average lifetime. A good
sign would be if the lifetime parameter is largely decoupled from background lifetimes
and fractions. Running ahead of ourselves, this is what we indeed observe. In fact,
the lifetime parameter is the third least correlated parameter in the 12-parameter fit.

Finally, a systematic uncertainty is evaluated and assigned to the results due to as-
sumptions made in describing the PDL distribution by fitting with alternative choices
for the resolution function and the background PDL parameterization as discussed in
Section 3.4.

Reflections. As has been pointed out in Section 3.1.5 there are significant reflec-
tions in the B - J/OK+ and Bd J/OK* '° samples. PDFs for the proper decay
length of these components are devised in Appendices H and I respectively.

3.2.4 PDF for the transversity ( )

In this section we derive PDFs that can be used in a time-independent angular analysis
(Bd,, only) similar to those described in References [54-57].

With a perfect detector and no selection cuts applied, one would be able to use
the trivially normalized theoretical formula (Equation 1.77 with time-dependence
integrated out, which may or may not result in re-defining A, as Appendix J discusses)

Z~i9(3{A}) =A0 2 + =A12 + A2 A0 ) l2f2()) + A2f3(&)
jAo 2

+ AI,12 ± A 1 12OI1\

± Im(A*AI)f4 (w) + Re(A*Aii)fs(W) ± Im(A*A)f 6(w)] (3.8)

as the PDF. However, unlike the case of ct, CDF does not have uniform sensitivity
in the w sub-space, which means that the angular distributions we observe are not
the true underlying ones, but rather the sculpted versions of those. To illustrate this
Figure 3-7 shows the sculpting of the transversity variables in a sample of B - J//fi
decays obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulation. Also, the cuts applied in the
B meson selection procedure are specifically designed to leave the ct, but not the
transversity, distribution of the signal unbiased, so at least some of the sculpting
comes as a result of application of cuts. For example, cos 0 distribution is nearly flat
(sculpting is less pronounced) for high PT B mesons, while for low PT ones it has a
clear arch-like shape, as can be seen in Figure 3-8. The sculpting may also depend on
other kinematic variables, collectively named iZ, via non-trivial detector sensitivity to
them.

Through the rest of this dissertation we use the words "efficiency" and "sculpting"
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interchangeably to mean one and the same thing, which we denote e(, i). For a given
decay mode e(c, ) can be determined via the Monte-Carlo simulation. In this case
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one can use the following definition of efficiency

(' )o(ge(3 k)dEdk' (39)
ng~en ( k) dcjdR

where ng9en(,, g) is the event density generated in the small phase-space volume d3dg
centered at (, ) and n° bS (, ) is the event density observed in the same phase-space
volume after detector and trigger simulation are applied and the reconstruction and
the selection requirements are imposed. If one generates a sample of the decays of
interest flat in c7, e.g. using the decay program EvtGen in conjunction with phase-
space decay model (Appendix C), then ngel(5, 9) and Equation 3.9
simplifies to

(K)= 87r o () (3.10)
nge(n)

which makes Monte-Carlo samples generated flat in useful in studying the sculpting,
especially if one can afford to integrate the c dependence out.

The efficiency e(, ) is definitely a rather intricate function for which a univer-
sal analytical parameterization is unlikely to be found. Using a three-dimensional
histogram to represent this function of three variables like Belle [57] may result in
severe binning effects and inevitability of performing a hefty numerical integration for
each candidate in each step of the log-likelihood maximization procedure. It turns
out however, that transversity PDFs both for the signal and the background can be
constructed in such a way that this difficulty is circumvented.

Signal. Consider a general normalized distribution given by Equation 3.8. It does
not matter which of the two neutral B meson decays under study it is applied to.
For convenience and in order to introduce the true angular density function, U(O),
we re-write it in the abbreviated form:

6

U()- Z(ig {A,}) = ZAifi(0). (3.11)
i=1

If Equation 3.11 is the true angular distribution Nature has built into the decay,
V(i) is the kinematic density function, and (O, ) is the efficiency of registering such
decays, then the (normalized to 1) probability to observe a candidate in the small
volume dwdk centered at (, ), i.e. the PDF, can be written as:

6

Z°g (, i {A, }) = U(w)V(i)6(c, i)/(e)- Aifi(w)V()(c,i )/(6). (3.12)
i:l

We are actually forced to write a "two"-dimensional PDF, because (C, K;) entangles
5 and and we cannot integrate out the dependence analytically. However, this
integration is all that is needed to go back to the PDF in just the sub-space. In
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Equation 3.12 (e) provides the normalization:

6

( j, dcdk U(0.)V(k)(c, ) fJ d Ai fi (c)V(9)c(&, i)

6 [/ /~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
= ~' Ai dc fi(c) dg V(9)E(, F) _ -Aiti. (3.13)

W K

(i by MC

The last step immediately above defines the partial normalization constants, (i, which
can be determined numerically. Indeed, calculating the "i by MC" integral is a mat-
ter of straightforward application of the original numerical Monte-Carlo integration
method [99]. According to this method, if one generates a Monte-Carlo sample of
decays uniformly in the cW sub-space, then in the limiting case of infinite Monte-Carlo
statistics, assuming Monte-Carlo reproduces V(9),

1 rec

= Nrec S fi(wj). (3.14)
j=l

In the above equation the sum is over only the NreC events that pass the trigger, the
reconstruction, and the selection requirements, which collectively emulate the e(c, )
term.

Once the (i are determined, the logarithm of the likelihood function for a sample
of N signal candidates is:

logL = log f Zobs( sig Wj'j
j--1

N 6

, log [ Aifi(-j)V(-j)E(Wj, 9j)/K()]
j=L i=1
N 6 N 6 N

- _1log[ Aifi (j) ]- log [ Aii] + E log[V(9j)e(-j, j)]. (3.15)
j=l i1 j=1 i1 j=l

The last term in Equation 3.15 does not depend on {A,}, the amplitudes we want
to measure. It does not change when logL is maximized with respect to {As} and
therefore it can be dropped from the maximization procedure altogether. With this
overall constant dropped, the function to maximize becomes

N 6 N 6

logL = E log [ Ai fi(cj)] - log [ AiJi], (3.16)
j=l i=1 j=l im

in which we know everything, except the {A,} to be determined in the maximization.
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The efficiency e(&, ,) does not enter Equation 3.16. A careful inspection of this
equation also shows that we only need to know i up to an overall factor, i.e. the
factor 1 in Equation 3.14 is unimportant.

It is absolutely essential, however, that the Monte-Carlo simulation conducted for
the purpose of calculating (i does a good job in describing detector response and the
kinematics of the decay. The quality of the Monte-Carlo simulation (it is also an
issue for several other things in the analysis) is discussed in Appendix C.

Background. The information we have about the "true" background transversity
distribution, if it even makes sense to speak of such thing, is fairly limited. So is our
knowledge of the sculpting of it. We do, however, know how the product of the two
looks like in data as demonstrated by Figure 3-9 (b)-(d).
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Figure 3-9: (a) mass distribution of the Bd candidates in the sample obtained with
nominal cuts. The side-bands and the signal region are indicated. The binned x2 fit
used in the side-band subtraction is superimposed. (b), (c), and (d) observed cos 0,
0, and cos distributions for the candidates in each of the side-bands and for the
side-band subtracted signal.

In such circumstances our approach to parameterizing the background transversity
shape is purely empirical. We assume that a shape, given by Equation 3.12 with a
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different set of amplitudes {Ba,},

6

E Bf i (&)
Zbk(( is {B})--/ = V(g)e(, ), (3.17)kg ~~~~~~ 6

Biti
i-1

provides an adequate description. A number of comments are due at this point:

1. We need to explicitly factor out the signal efficiency and kinematic density
from the background angular PDF, such that their product still drops out of
the combined log-likelihood for signal and background.

2. Any well-behaved function can be projected onto a basis of orthogonal functions,
whatever the basis is. This, in particular, stands true for the function that

zob (, w)
gives g,' when squared, which we choose do decompose in the partial
waves basis. The decomposition may contain F or even higher partial waves,
whereas Equation 3.17 allows only for S, P, and D waves. This is an artificial
simplification, which requires an investigation of the systematic effects it might
cause.

3. The (i in Equation 3.17 are the same ones defined by Equation 3.13 and calcu-
lated using a signal Monte-Carlo sample because the six normalization integrals
for Equation 3.17 are the same as the "i by MC" in Equation 3.13. Conse-
quently, right-hand side in Equation 3.17 is normalized as long as E {B,2 = 1.

a=,ll,L

4. A technique similar to this was used by BaBar [56], though in a situation which
much less background.

5. Left and right side-bands have very similar angular projections as can be seen
in Figure 3-9 (b)-(d). This suggests that there is no strong correlation be-
tween the mass of a background candidate and its transversity angles. Still, the
background may potentially consist of multiple transversity components, much
the same way it breaks down into four components in PDL. Fitting a single
component, i.e. one set of B., is an approximation.

6. In Run I CDF has used [55] a sum of polynomial terms of cos 0, cos 4, sin 0,
and sin 20 to describe the background. It requires a lot of effort to ensure that
such constructed PDF is positive definite everywhere in the transversity space,

6
whereas the functional form E Bifi(c) automatically guarantees that it is the

i-l
case. Also it is not quite clear how signal V(9)e(c, ig) is factorized out in the
earlier approach.

In the background transversity PDF we set B4,6 = 0, because there is no reason for
the background amplitudes that would change sign when going from particle to anti-
particle. There are no particles and anti-particles in the background to begin with,
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there are (mostly) just random track combinations. B4,6 =- 0 also means that we are
not fitting for arg(B±_).

With the thus defined background transversity PDF, the total transversity PDF
for signal and background can be written (combining Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.17)
as follows:

ZSig+bkg ((J,I {A0 }, {Bx})
6

-E Aifi(W) Z Bifi(w)
= i ( - f) i=1,2,35 ) (3.18)

EAi~i i=1,2,3,5
i=1

where fs is the fraction of the signal in the sample. The product of the signal kinematic
density and efficiency, V(i)c(cZ, i-), factors out, which means that it will only enter the

N
log-likelihood as a separate E log[V()e(j, ij)] term, which, again, can be ignored

j=1
in the maximization procedure.

K ++ r mass mis-assignment in K* ° -+ K+7r - from Bd -+ J/4K* °.
Another challenge arises in the case of Bd -+ J/bK* '° decay from the fact that in
about 10% of the signal candidates we swap the correct mass assignments of the
tracks coming from the K*° decay. As a result, Bd candidates reconstructed with this
pathology end up being distributed quite differently (Figure 3-10) in the observed
w space from the correctly reconstructed ones, while both come from the same true
underlying angular distribution with {A,}. In addition, for such mis-reconstructed Bd

candidates certain selection cuts, such as pTO and pT d, are not applied on the correctly
calculated quantities, which results in a different sculpting. Clearly, if special care is
not taken, these swapped candidates will distort {Aa} extracted from the sample.

In order to achieve the desired simplification of the log-likelihood, we need to be
able to factor out one common efficiency times kinematic density for the unswapped
and swapped components of the signal. However, if we do not want to give up the
idea of using both components to measure {A,}, we cannot settle for an empirical
description of the swapped component.

The issue boils down, as one might already suspect, to being able to find an
analytical expression for the product of the ratio of the efficiencies and the ratio of the

Vw (i~) ESW(W,f) Tkinematic densities for the swapped and unswapped components, vu(K) (c,g) To
solve this problem it helps to think in terms of a resolution function. Let p' = (', Il')
be the true angular and kinematic variables of the decay, and p = (, i) - the observed
ones. Let F(p') = U(W')V(g') be the density function in the p' space and think of
a sample of events from the Monte-Carlo simulation that implements this density
function. The number of candidates reconstructed at p is the convolution

N(p) = N9en J dp'F(p')P(pp'), (3.19)

where P(plp') is the probability of reconstructing a decay at p given that it was
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Figure 3-10: Transversity variable calculated with SWapped mass assignment in
K*O _ K+r- reconstruction vs. the one calculated correctly: (a) cos0, (b) 0,
(c) cos . Bd - J/4 ,jK*O° Monte-Carlo sample is used to prepare these plots.

generated at p' and the total of N gen decays were generated.

For the correctly reconstructed candidates, i.e. unswapped component of the
signal, we, ignoring resolution effects, assume p = p', i.e.

P(pp') 6a(p - p,)cul(p p/), (3.20)

where OK'(p, p/) is just another way of writing efficiency un(U, ) for the unswapped
candidates, which we adopt temporarily. Substituting Equation 3.20 into Equa-
tion 3.19 we get

(3.21)
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Next, let us look at the swapped candidates. For these the probability function is

P(p p') 6(p - SW(p'))cs"v(p, p'), (3.22)

that is, the observed p is the one we get if we swap the correct mass assignments in
the K*° reconstruction for a candidate with true p'. Again, (SW(p, p') is, by definition,
the efficiency esW(C, ) of the swapped events. SW is, obviously, a well-behaved
one-to-one mapping of the p space onto itself.

The number of reconstructed swapped candidates at p is

NsW(p) = Nge / dp'F(p')3(p- SW(p'))csw(p, p'). (3.23)

We need F(p') = U(WV)V(9') here because for a swapped candidate the underlying
angular distribution is the one for the charge conjugated particle. Unlike the case of
correctly reconstructed candidates, the -function is now a function of SW(p'), not
the integration variable p'. So we apply the usual rule, (f(x)) - f (X)(x), which in
multidimensional case takes the form:

1 1
6(p- SW(p')) = : () W-(p) - p') = ( (SW(p) - p'), (3.24)

in which J(p') is the Jacobian of the )SW transformation. In the last step above
we made use of the fact that SW - 1 SW. Now we can perform the integration in
Equation 3.23:

NSW (p) = N9 enF(sw(p)) (P, SW(p)) (3.25)

It is now useful to re-write Equations 3.21 and 3.25 in terms of U and V:

Nu (, g) =NgenU()V( )(g , ),, (3.26)

Ns (, g) =N gen U( W( ))V(S,'())(,V , ). (3.27)

In the last equation SW(w) means transversity variables obtained by swapping the
kinematics .

One can generate a specific Monte-Carlo sample with known angular distribution
(we take a sample with flat angular density U(c) = U(SW(c)) = 1 as an example,
thus the subscript F) and use Equations 3.26 and 3.27 to determine the ratio

'xsr'w (, ') 1 V(SW(i)) es (cW 9)
R(O, yp ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(3.28)

1 T~(,) K;) I J (SW P I 9)) V(9C) Eun() ; (CZ,28)

in terms of the observed variables. One can think of R(&, ;) as the ratio of the two
multidimensional histograms, Fn(&, i) and NF°(&, Z), coming out of the Monte-
Carlo sample used. The cos 0, A cos , and pBd projections of N",'(&, i) and N'~: (Z, g)
are shown correspondingly in Figures 3-11 and 3-12.
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Figure 3-11: (a) cosO, (b) 05, (c) cos), and (d) PBd distributions of Bd -+ JK*
candidates reconstructed in a Monte-Carlo sample with the nominal analysis require-
ments. Monte-Carlo truth information is used to ensure that the mass assignment in
K* -+ K+w- reconstruction is done correctly. The three angular variable distribu-
tions have been generated flat.

Turning for a second to a practical side of determining R(&, -) described in Ap-
pendix K, we observe that it depends on only rather weakly. The approximation

1 V(SW(Ki)) esw(CO, i) _ R(5J, ) R(Cj) N () (3.29)
I'(SW(c, /)))I V(K) kun(~,ls) '

allows for a fairly straightforward parameterization of the left-hand side of Equa-
tion 3.29 using the Monte-Carlo simulation. Our choice to ignore dependence of
R(c6, i) is treated as a systematic effect in Section 3.4.5.

Let us now apply Equations 3.26 and 3.27 to the actual Bd data sample; N9en now
has a meaning of the total number of Bd -+ J/K* '° decays occurred in the detector.
Putting unswapped and swapped terms together, one has the following chance of
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BdFigure 3-12: (a) cos 0, (b) , (c) cos , and (d) PTd distributions of Bd - J/OK*o°

candidates reconstructed in a Monte-Carlo sample with the nominal analysis require-
ments. Monte-Carlo truth information is used to make sure that only the candidates
with mass mis-assignment in K*o° - K+r - reconstruction contribute to the plots.
The three angular variable distributions have been generated flat.

reconstructing a signal candidates at (, K):

Nsig( P, ii) Nuln (6, E) + NSW (6, K)
Ngen Ngen

U U(CO) V (W)un(62;7 ) + U (SYV(62)) V(S Wv(kD))S g
U(SW )) (Sw())V(W( V)) Sw(-,u)

= u(1) + I(S¾(6w(, ))l V(g) E'(5, Vg ) un(,)
[U(c&) + U(SW(c6))R(6T)] V(K)n(T, ,) (3.30)

where in the last step we use the approximation of Equation 3.29.
Equation 3.30 is expressed entirely in terms of the observed variables and describes

within the approximations made the observed angular distribution of the entire Bd
signal. This means that after appropriate normalization it can be used as the PDF.
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To obtain the normalization we need to calculate the integral:

6JJ dcjdi Ai [fi(cO) + fi(SW(c))R(c)J V(9)0un(C, 1) A E iun + Aitis, (3.31)

K

which can be computed la Equation 3.14 by summing over the unswapped candi-
dates reconstructed from a Monte-Carlo sample of Bd - J/K* '° decays generated
flat in :

rec un

un = E i(i,(3.32)
j=l
rec, un

1 
=Nec,n S fi(SW(j))R(). (3.33)

j=1

Again, the summation in Equations 3.32 and 3.33 is only over the unswapped candi-
dates, because it is V() un(w, g) that we factor out in Equation 3.31.

With ~u, and ~iw determined, the complete transversity PDF (including the back-
ground) for the Bd sample is:

6

Z Ai [fi () + fi(S W-))R(w)
Zn+sw bkg({A} {Be})[ fs i=l 6LE A[i(u'n + (sw)

+i --i ( ) 

+ (1~-- ' V(;)eun(,uW ,), (3.34)
i= 1,2,3,5

and V(g) un(&, g) still drops out of the log-likelihood function to be maximized.

3.2.5 Fit functions used in the analysis
Now we have all the bits and pieces to construct the multivariate PDFs that we use
in the analyses of this dissertation. For the time-dependent angular analysis however,
it makes more sense to write out not the PDFs, but the log £ functions, so that the
confusion from not explicitly known efficiencies is avoided.

Average lifetime measurement. The combined PDF is direct product of the
PDF for mass (Section 3.2.2) and the PDF for proper decay length (Section 3.2.3)
because there is no correlation between the two quantities for either signal or back-
ground:

PDF(nmj, Cmj, ctj, Ctj M, Sm, a f, CT, Sct, f-, f+, f ++, A-, A+, A++)

= s (m, m . .) ys (tj, 7ctj I.)
+ ( f5) X bkgm . )Ybks (ctj, c, t ) (3.35)'b'g bkg (Yctj'5· 
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In the above equation fs is the fraction of the signal in the sample. We also took the
liberty of replacing the lengthy parameter lists in the right-hand side of Equation 3.35
by triple dots for the sake of conciseness and clarity.

Time-dependent angular analysis in Bd -+ J/K* '° . According to Equa-
tion 1.85 all signal angular terms have the same time dependency, given by the average
Bd lifetime, therefore the combined signal PDF is constructed simply as a product of
the mass term, PDL term and the angular term. Again, from the first principles there
is no correlation among the three of them. The background description is empirical,
but plotting one variable vs. another suggests no correlation either. Assuming a total
of N events in the sample, the complete log-likelihood becomes:

6

N Z Aifi(cj)
logL = log f 6 (du BdS

j=l _ E Ai($Bdun +BdSW)
i=1

x xobsob
X s (ju . ) Yi (Ctj, ct I ... )

6

E Afi(SW(wj))R(& 3 )
f i=l obs m. l·A yob(ctj ·.

+ f 8 6 sigsw (mjS * ig _j a 

Ai(Bdun + Bd,sW)
i= 1

Bifi(cij)
+ (1 - fh) i 1,2,, (3.36)Bd~~~un~ · kg bkg O't, ctj+ ( 1-Us ) B. iBdu ~, bk9 (m jl *. *) yb(ct j, I cs -. ){ (3 .36)

i= 1,2,3,5

Xszgsw(mj...) is given by Equation 1.1, all other PDFs are defined in Section 3.2.2
and Section 3.2.3.

Time-dependent angular analysis in B8 -+ J/b¢>. For this decay mode time
dependence and angular distributions do not factorize (Equation 1.84), therefore we
first need to spell out a PDF for time-dependent angular distribution.

The difference between B - J/qo and Bd -+ J/OK* '° decay channels is that some
of the terms in the angular distribution of the former have the lifetime different from
the one others have, thus the time-dependent angular distribution of the signal in
B - J/4 is given by appropriate combination of Equation 3.12 and Equation 3.4:

PDF(c3, ctj, urtj, j II{A}, cTL, cTH, St)
1

E CTLAi + CTHA3 3
i=1,2,5

XCTHA f3 L'Jf~w) Y Ys~ctjgct~cTH~t)] (Ctj, V (tj (C(L, S.t)x cr-LAi fi (j) ig n
i=1,2,5

+ cTH A3 f3 (Jj ) sig ( I tj,ctjl|TH, SCt) V (gj) (j, j). (337)
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The normalization and the origin of CTL,H factors are explained in Appendix J.
Knowing the above PDF the complete logL over a sample of N candidates is

straightforward:

N r obs

log = log fS (, £ -)
CTLAi~B ~ + CTHA 3

B

i=1,2,5

X [ CTLAifi( -j) Ysbgs (ctj, ctj CTL, St)
i=1,2,5

+ CTHA3f3 (Wj) ys (ctj, It CTH, SCt)]

E Bifi,(a)
+( - fs) i1,2,3,5 , Tobs j Y'b.(ctj, * )] (3.38)B. ~B, "bkgtm] "kbkg

E i
i1,2,3,5

3.3 Fit details and results
This section gives the remaining specifics and documents the results of the nominal
fits performed on the B samples considered. A number of interesting variations of
these fits, such as fitting with a different choice of parameters, applying constraints
derived from the previous measurements, etc., are also described in this section and
are an essential part of the whole analysis. The results obtained here are not yet
complete because they need to be supplemented with the systematic uncertainties
discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Fitting for the average lifetime
B, -+ J//(i + t - )K + . To fit for the lifetime in this sample we use the PDF given
by Equation 3.35, updated to include the B - J/Or-+ contribution per discussion
in Appendix H.

A total of 27291 candidates pass the selection requirements. The results of the fit
performed on this sample are collected in Table 3.4. Fit projections onto the mass
and the PDL distributions along with the results of the fit quality test, explained in
Appendix L, are shown in Figure 3-13.

The correlation matrix returned by the fit is given in Table 3.3. It shows that
while there are fairly strong correlations among the background PDL parameters, the
signal parameters are quite uncorrelated.

Bd -+ J/ ( p+± -)K*°(K+-r). In the fit for the average lifetime in this decay
mode we use the PDF given by Equation 3.35, which we modify so that it accounts
for the signal component with K - 7r mass mis-assignment in the K*'° reconstruction.
The details of this modification are elaborated in Appendix I.

With the nominal cuts, the sample that goes into the fit has 7658 candidates. The
results of the fit are compiled in Table 3.4. Fit projections onto the mass and the PDL
distributions along with the results of the fit quality test are shown in Figure 3-14.
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of the results of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit onto
decay length distributions in the Bu sample.

Par. GLOB. M fs A Sm fJ/pr CT f_ f+ f++ A_ A+ A++ Set
M 0.0888 1 -0.039 -0.021 -0.031 -0.069 0.006 -0.005 -0.002 0.028 0.003 0.007 0.018 0.005
fs 0.3959 -0.039 1 -0.019 0.184 0.166 -0.210 -0.007 -0.076 -0.148 0.009 -0.012 -0.023 0.015
A 0.0637 -0.021 -0.019 1 -0.001 -0.055 0.001 -0.000 0.001 0.014 -0.000 0.003 0.012 -0.000

Sm 0.3227 -0.031 0.184 -0.001 1 -0.014 -0.042 0.008 -0.003 -0.145 -0.004 -0.026 -0.048 -0.006
fj/10, 0.3460 -0.069 0.166 -0.055 -0.014 1 -0.002 0.006 0.003 -0.125 -0.003 -0.037 -0.108 -0.003

CT 0.3190 0.006 -0.210 0.001 -0.042 -0.002 1 0.018 0.075 0.089 -0.017 -0.045 -0.188 -0.023
f- 0.9104 -0.005 -0.007 -0.000 0.008 0.006 0.018 1 0.571 0.142 -0.852 -0.381 -0.111 -0.720
f+ 0.8485 -0.002 -0.076 0.001 -0.003 0.003 0.075 0.571 1 0.169 -0.450 -0.673 -0.107 -0.624

f++ 0.8152 0.028 -0.148 0.014 -0.145 -0.125 0.089 0.142 0.169 1 -0.118 -0.612 -0.652 -0.132
A- 0.8600 0.003 0.009 -0.000 -0.004 -0.003 -0.017 -0.852 -0.450 -0.118 1 0.305 0.090 0.531
A+ 0.8708 0.007 -0.012 0.003 -0.026 -0.037 -0.045 -0.381 -0.673 -0.612 0.305 1 0.499 0.369

A++ 0.7268 0.018 -0.023 0.012 -0.048 -0.108 -0.188 -0.111 -0.107 -0.652 0.090 0.499 1 0.100
Sct 0.7841 0.005 0.015 -0.000 -0.006 -0.003 -0.023 -0.720 -0.624 -0.132 0.531 0.369 0.100 1

Table 3.3: Matrix of correlation coefficients returned by the unbinned maximum
likelihood fit use in the Bu lifetime measurement.

B8 -+ J/,(t+t1-)4(K+K-). A total of 3637 BS candidates pass the selection
applied. The results of fitting the 12-parameter model described by Equation 3.35 to
this sample are collected in Table 3.4 alongside the BU and Bd results. Fit projections
onto the mass and the PDL distributions with the results of the fit quality test are
shown in Figure 3-15. It should be mentioned that in calculating the PDL we use the
latest MB, = 5366.0 MeV/c2 from Reference [49], not the one from Reference [25].

Summary. The results of the average lifetime measurements in the three decay
modes considered are summarized in Table 3.4. A number of observations are due at
this point:

* Across all three samples the quality of the fit is good both in the mass and the
PDL.

* There is a general similarity between the background parameters across the
three samples. In fact most of them a very close. The only substantial difference
is in f++ parameter, which is explained by reflections which are indeed different
in the different samples.
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Figure 3-15: Projection of the results of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit onto
(a) mass and (b) proper decay length distributions in the BS sample.

* The uncertainty scale factors Sm and Set are compatible between Bd and B 8 and
are somewhat larger than those for B~. This is expected as the Bu candidates
involve combinations of only three tracks, while others are built out of four.

* T B. and T-Bd compare well to the current world averages and exhibit expected
hierarchy, which confirms the validity of the lifetime extraction method used.

* The ratio TBu = 1.071±0.042(stat.) is in agreement with the theory expectations
TBd

and the previous measurements.

* TB5 being notably shorter than TBd along with the expectation that the decay
B - J/00 is dominated by the shorter-lived CP-even eigenstate (from the CDF
Run I measurement and/or by SU(3) symmetry with Bd - J/OK*° ) indicates a
significant AFs. This motivates the time-dependent angular analysis the results
of which are presented next.
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Par. Bu Bd Bs Unit
M 5278.69 ± 0.26 5280.16 0.40 5365.76 0.73 MeV/c 2

fs 0.1222 ± 0.0025 0.1503 ± 0.0051 0.0683 ± 0.0051
a -0.87 ± 0.46 -1.05 ± 0.89 -1.82 ± 0.66 (GeV/c2)

Sm 1.545 0.028 1.611 0.059 1.765 0.108
cr 497.4 ± 9.9 464.3 ± 15.5 408.8 ± 30.1 /um
f- 0.0414 ± 0.0079 0.0422 ± 0.0140 0.018 ± 0.019

f+ 0.1087 ± 0.0092 0.1455 ± 0.0195 0.1230 ± 0.0192
f++ 0.0135 0.0024 0.0447 ± 0.0064 0.0050 0.0032
A_ 49 4 47 8 50 32 ,um
A+ 55 4 45 4 6 77 12 /um

A++ 399 ± 60 337 ± 40 688 301 urm
Sct 1.245 ± 0.012 1.265 ± 0.024 1.288 ± 0.031

Nsig 3333.6 67.7 1150.9 38.9 248.4 18.6

Table 3.4: Results of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit for the (average) lifetime
in B -+ J/K +, Bd -+ J/K* '°, and B - J/q samples.

3.3.2 Time-dependent angular analysis
Bd -+ J/b(I.+,-)K*°(K+7r-). A peculiarity of this decay channel is the presence
of the swapped component, the handling of which is described in much detail in
Section 3.2.4 and Appendices I and K. Other than this, the same 12-parameter
model is used to describe the mass and the PDL of the Bd candidates as employed in
the average lifetime measurement. The angular distribution of the Bd candidates is
described with four parameters for signal and three parameters for background. The
total number of parameters floating in the fit is 19, as the log £ given by Equation 3.36
implies.

The selection is unchanged from the average lifetime measurement, thus the fit
is performed on the same sample of 7658 candidates. Fit results are shown in Ta-
ble 3.6 and fit projections onto the data distributions are shown in Figure 3-16.
For the transversity variables the projections are for the side-band subtracted and
sculpting-corrected signal. The details of the procedure to make these are described
in Appendix M.

B8 -+ J/b(l+l-)q0(K+K-), unconstrained fitting. The B, fit allows CP-
even and CP-odd angular amplitudes to have different lifetimes. In the nominal fit
this is realized by using CTL as the lifetime of the CP-even amplitudes and Ars/Fs as
another fit parameter which (along with CTL) defines the lifetime of CP-odd amplitude.
Appendix N lists the relevant transformation formulae. However, as discussed in
Section 1.4.2, we cannot determine 6L from the BS sample in hand, so it is not one
of the fit parameters.

Compared to the average lifetime analysis the optimal cuts are different for the
ArŽ/Fr measurement, which results in a tighter and cleaner selection. Because of the
tighter cuts, we have to eliminate the short negatively lived background component,
(f_, A_), from the fit model. Total elimination rather than fixing to some value
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determined by a study of one kind or another, is justified if one considers the following.
At relatively loose cuts used in the average lifetime measurement the significance of
f_ is only about one standard deviation (Table 3.4). It has been established by fits
on the optimization NTuples described in Appendix D that as cuts are tightened f_
becomes even less significant and eventually the fit becomes insensitive to it (does not
converge). The default cuts applied in the Bs sample selection for AIr,/F analysis are
even tighter than those at which the fit becomes insensitive to (f_, A_) component,
so it is only natural not to have this component in the fit.

The sample to which we fit our 17-parameter model (Equation 3.38 with (f_, A_)
eliminated) consists of 1238 candidates, both signal and
the fit are quoted in Table 3.6 alongside Bd results; the
by the fit is shown in Table 3.5; and the fit projections
are shown in Figure 3-17.

background. The results of
correlation matrix returned
onto the data distributions

Par. GLOB. M fs A Sm Aol 2 lAII 12 611 IBol2

M 0.0782 1 0.038 -0.015 0.056 -0.013 0.012 0.005 -0.000
fs 0.2816 0.038 1 0.004 0.118 0.028 0.044 -0.025 -0.043
A 0.0157 -0.015 0.004 1 -0.001 0.001 0.000 -0.001 -0.001

Sm 0.2002 0.056 0.118 -0.001 1 -0.011 0.024 -0.026 -0.009
1[o012 0.8553 -0.013 0.028 0.001 -0.011 1 -0.642 0.076 -0.105

2 0.8860 0.012 0.044 0.000 0.024 -0.642 1 -0.207 0.053
0.2429 0.005 -0.025 -0.001 -0.026 0.076 -0.207 1 0.004

Bo 0.3333 -0.000 -0.043 -0.001 -0.009 -0.105 0.053 0.004 1
1 31112 0.3256 0.000 0.006 0.000 -0.006 0.055 -0.091 0.017 -0.314

arg(B 11 ) 0.1117 -0.004 -0.001 0.000 0.005 0.006 0.003 -0.102 -0.032
CTL 0.7930 -0.022 -0.218 -0.003 -0.044 -0.246 0.003 0.024 0.055
f+ 0.7284 -0.017 -0.075 -0.001 0.000 -0.004 -0.007 0.008 0.007

f++ 0.6866 0.001 -0.031 -0.001 -0.048 0.000 0.015 -0.006 0.006
A+ 0.7960 -0.014 -0.002 0.001 -0.073 0.029 -0.023 0.004 -0.010

A++ 0.5938 0.006 0.015 -0.000 0.029 -0.002 -0.007 0.002 -0.004
Sct 0.2752 -0.002 0.009 0.000 -0.005 0.002 -0.003 0.000 -0.001

AFr/rF 0.8935 0.006 0.129 0.002 0.020 0.257 0.357 -0.117 -0.046

Par. IBil' arg(B 11) CTL f+ f++ A+ A++ Set Ar/r
M 0.000 -0.004 -0.022 -0.017 0.001 -0.014 0.006 -0.002 0.006
fs 0.006 -0.001 -0.218 -0.075 -0.031 -0.002 0.015 0.009 0.129
A 0.000 0.000 -0.003 -0.001 -0.001 0.001 -0.000 0.000 0.002

Sm -0.006 0.005 -0.044 0.000 -0.048 -0.073 0.029 -0.005 0.020
[Aol2 0.055 0.006 -0.246 -0.004 0.000 0.029 -0.002 0.002 0.257
ir [l2 -0.091 0.003 0.003 -0.007 0.015 -0.023 -0.007 -0.003 0.357

0.017 -0.102 0.024 0.008 -0.006 0.004 0.002 0.000 -0.117
3ol0 -0.314 -0.032 0.055 0.007 0.006 -0.010 -0.004 -0.001 -0.046

Bi 1 2 1 -0.017 -0.009 -0.006 -0.005 0.009 0.002 0.003 -0.031
arg(B 1 ) -0.017 1 -0.004 -0.000 0.003 0.000 -0.001 -0.000 0.008

CTL -0.009 -0.004 1 0.065 -0.037 -0.013 0.003 -0.009 -0.690
f+ -0.006 -0.000 0.065 1 0.154 -0.659 -0.101 -0.258 -0.031

Jf++ -0.005 0.003 -0.037 0.154 1 -0.514 -0.579 -0.031 0.027
A+ 0.009 0.000 -0.013 -0.659 -0.514 1 0.380 0.110 0.008

),++ 0.002 -0.001 0.003 -0.101 -0.579 0.380 1 0.022 -0.022
Sct 0.003 -0.000 -0.009 -0.258 -0.031 0.110 0.022 1 0.002

A['/F -0.031 0.008 -0.690 -0.031 0.027 0.008 -0.022 0.002 1

Table 3.5: atrix of correlation coefficients returned by the unconstrained unbinned
maximum likelihood fit used in the time-dependent angular analysis of the Bs sample.

We have performed MINOS analysis [100] of the shape of the likelihood around
the fit minimum, looking if any signal parameters should be quoted with asymmetric
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uncertainties. Not unexpectedly, cTL and AIF/F are such two parameters. Their
asymmetric uncertainties are shown in Table 3.6 instead of the parabolic ones.

B8 -+ J(p+ !-)O(K+K-), constrained fitting. Here to improve the
resolution on the AFs/F, we supply the fitter with additional information, namely
the theoretical prediction that FU equals Fd to within 1% (Equation 1.86). Technically
this constraint is realized by multiplying the likelihood in Equation 3.38 by a Gaussian
term:

1 (crB -"Bd) 2~~~~~2 1~L -> e 2 tot
2/7rutot

(3.39)

where cTB cTL(I+-zr) (see Equation N.16), CTBd 460.8 pm [25], and tot =
r, ~2 r /C' '

u/t2 + p = V/(10-2 460.8m) 2+ (4.5 4m)2 6.4/pm comes from the uncertainty

in the theoretical prediction in Equation 1.86 and the experimental uncertainty of the
Fd measurement [25]. The results of the fit with such constraint in place are collected
in Table 3.6; projections of the fit results on data are shown in Figure 3-18.

Summary.
side by side in

The results of
Table 3.6. Plots

the nominal fits on Bd and Bs samples are placed
(a) and (b) in Figures 3-16-3-18, showing the mass

Par. Bd Bs, unconstr. fit Bs, constr. fit Unit
M 5280.2 ± 0.4 5366.1 + 0.8 5366.1 ± 0.8 MeV/c 2

f, 0.151 ± 0.005 0.164 ± 0.012 0.162 ± 0.012
a -1.06 ± 0.89 -2.2 ± 1.2 -2.2 ± 1.2 (GeV/c2 )

Sm 1.65 ± 0.06 1.81 ± 0.12 1.81 ± 0.12

A0o 2 0.562 ± 0.025 0.615 ± 0.064 0.614 ± 0.064
AII 2 0.223 ± 0.032 0.260 + 0.086 0.291 ± 0.080

611 2.86 ± 0.22 1.93 ± 0.36 1.90 ± 0.32
65 0.15 ± 0.15

Bo0 2 0.292 ± 0.009 0.318 ± 0.023 0.319 ± 0.023
BII 2 0.358 ± 0.017 0.385 ± 0.041 0.384 ± 0.041

arg(B 11) 1.60 ± 0.06 1.62 ± 0.13 1.62 ± 0.13
CT(L) 461.5 ± 15.3 316 +48 340 +40 m· ~~~-40 -28

AF/F 65 +25 71+24 /
-33 -28

f 0.042 ± 0.014
f+ 0.145 ± 0.019 0.124 ± 0.031 0.126 ± 0.031

f++ 0.044 ± 0.006 0.011 ± 0.007 0.011 ± 0.007
A_ 47 7 /m
A+ 45 6 66 ± 17 66 ± 17 ,um

A++ 348 40 634 280 629 278 Pm
Sct 1.27 ± 0.02 1.33 ± 0.04 1.33 ± 0.04

Nig 1155 39 203 15 201 15

Table 3.6: Results of the nominal fits on Bd and Bs samples.

and the PDL distributions for the fits and the data, are made using the respective
data samples in their entirety. Unlike these, plots (c) - (e), are only for the sideband
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subtracted signal, as explained in Appendix M. In the sideband subtraction, in order
to make the errors smaller a ct > 0 cut is applied, which has a slight effect of enhancing
the CP-odd component in BS.

Figure 3-19 shows the scans of the log-likelihood as a function of A]/s7/F and CTL
both for unconstrained and constrained fits. These scans have a number of applica-
tions, such as:

* testing the shape at the minimum and making sure that the extracted value of
a parameter does not correspond to any secondary (false) minimum,

* combining the result with other measurements,

* giving sense of how significantly away from zero or the theoretical expectation
of 0.12 the measured AF,/F, is.

Finally, Table 3.7 collects numerical values for other quantities of interest in B -+

J//o, such as time-integrated fractions, C, (Appendix J), TH, Ar, etc. useful on their
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own as well as for comparisons to earlier results. Some of these quantities, especially
those that have asymmetric uncertainties, are best obtained by doing the fit with
different parameterization, e.g. with (TL, TH) instead of (L, AF/F) to get TH. Others
are calculated from the results of the nominal fits using the standard procedure of
error propagation including the correlations.

Par. Unconstrained fit Constrained fit Unit
Time-integrated True ampli- Time-integrated True ampli-
fractions (C,) tudes (As) fractions (Cc) tudes (Aa)

MB 8 5366.1 0.8 5366.1 0.8 MeV/c
IA(C)o12 0.549 ± 0.056 0.615 ± 0.064 0.555 ± 0.056 0.614 i 0.064

IA(C)I 12 01.232 ± 0.077 0.260 ± 0.086 0.264 ± 0.071 0.291 ± 0.080

IA(C)112 0.219 ± 0.076 0.125 ± 0.066 0.181 ± 0.064 0.095 ± 0.052
[A(C)o 0.741 ± 0.038 0.784 ± 0.039 0.745 ± 0.037 0.783 ± 0.038
A(C)I1 0.481 ± 0.081 0.510 ± 0.082 0.513 ± 0.069 0.539 + 0.070

IA(C)I 0.469 ± 0.082 0.354 ± 0.098 0.425 ± 0.075 0.308 ± 0.087

a1l 1.93 ± 0.36 1.90 ± 0.32
CTL 316 +4s 340 +40 /m

-40 -28
CTH 622 +175 713 +167 ,Pm

-138 -129
CT-s 419 +45 460.8 + 6.4 (constrained) /m-38

AFs/Fs 65 +25 71 +24 %
-33 -28

A~~~~~sf 07 +0.19 -All 0.47 +019 0.46 ± 0.18 ps -

Nsig 203 15 201 15

Table 3.7: Summary of the signal parameters obtained with unconstrained and con-
strained fitting of the B, sample with various parameterizations. Asymmetric uncer-
tainties are quoted where deemed more appropriate than parabolic.

3.4 Systematic uncertainties
As almost always is the case, our measurements are, at least potentially, influenced
by biases and systematic effects. A correct assessment of these is an essential part of
the analyses. The current section is a collection of sub-sections, each one discussing
a particular systematic effect and its influence on the average lifetime measurement
and/or time-dependent angular analysis.

3.4.1 Selection
There is no reason to believe that the cuts used in selecting the B candidates can
bias the lifetime measurements. It is however desirable to confirm that it is indeed
is the case. Figure 3-20 shows (in)dependence on the extracted Bu lifetime of the PT
cuts used in the selection. The slightly shorter lifetimes at very loose cuts have to do
with the badly mis-reconstructed candidates making their into the sample, i.e. the
inadequacy of the model. This is accounted for in Section 3.4.3, where the systematic
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Figure 3-20: Lifetime extracted from the sample of B - J/OK+ decays. All other
cuts are as defined in Table 3.1.

uncertainty due to the choice fit model is evaluated. We also include (Figure 3-21)
plots showing B lifetime extracted at different values of one of the PT cuts while the
other one is kept fixed. We do not assign any systematic uncertainty due to particular
choice of PT cuts, which is in line with statisticians' advice on practical matters such
as this one [1041.
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Figure 3-21: B lifetime extracted at the different values of (a) pBU (b) PK+ cut.
Points with no error bars correspond to the nominal cuts. Error bars on all other
points represent an estimate of a probable shift in the lifetime due to the change in
the sample when going from the nominal cuts to the cuts represented by the point in
question.

The only other non-technical cut applied is a vertex quality cut, which we apply
in the form Prob(x 2 ) > . B lifetimes extracted at different values of this cut are
shown in Figure 3-22. Again, there are no variations incompatible with statistical
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Figure 3-22: B lifetime extracted at the different values of the vertex quality,
Prob(x 2), cut. Points with no error bars correspond to the nominal cuts. Error
bars on all other points represent an estimate of a probable shift in the lifetime due
to the change in the sample when going from the nominal cut to the cut represented
by the point in question.

change in the sample when going from one value of the cut to another.
In what concerns the amplitudes extracted in the time-dependent angular analysis,

the selection could hardly have an effect. Indeed, we do know that the angular
distributions are sculpted by the cuts, as, for example, is illustrated by Figure 3-8.
However, this sculpting is taken into account as long as the Monte-Carlo simulation
used in calculating i is accurate. The effect of any residual disagreement between
distributions produced by Monte-Carlo and the respective ones from data is discussed
in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.2 SVX alignment

A history of the average B meson lifetime measurements at CDF during Run II
using successively larger samples has a pattern of the biggest systematic uncertainty
stemming from the imperfect knowledge of positions of the SVX wafers, also known as
SVX alignment limitations. Over time the precision of the alignment has improved,
and it is now reasonable to assume that no major improvements are possible. In
other words, the alignment seems to be stable and of high quality. A way to estimate
SVX alignment effects on the extracted lifetime is to vary (distort) the alignment in
some reasonable fashions and see what these variations do to the extracted lifetime.
We determined [101] that the following four alignment distortions are suitable for
estimating the systematic uncertainty:

1. 50 pm move-out - all ladders are universally shifted away from the central axis
(in a radial direction) by 50/zm (1x0047 1 TEST)2.

2 The label in parentheses gives a CDF-specific code for the particular alignment table. "x" in
these codes can be 4, 5, or 6 and refers to different periods of SVX mechanical configuration being
stable.
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2. 50 jm move-in - all ladders are universally shifted toward the central axis by
50/jm (lx0047 2 TEST).

3. 50 m bow-out - in each ladder the two central wafers (the total number of
wafers in a ladder is four) are universally shifted away from the central axis by
50pm (lx0047 3 TEST).

4. 50 m bow-in - in each ladder the two central wafers are universally shifted
toward the central axis by 50 m (lx0047 4 TEST).

We generate lOM B - J//K + decays, which are then subjected to the realistic
detector and trigger simulation. Events that pass the trigger are subsequently run
through production. The resulting simulated data sample is reconstructed using the
software identical to the actual analysis software. In the reconstruction tracks are
refitted using the same alignment table that was used in the simulation/production as
well as using the four distorted alignments described above. After typical selection we
end up with about 240K analysis quality signal Bu candidates, on which the lifetime
fit is performed: a single exponential convoluted with a Gaussian of event-by-event
width is fitted to the PDL distribution. The extracted fit parameters (lifetime and
the PDL uncertainty scale factor) are tabulated in Table 3.8.

Alignment Distortion cr, m AcT, /m| Sct NB cand.

160047 1 TEST move-out 498.60 1.02 +1.22 1.133 i 0.009 240404
160047 2 TEST move-in 496.07 ± 1.01 -1.31 1.119 0.009 241104
160047 3 TEST bow-out 498.02 1.02 +0.64 1.112 0.009 241032
160047 4 TEST bow-in 496.74 1.01 -0.64 1.109 0.009 241465

original none 497.38 1.01 0.00 1.084 i 0.009 242610

Table 3.8: Results of the lifetime fit on the signal Monte-Carlo sample of Bu - J/K +

decays, reconstructed using different SVX alignments.

In Table 3.8 we see more or less what we expect to see, namely:

* We lose some candidates with distorted alignments compared to when the orig-
inal one is used.

* Shifts are bigger distortions than bows (four wafers are moved, not just the
central two), thus bigger effects for shifts than for bows.

* For larger distortions the uncertainty scale factor is larger and for the undis-
torted alignment it is the smallest.

* The "in-" distortions bias extracted lifetime in the opposite direction to the
"out-" distortions.

Comparing the result obtained with the original alignment to those we get with dis-
torted ones, we assign a systematic uncertainty due to SVX alignment imperfections
of ±l m.
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A lesser effect is expected from potential mis-alignment in z direction. Indeed,
z mis-alignment can only affect lifetime measurements indirectly, perhaps through
candidate selection or large track parameter correlations. To check if there is any
substantial effect, we compare the lifetime results obtained with the two calibration
tables (PASS 11A and PASS 11), one of which includes the nominal alignment and
the other one has an alignment with the SVX barrel 3 somewhat misplaced along the
z axis. We observe what we expect to observe: with a worse alignment we reconstruct
3.6 fewer signal candidates, the error scale factor is worse by 0.0018, etc. The change
in the lifetime is 0.45 ,um, which should be covered by the above assignment of ±1 ,um
as a systematic uncertainty due to imperfect SVX alignment.

The alignment effects on the angular decay amplitudes do not appear to be sig-
nificant.

3.4.3 Fit model
InI this sub-section we consider systematic uncertainties that arise when we make
choices about the fit model. Some of the parameterizations we choose cannot be
derived from basic principles, at least not in a very straightforward manner. We
regard the following few as pertaining to this category:

* ct resolution function: what should it be - single Gaussian, double Gaussian,
Gaussian with exponential tails?

* Background ct parameterization: do we give the fitter not enough or too much
freedom?

* Background angular distribution parameterization.

Below we attempt to estimate how much the extracted parameters would have differed
had we made other parameterization choices.

ct resolution function. We have chosen a single Gaussian as the PDL resolution
function. This choice was made by looking at the ct distribution of three and four
prompt track combinations. However, we do not have a clean and large enough sample
of vertices guaranteed to be prompt. There are various mis-reconstructions as well
as long-lived component, which limit what we can do to establish the exact shape of
the resolution function. A single Gaussian is a good approximation, but we need to
study other similar shapes to see how big of an effect on the extracted B lifetime the
choice of a particular one of them has.

Reasonable variations of the resolution function include a double Gaussian and a
Gaussian with exponential tails. We first discuss the latter option.

In the earlier analysis we did a successful fit to data using a single Gaussian with
exponential tails as the PDL resolution function [102]. The tails of the resolution func-
tion were determined to be only 1.3 ± 0.9% of the Gaussian core, i.e. not statistically
significant. Tracks in the current analysis are of superior quality due to improved
tracking algorithm, better SVX alignment and usage of the SVX z and small-angle
stereo hits, which leads us to expect even smaller tails on the resolution function.
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Indeed, it seems impossible to get the fit to converge when the characteristic length
of the tails is let to float. If we fix it to 320 pm [102] we get a fraction compatible
with zero within 0.5u and no appreciable change in the extracted B lifetime. This
tells us that a Gaussian with exponential tails is not a viable option for the resolution
function, or, more precisely, it degenerates into a single Gaussian.

Next we try a double Gaussian as a resolution function. It turns out to be exceed-
ingly hard to get the fit to converge without fixing some of the parameters. This tells
us that double Gaussian is not a likely candidate for the resolution function shape
either.

We actually did work to make this the case. Indeed, in the selection of B can-
didates (Section 3.1.4, Appendix F) we have excluded z regions that correspond to
SVX bulkheads. Largely the motivation to do so has been to reduce the number
of badly mis-reconstructed candidates. However, even if reconstructed correctly, the
candidates from these regions could have ct uncertainties over-/under-estimated to a
different extent with respect to the rest of the candidates, leading to a second com-
ponent in the resolution function. We got rid of this complication as a by-product.

As another indication that a double Gaussian is not a viable description of the
resolution function we have plotted the residuals (Figure 3-23) from projecting the
results of the nominal Bu lifetime fit onto the PDL distribution. The inlays in Fig-
ure 3-23 show the residuals obtained in Reference [103] when the core of the transverse
flight distance distribution in the inclusive J/4 sample3 is fit with a single Gaussian
(left) and the double Gaussian (right). As can be deduced from these plots, the resid-
uals should have two large, i.e. statistically significant, symmetrical dips around
ct = 0 if a single Gaussian resolution function is fit where two or more Gaussians are
needed. We do not observe such behavior in our case of the fully reconstructed B
mesons; the distribution of residuals is compatible with flat zero line, confirming that
a single Gaussian is an adequate description of the resolution function.

It is ultimately the limited statistics that does not allow us to discern the shape
of the resolution function from a single Gaussian. On the other hand, it is just a
different way of saying that the resolution function is a single Gaussian. Table 3.9
summarizes the fit results with different parameterizations of the resolution function.

Background ct modeling. In this category we consider two modifications of
the fit model that affect model's flexibility. As the first alteration (Model A), we add
another short positively lived exponential, whose shape and size are fixed to those of
the (f_, A_) component. Thus the change in notation from (f_, A_) to (fA_+, _+). In
principle, this makes the model more flexible than the one we use by default. With
the second alteration (Model B) we attempt to make the model less flexible. We do
exactly what we did with the first alteration, except that on the positive ct side we
allow only one independently varied exponential for the background, not two that the
normally have.

3 The resolution function in that case appears to be a multi- or, at the very least, a double-
Gaussian.
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Figure 3-23: Residuals from projecting the results of the fit onto data. Before the
residuals are calculated the data are binned such that there are at least 20 entries in
each bin while bin width is a multiple of 10 um. A case of single (left) and double
(right) Gaussian fit to the transverse flight distance of inclusive J/, is shown on the
inlays.

Par. Nominal model Res. f-n: G1 + G 2 Res. f-n: G + ET Units
M 5278.94 ± 0.27 5278.95 ± 0.27 5278.94 ± 0.27 MeV/c2

fs 0.1840 ± 0.0037 0.1848 ± 0.0037 0.1840 ± 0.0037
A -1.53 ± 0.62 -1.53 ± 0.62 -1.53 i 0.62 (GeV/c2)-

Sm 1.534 ± 0.029 1.537 ± 0.029 1.534 ± 0.029
CT 505.78 10.35 504.11 10.30 505.75 10.35 /~m
f 0.0323 ± 0.0061 0.03 (fixed) 0.339 ± 0.0066
f+ 0.1].37 ± 0.0098 0.0850 ± 0.0099 0.1147 0.0096

f++ 0.0]198 0.0039 0.0203 0.0039 0.0197 0.0033
A_ 72 - 8 300 (fixed) 69 ± 10 /um
A+ 63 L- 6 58 4 8 62 4 Pm

A++ 393 59 386 58 393 54 /,Ium
St 1.278 ± 0.015 1.256 ± 0.017 1.276 ± 0.015

fG2: 0.069 0.013 fET: (4.1 9.5)10 - 4

._ S~cat2 : 3.35 ± 0.24 AET : 320 m (fixed)
Nsig 3012.9 i± 60.3 3026.0 ± 60.4 3013.3 ± 60.3

Table 3.9: Results of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit on the B J/K +

sample using the nominal model and the variations described in the text. In getting
these numbers we use a tighter set of cuts, pBU > 6.0 GeV/c, + > 2.0 GeV/c, to be
even more certain that precarious badly mis-reconstructed events do not affect our
judgment.
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The results of the fits with these two models are collected in Table 3.10. The
lifetime extracted from the Bu sample with Model A comes out to be only 0.03/tm
shorter than the one the default model gives. Fit with Model B yields a lifetime that
is 3.5 m longer than the nominal one. It is worth mentioning however, that this last
model is a deviation from the nominal one that is somewhat beyond the borderline
of being reasonable, as the discussed below fit of the PDL of B, mass side-bands
suggests.

Par. Nominal model Model A Model B Units
M 5278.69 0.26 5278.69 + 0.26 5278.62 0.26 MeV/c2

fs 0.1222 ± 0.0025 0.1222 + 0.0025 0.1242 ± 0.0025
A -0.87 ± 0.46 -0.87 ± 0.46 -0.91 ± 0.46 (GeV/c2)

Sm 1.545 0.028 1.545 0.029 1.568 i 0.028
cT 497.4 ± 9.9 497.4 ± 9.9 500.9 ± 9.7 /um

f-(+) 0.0414 ± 0.0079 0.0417 ± 0.0085 0.0667 ± 0.0119
f+ 0.1087 0.0092 0.0676 0.0076 0.0411 0.0041

f++ 0.0135 0.0024 0.0132 0.0025
A(+) 49 4 49 5 41 3 /im

A+ 55 4 59 7 160 15 /um

A++ 399 60 404 62 Pim
Sct 1.245 ± 0.012 1.245 ± 0.013 1.240 ± 0.014

Nsig 3333.6 ± 67.7 3333.6 ± 67.7 3390.1 ± 67.4

Table 3.10: Results of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit on the B -+
ple using the nominal model and two models with altered background
tion.

J/K + sam-
parametriza-

In modeling the PDL of the background we assume, as the similarity in PDL
distributions of the left and right mass side-bands suggests (Figure 3-6 (b)), that the
nominal background PDL model works reliably in all regions of the mass distribution.
In order to verify this, we fit the shape given by Equation 3.7 to the PDL of the
candidates in the side-bands. We then fix the parameters of the nominal model to
the values obtained in this fit and perform the fit on the entire Bu sample. The
results of this exercise are collected in Table 3.11. When fixing the background PDL
parameterization to that obtained from the fit to the side-bands the extracted lifetime
shifts down by 3.2/tm. This, however, is an overestimate of any potential effect, for
at least two reasons:

1. The side-bands are not completely signal free; there is B - J/07r+ contribution
in the right side-band.

2. The side-bands include only about half of all background, therefore any param-
eter measured in just the sidebands, i.e. with less statistics than available, is
likely to deviate from the true value by more than the same parameter measured
with full statistics.
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Par. Nominal fit Side-bands only Bkg. fixed from side-bands Units
MA 527869 0.26 5278.74 ± 0.26 MeV/c 2

fs0.1222 0.0025 0.1198 0.0024
A -0.87 ± 0.46 -0.38 ± 0.48 -0.38 (fixed) (GeV/c2)

Sm 1.545 ± 0.028 1.515 ± 0.027
cT 497.4 ± 9.9 494.2 ± 9.7 /m
f- 0.0414 ± 0.0079 0.0340 ± 0.0080 0.0340 (fixed)
f+ 0.1087 ± 0.0092 0.0920 ± 0.0095 0.0920 (fixed)

f++ 0.0135 ± 0.0024 0.0174 ± 0.0024 0.0174 (fixed)
A_ 49 4 54 6 54 (fixed) /m
A+ 55 4 64 6 64 (fixed) /um

A++ 399 - 60 469 ± 48 469 (fixed) /zm

Sct 1.245 0.012 1.260 0.015 1.260 (fixed)
? 8sig 33336 67.7 3268.8 64.2

Table 3.11: Results of the unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the mass side-bands
in the B - J/4K+ sample, as well as the fit to the entire mass region using the
parameters obtained from the side-band-only fit.

Lastly, in support of the claim made two paragraphs above, we would like to note
that the fit to the side-bands is robust in discerning between (f+, A+) and (f++, A++)
using just the PDL information, which establishes that there are indeed at least two
positively lived exponentials required in the background PDL description.

Other ct modeling issues. Now we consider the systematic uncertainty due
to an admixture of badly mis-reconstructed candidates which are not explicitly pa-
rameterized in our nominal model. We have touched upon this in the section on cut
optimization and now we have to evaluate the effect quantitatively.

With some loose cuts we fit an exponential to the PDL distribution in the range
from -2000 ,am to -400 m (Figure 3-24). We then extrapolate the fitted line to and
beyond ct = 0 (assuming a shape symmetric around ct = 0) and estimate a fraction
of background that is described in such a way, as well as the characteristic decay
length of these candidates. The two numbers come out to be about 0.13% and about
350 /m. We then add such a contribution to the model and perform a fit on the
sample. The results of the fit with the such constructed model are compared to those
obtained with the nominal model in Table 3.12. It is interesting to see that there
are some noticeable changes in parameters describing the PDL of the background,
however the signal lifetime changes by only 0.26 m.

The signal could also have some amount of mis-reconstruction, but judging from
what we see in the background the amount of signal mis-reconstruction is expected
to be tiny and play no role in the fit.

ct modeling summary. The largest changes in the extracted lifetime we have
seen when tweaking the model are about ±3.4 m. They are due to somewhat un-
reasonable changes in the model. The second largest change is -1.7/m again due
to less than satisfying choice of a double Gaussian for the resolution function. The
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Figure 3-24: Illustration for the estimation of the systematic effect of the badly mis-
reconstructed candidates on the extracted average lifetime. Bu sample is used.

Par. Nominal Nominal + mis-reco Units
M 5278.67 ± 0.26 5278.67 ± 0.26 MeV/c 2

fs 0.1223 i 0.0025 0.1223 ± 0.0025
A -0.85 i 0.46 -0.85 i 0.46 (GeV/c2)-1

Sm 1.544 i 0.028 1.544 0.028
CT 498.1 ± 9.9 498.4 i 9.9 ,um
f- 0.0373 i 0.0071 0.0520 ± 0.0117

f+ 0.1057 i 0.0087 0.1137 0.0103
f++ 0.0135 ± 0.0025 0.0127 ± 0.0025

A_ 52 5 40 4 ,um

A+ 57 5 54 5 /m

A++ 397 ± 59 390 i 64 /um
St 1.249 i 0.012 1.237 + 0.013

Nsig 3385.6 i 68.2 3384.9 i 68.3

Table 3.12: Comparison of the fit results using the nominal model and the model that
includes a contribution of badly mis-reconstructed events (B - J/K+).

rest of the attempted changes in the model result in even smaller changes in the
extracted lifetime. With these considerations we believe it makes sense to assign
±1.7/tm systematic uncertainty due to the choice of the fit model.

Modeling the angular distribution of the background. The dominant part
of the background candidates in our samples are combinations of prompt tracks. It
is unclear if there should be any angular correlation among these tracks, except that
two of them are likely to originate from a true J/ - /+- decay. It is further
unclear how the "true" background angular distribution is sculpted. We assume that
a shape similar to the angular distribution of the signal, but with different amplitudes,
describes the background. As pointed out in the summary of Section 3.3.2 our ability
to check how well the assumption works by projecting results of the fit on data is
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B° Nominal model Flat background Syst. uncert. assigned
cT, im 461.5 i 15.3 465.6 ± 15.5 ±3.9

A( 2 0.562 i 0.025 0.549 i 0.025 ±0.013
AII 2 0.223 0.032 0.229 0.032 ±0.006

611 2.86 ± 0.22 2.87 ± 0.22 ±0.01
6 0.15 ± 0.15 0.16 ± 0.15 ±0.01

Table 3.13: Comparison of the Bd fit results using two different background models.

Bo Nominal model Flat background Syst. uncert. assigned
cTL, m 316.3 ± 43.2 320.0 i 43.6 ±3.7
A\r/F 0.652 ± 0.284 0.645 ± 0.291 ±0.007

A( 2 0.615 ± 0.064 0.604 ± 0.061 4±0.011
AII 1

2 0.260 0.086 0.274 0.085 4±0.013

6_____1 1.93 ± 0.36 1.97 ± 0.36 ±0.03

Table 3.14: Comparison of the BS fit results using two different background models.

limited by lack of knowledge of Vbkg(g)Cbkg(w, g). It is reasonable to assume however,
that the shift in the extracted quantities of interest due to imperfect modeling of
the background angular distribution is not larger than the observed shift in these
quantities when we replace our nominal background model with flat distribution.
Thus we ascribe the difference of the results between the nominal fit and the fit with
flat angular background distribution as a systematic uncertainty due to background
angular parameterization. The relevant numbers are collected in Tables 3.13 and 3.14.

3.4.4 Residual disagreement between data and Monte-Carlo
As mentioned in the earlier sections, in treating the sculpting of the angular distribu-
tions one needs to calculate the partial normalization constants using an appropriate
Monte-Carlo sample. This calculation depends upon the Monte-Carlo simulation ac-
curately describing the data. Appendix C discusses this issue and demonstrates an
agreement between the Monte-Carlo and the data in several distributions of various
quantities of interest.

To quantify the effect of any residual difference between the Monte-Carlo and the
data, we proceed as follows:

1. Identify the kinematic variables which have the largest discrepancies, using Bd

data and the Monte-Carlo samples.

2. Re-weight the events in the Monte-Carlo sample so as to force the data and the
Monte-Carlo histograms to be identical.

3. Use the re-weighted sample to compute a new set of partial normalization con-
stants.
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4. Apply the newly obtained partial normalization constants in the Bd fitter.

5. Obtain the systematic uncertainties for the measurements in time-dependent
angular analysis of Bd - J/OK*° by comparing the new fit results with the
nominal fit results.

6. Assign the same systematic uncertainties for the corresponding quantities mea-
sured in the B - J/0/ sample.

In this study pK 0 and AO(/u) distributions (Figure C-2) are the most compelling
to re-weight. Having re-weighted these distributions and re-calculated the i's we
observe negligible shifts in the extracted values compared to other systematic effects
and statistical uncertainty. Hence we do not assign any systematic uncertainty due
to the residual disagreement between the data and the Monte-Carlo simulation in
handling the sculpting of the angular distributions.

3.4.5 Bd candidates with K ++ r mass mis-assignment
Our procedure of treating Bd candidates with K + 7r mass mis-assignment described
in Section 3.2.4 might potentially introduce a bias to the extracted amplitudes. The
two sources of bias that we consider are as follows:

* neglecting the dependence of the ratio of the efficiencies, R(co, ), for swapped
and unswapped components on "the rest of the kinematic variables" ,

* a dependence of the total swapped fraction on the actual amplitudes, e.g. in the
phase-space Monte-Carlo sample we observe that about 10.5% are reconstructed
as swaps, while in the sample generated with realistic amplitudes only about
9.5% are.

In order to see how big these effects are we test the procedure on the Monte-Carlo
sample generated with amplitudes from Reference [56]. This sample is discussed in
some more details in Appendix C. Table 3.15 summarizes the results we get on five
non-overlapping sub-samples as well as on the full sample. As one can see, there
is a small residual disagreement, most notably in A0o 2. To assign the systematic
uncertainties we take the observed deviations of the fit results on the entire sample
from the input values. Thus assigned uncertainties are compiled in Table 3.16.

3.4.6 Residual Bd -+ B8 cross-feed
Another systematic effect which needs to be looked at is the cross-feed between the
two decay channels we consider in the time-dependent angular analysis. Indeed, when
a 7r track from the K*° is assigned the K mass it may end up in the mass window
which then can lead to an erroneous B, candidate. The reverse (assigning the 7r mass
to a K from 0) can lead to a real B, faking a Bd.

This issue is discussed in Appendix E mostly from the point of view of making
a selection that minimizes the cross-feed, while keeping the bulk of the respective
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Par. Input Sub-sample A (25K) Sub-sample B (28K) Sub-sample C (27K)
AoV[2 0.597 +0.5897 ± 0.0047 +0.5940 ± 0.0044 +0.5904 ± 0.0045
Alii 2 0.243 +0.2513 0.0069 +0.2464 i 0.0065 +0.2388 0.0066

all 2.5 +2.5466 ± 0.0412 +2.5207 i 0.0372 +2.5487 i 0.0385
5i -0.17 -0.1262 i 0.0296 -0.2046 i 0.0279 -0.1731 i 0.0281

Par. Input Sub-sample D (26K) Sub-sample E (26K) Total (134K)
A0o 2 0.597 +0.5913 ± 0.0046 +0.5907 0.0046 +0.5912 0.0020
AI l12 0.243 +0.2445 i 0.0065 +0.2540 ± 0.0067 +0.2469 0.0020

511 2.5 +2.5414 ± 0.0367 +2.5240 ± 0.0374 +2.5356 ± 0.0170
61 -0.17 -0.1834 0.0282 -0.1788 0.0292 -0.1743 0.0127

Table 3.15: Results of the fit on the Monte-Carlo signal samples generated with
amplitudes close to those observed in Nature.

Par. A 12 A 11 12 A12 61 

Syst. uncert. assigned 0.006 ±0.004 0.002 0.04_~~~ o &I A2 315
Table 3.16: Systematic uncertainties assigned due to the way swapped signal compo-
nent is handled in the time-dependent analysis of Bd -+ J/K* ° .

signals. Appendix E also provides an estimate of how much of the residual cross-feed
there is. A concise summary of this estimate: with the analysis cuts we use the Bs
contamination in the Bd sample is extremely small, while the Bd contamination of
the Bs sample, at approximately 3.5%, is about an order of magnitude bigger.

In the current section we evaluate how such Bd contamination distorts our mea-
surements in the B, sample. The necessary Monte-Carlo samples are:

* 15M (generated) Bd - J/#(/+u-)K*°(K+tr - ) with realistic amplitudes (Sam-
ple 6 from Appendix C),

10OM (generated, 7.65M CP-even + 2.35M CP-odd) B --- J/1(+/-)O(K+K - )

(Samples 4 and 5 described in Appendix C).

To evaluate the systematic effect due to the unwanted Bd admixture we first fit the
pure Bs sample and then repeat the fit after adding an appropriate amount of Bd
to the B. sample. The "appropriate amount" is determined simply from the ratio of
production fractions and the decay branching fractions (the difference between the
reconstruction efficiencies is taken care of via the realistic detector simulation):

N(Bd) _ fd Br(Bd - J/K*°). Br(K*' - K+7-) 7
N(B,) fs Br(B, - J/10) Br(b - K+K-) (3.40)

which means we should take about 7 times fewer generated B, decays than generated
Bd decays. We do the fit on 2.1M (generated) B, events (with appropriate mixture of
CP-even and CP-odd components) with and without contamination from 15M (gen-
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Par. Pure Bs Bs with Bd Syst. uncert.
admixture assigned

A0o 2 0.5388 0.0043 0.5387 0.0043
AII 12 0.2034 ± 0.0065 0.2064 ± 0.0064 ±0.003

611 1.9479 0.0315 1.9477 + 0.0307
CTL, um 333.9 ± 3.1 338.9 + 3.1 -5.0
AFrs/Fs 0.4812 i 0.0203 0.4734 ± 0.0202 ±0.008

Nsig 26694 27701

Table 3.17: Comparison of the fit results on the Bs signal Monte-Carlo sample with
and without Bd contamination.

erated) Bd events. The results of these fits and the assigned systematic uncertainties
are summarized in Table 3.17.

3.4.7 Unequal number of B8 and Bs

As explained in Section 1.4.2, in the untagged Bs study, we take the reduced angular
distribution because the two (interference) terms that have opposite signs for particle
and anti-particle cancel each other, assuming equal number of BS and Bs. However,
in a sample of a limited size a statistical fluctuation enhancing (anti-)particle con-
tent may be large enough leading to an incomplete cancellation and, consequently, a
systematic effect.

The dispersion of the binomial distribution for N Bernoulli trials with probability
of success p is Np(1 - p). So in our sample of about N = 200 candidates, of which
half are expected to be Bs (and the other half - B8 ) the size of binomial fluctuation is

200 1 1 i.e. about 7%. In the presence of such fluctuation in the number of Bs2 2'

and Bs results in terms 4 and 6 in Equation 1.77 not canceling exactly, but leaving a
remnant of size of about 7%.

However, the time dependence of the considered interference terms includes the
form sin(6 - AMt)e - t. In the fit, they get convoluted with a resolution function
of width act - 30 m, and if the sinusoidal oscillations are rapid enough, additional
suppression of these terms takes place. To estimate this suppression quantitatively
we can make use of rat < c/F in approximating the convolution:

P(t) / sin(6 - AMst')e- r t'G(t - t', cact)dt'

e- J sin(6 - AM t')G(t - t', ct) dt

e- 2 M s ' c t sin(5 - AMst)e - rt. (3.41)

For AMs = 20ps - 1 and act = 0.1 ps, the suppression factor in front of sin(6 -

AMst)e - rt is roughly e- 2 - 0.13. Thus the effective fraction of the signal that weights
these terms is (starting from a possible 7% fraction from above) 0.07 x 0.13 = 0.01.
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Figure 3-25: Spectrum of the invariant mass of the K-r combinations used in recon-
structing B0, signal candidates. Background subtraction is performed using Bd mass
side-bands.

Since this is such a small fraction, we do not assign a systematic uncertainty due to
potentially unequal number of Bs and BS in the sample.

3.4.8 Non-resonant contribution to tL+/-K+7r - final state

Some of the reconstructed Bd signal may come from +/u-K+7r - final states that are
not achieved via K*°(892) resonance. Most likely contributors are the direct decay
Bd -+ J/fK+r - ,7 which has a phase-space distribution for the K7r system and Bd

*0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~2decays to J/¢ and a wide K*° resonance centered above 1.4 GeV/c and decaying to
K+r -. To illustrate this situation, in Figure 3-25 we plot the invariant mass of K7r
combinations resulting from Bd candidates reconstructed without mKr - mPDGI <
50 MeV/c2 requirement.

Figure 3-25 suggests no substantial contamination of this sort. The BaBar Collab-
oration has estimated [56] the potential contamination under the K*°(892) peak at
(1.2±0.7)% by adding a term describing the angular shape of decays other than those
proceeding through K*'°(892) K+i - and allowing appropriately for the interfer-
ence. Our naive estimate with Monte-Carlo simulation using the branching fractions
from Reference [25] gives a conservative upper bound of 4%. With these numbers
giving the size of the contamination, we can estimate the magnitude of the corre-
sponding systematic effect in much the same way we did for the case of Bd cross feed
into the BS sample, i.e. by performing the fit on a Monte-Carlo sample with and
without contaminating component. The estimates of the systematic uncertainties
resulted from doing this exercise are given in Table 3.18.

3.4.9 Other sources
There are potentially other systematic effects in the reconstruction affecting the life-
time measurements due to:
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Par. A0 12 tAII 12 JAL 12 511 5

Syst. uncert. assigned i0.010 ±0.001 i0.003 i0.07 ±0.04

Table 3.18: Systematic uncertainties assigned due to potential contribution of the

non-resonant decays to the signal component in the Bd sample.

* How the primary vertex (PV) position is determined. We take the beam position

at z coordinate of the J/ vertex, but the beam tilt (Oz/Dx, &z/Oy 0 0) is not

taken into account (it is easy to see though with the analytical calculation that

the maximum possible effect is below 0.1 m).

* Magnetic field is not parallel to the beam, is not uniform, etc.

* SVX efficiency can be a little higher for large Lxy because of slightly stronger
correlation (as "viewed" by the SVX) among B daughters.

For example, the generated lifetime for the results in Table 3.8 was 496.00 Am, whereas

we extract 497.38-1.01. In order to see if there really is a reconstruction effect behind

this, we turn to our largest (80M generated) Bd Monte-Carlo sample (Sample 2 from

Appendix C). In Figure 3-26 we plot the difference of the reconstructed PDL and the

generated one on a candidate-by-candidate basis. We fit the resultant distribution to

a triplet of Gaussians with a common mean.

x1s
E: 14 Binned x2 fit:
o -A = 1.207±+0.027 ImE

1 N = 721763.2±853.712-1 = 22.595+0.498 mrn
- 02 = 37.777±0.906 im

10)-03 = 13.01240.311 1Lm
f2 = 16.93+±1.92 %

8 f3 = 24.59±2.26 %
Total entries: 722891

6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4-
2_-

$~ O

Ctreco- CtHEPG, Im

Figure 3-26: The difference between the reconstructed and the generated PDL. Bd -

J/K* ° Monte-Carlo sample.

The mean is at 1.2 jm, which we take as a systematic uncertainty due to Lxy and

PT measurements, and potential detector/reconstruction effect.

3.4.10 Summary
In the summary of this section we collect all estimates of the systematic uncertain-
ties pertaining to different analyses in the respective tables and calculate the total

systematic uncertainty for each measured quantity.
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For the average lifetime measurements the results are given in Table 3.19. The
systematic uncertainties of the results obtained in the time-dependent angular analy-
sis of Bd -- J/,K* ° and B - J/)q decays are summarized in Tables 3.20 and 3.21.

Systematic effect Uncertainty on
CTBU, ,um cTBd, Im CTB,, um

SVX alignment +1.0
Fit model + 1.7
Selection
Detector bias -1.2
Cross feed -1.7 um
Total -24 +2.4 +2.0Total ~~~~-2.4 -2.4 1 -2.9

Table 3.19: Summary of the systematic uncertainties assigned to the average lifetime
measurements.

Systematic effect Uncertainty on
cr, ,um A0o 2 AII 12 IA 2 611 65

Bkg. angular model ±3.9 ±0.013 0.006 ±0.007 ±0.01 ±0.01
Eff. and acc.
K 7r swap - ±0.006 0.004 ±0.002 ±0.04
Non-resonant decays ±0.010 ±0.001 ±0.003 ±0.07 0.04
Lft. fit model ±1.7
SVX alignment ±1.0
Detector bias -1.2
Bs cross feed _

Total +44 ±0.017 0.007 0.007 0.08 ±0.04-4.6

Table 3.20: Systematic uncertainties
dependent angular analysis of Bd -4

assigned
J/¢K*° .

to the quantities measured in the time-

3.5 Cross checks

The evidence of the two lifetimes in the B 8 sample is a non-trivial result, especially if
the central value for AFr/1F stays where currently measured while the uncertainty is
reduced (by adding more statistics, combining with a measurement by the D0 Col-
laboration once it comes out, etc.). For the reason that most scrutiny is likely to be
aimed at this particular result of the dissertation, it is the one most important to
cross-check.
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Systematic effect Uncertainty on
cTL, am Ar/ir A0O

2 Ai12AAL 1
2 611

Bkg. angular model ±3.7 ±0.007 +0.011 ±0.013 ±0.002 ±0.03
Eff. and acc.
Unequal # of Bs and Bs
Lft. fit model ±1.7
SVX alignment ±1.0
Detector bias -1.2
Bd cross feed -5.0 ±0.008 ±0.003 ±0.003
Total +6.7 ±0.011 0.011 4±0.013 ±0.004 ±0.03

Table 3.21: Systematic uncertainties assigned to the quantities measured in the time-
dependent angular analysis of B - J/40.

3.5.1 Fitter tests
Pulls. Per standard procedure of making sure that the fitter does not introduce a
bias in any of the extracted quantities of interest, we perform fits on a large number
of Toy Monte-Carlo samples (also known as pseudo-experiments) and compare the
output to the input by means of constructing pull distributions. In our case a pull
for parameter P is defined as (Pfit- Pinput)/opfit. In the ideal case pull distribution
should be a unit width Gaussian centered at zero.

In the first exercise we perform the fit on a 1000 Toy Monte-Carlo samples of 12380
events in each. The events are generated such that they mimic the properties of the
B, data sample. In this exercise we generate ten times more events per experiment
than we have in the actual data sample, so this is mostly a test of the fitter as a
machine to correctly extract the numbers encoded in the Toy Monte-Carlo sample.
This exercise did not reveal anything we think we should worry about.

In the next exercise we fit 7585 Toy Monte-Carlo samples with 1238 events in each.
This potentially tells us if there is any significant change in the fitter behavior that
might be caused by the lower statistics of the actual B8 data sample (1238 events).
Similar to what has been observed in the past, e.g. in the lifetime analysis [105],
the pulls for the lowest statistics components of the sample, such as (f++, A++) start
showing non-Gaussian behavior. However, for the two parameters that we are most
interested in, CTL and AF/F, we get pull distributions quite compatible with a unit
width Gaussian centered at zero, as can be seen in Figure 3-27.

All other fitters used in this dissertation are also checked in a similar fashion with
no problem found.

'Fitting' for Ar/F using the Bd sample. In order to make sure that the
presence of the background with potentially complex angular distribution does not
somehow make the fitter "manufacture" a non-trivial AF/F we consider the following
exercise. We apply the B8 fitter to the Bd sample, where we expect to see no lifetime
difference. The Bd sample used in the time-dependent angular analysis is about four
times as big as the B8 sample, so in addition to the fit on the entire Bd sample,
we split the events into four separate sub-samples and perform the test on each of
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Figure 3-27: Pull distributions for the CTL and AF/F parameters obtained from 7585
Toy Monte-Carlo experiments with B, fitter.

Sample Al/F, % cTL, Pm
Full sample, one lifetime 0.0 (fixed) 461 ± 15
Full sample 14.5 ± 12.1 444 ± 21
Sub-sample A 13.7 ± 27.9 422 ± 34
Sub-sample B 25.1 ± 22.3 437 ± 39
Sub-sample C 26.1 ± 23.0 437 ± 50
Sub-sample D -7.6 ± 27.6 475 ± 41

Table 3.22: Results of applying Bs fit model with Ar/F to the Bd sample.

them. Table 3.22 lists the AF/F results, all of which are compatible with zero. It is
important to note that these results do not represent a measurement or limit on the
size of a potential lifetime difference in the Bd system; as discussed earlier our data
are insensitive to such an effect. This test is really a technical check that we obtain
zero when we expect to do so.

3.5.2 CP-odd fraction versus the PDL cut value

A cut on the proper decay length is expected to enhance the longer lived CP-odd
component. The larger the difference between the lifetimes of CP-odd and CP-even
components the more pronounced should be the enhancement. In order to see if the
data conform to this prediction we fit for the CP-odd fraction using different ct cuts.
When fitting with a ct cut we exclude time-dependence from the likelihood function,
e.g. we only use mass and angular information as in Reference [50]. The CP-odd
fractions extracted with such a method from the Bs sample with ct cuts at 0m,
150/um, 300/im, and 450/ m are listed in the second column of Table 3.23. The
increase of the CP-odd fraction suggests a relatively large lifetime difference which is
consistent with our result. We may also predict the fraction using our measurements of
CTL and CTH and assuming CP-odd fraction of 20.1% at ct > 0 cut. These predictions
are listed in the third column of the above table. Although the uncertainties are
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ct > (C)P-odd fraction, %
cut, ,um Bs, fitted Bs, predicted Bd, fitted

0 20.1 9.0 20.1 (reference) 21.6 4.4
150 24.2 i 10.3 24.1 23.0 ± 3.6
300 29.6 ± 12.7 28.6 23.0 ± 4.0
450 38.7 i 11.6 33.6 23.6 ± 4.9

Table 3.23: (C)P odd fraction vs. lifetime cut.

large, the agreement between the measurement and the prediction is consistent.
Finally, to get a feeling of how significant these results are we fit for the P-odd

fraction in the Bd sample using the same sequence of ct cuts. The expectation is that
it will remain stable, no matter what the ct cut is. Indeed, as column 4 of Table 3.23
shows, the P-odd fraction in the Bd sample does not change as a function of ct cut
applied.

3.5.3 Constraining the B8 amplitudes
One might expect from the flavor SU(3) symmetry that in the fit for AFs/F it is
reasonable to fix the Bs transversity amplitudes to those measured in Bd --+ J/K*°;
the reason being that the latter are more precisely known or that an independent
measurement of these can be used. Though the degree to which the flavor SU(3)
symmetry makes the two sets of amplitudes agree is not known, we perform additional
fits on the B, sample:

* By fixing the Bs transversity amplitudes to the values found in Reference [56]
we get AF,/r, = 0.56 ± 0.19.

* By fixing the Bs transversity amplitudes to the values found in Reference [56]
and constraining F, = Fd to within 1% we get A1,/F = 0.52 ± 0.18.

It appears that even if using as much external input as possible the evidence for a
large width difference remains.

3.5.4 Single lifetime fit in the B8 sample

It has been already alleged in the summary of Section 3.3.1, that the average lifetime
measured in the Bs -+ J/bo sample is suggestive of a large width difference between
the mass eigenstates in the Bs - B. system.

Indeed, in a semi-quantitative exercise we can take A 1l12 measurement for Bd

from References [56,57], and by arguments from SU(3) symmetry, claim that A112

in B, is about the same, 0.16. This means that the number of CP-odd decays in the
B. sample considered is proportional to 0.16rTH and the number of CP-even decays is
proportional to 0.8 4TL. Using the result of Appendix A and 408.8 m as the average
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lifetime measurement in Bs sample (Section 3.3.1) we may assert that

0.l6T-H 0. 84T-L
0.16 TH -84TL CTH + 0.6 TH + 84 CTL = 408.8 m. (3.42)0.16T-H + 0.84T-L 0.16T-H + 0.84,TL

Alternatively, we can take a less precisely measured time-integrated fraction of the
CP-odd component from Reference [50], and declare that 23% of the decays in the
sample are CP-odd, while the other 77% are CP-even to get

0.2 3 CTH- + 0.77 CTL = 408.8 m. (3.43)

At the same time, if F = d holds, we have

= 460.8 m. (3.44)
TH + T L

Each of the Equations 3.42 - 3.44 can be re-written as CTL being a function of
TL/TH. Having done so we plot the corresponding functions in Figure 3-28 and inter-
pret the point of the nearest approach of the lines corresponding to Equations 3.42
and 3.44 (or Equations 3.43 and 3.44) in terms of CTL and AF/F to get approximately
350 jm and 50% in agreement with the results of time-dependent angular analysis.

3.5.5 Estimated number of candidates at large PDL
Based on the PDL projection plot Figure 3-17 (b), it appears that there might be
more events at very long PDLs than predicted by the fit. Another concern might
be that AF/F could be artificially manufactured by the excess of background events
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Component Ncand. beyond
ct = 2000 m ct = 1000 m

Expected Observed Expected Observed
CP-odd+CP-even 1.8+0.3 2.2 8.9+6.7 11.2
Background 0.5 1.2 2.3 3.6

Table 3.24: Estimate of the actual composition of the longer lived part of the Bs
sample and the expectation based on the fit results. The observed numbers are cor-
rected for the fact that beside 203 signal candidates there are about 160 background
candidates in the signal region. This is the source of non-integer number of observed
candidates.

at large PDLs. To quantitatively check these, we use the central values for the
time-integrated CP fractions and other quantities reported in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 to
calculate the number of events beyond a certain PDL point and then compare those
to what we actually see in data. When looking at data, we define the signal region as

22±24 MeV/c around 5366 MeV/c2 in mass and everything outside as the background
region.

Table 3.24 gives the comparison of the prediction based on fit results and the
observation estimate based on where candidates are in the mass distribution. Given
that the "Expected" numbers have several tens of percent relative uncertainty on
them, we conclude that composition of the longer lived part of the sample is in
agreement with the model.

3.6 Summary and discussion

Here we quote the final results of all of the analyses described in this dissertation.
Following the standard convention, the first uncertainty quoted is statistical and the
second one is systematic. The results are followed by the discussion, comparison to
other measurements, as well as a review of the most important implications.

3.6.1 Final results

For the measurement of the average lifetimes we obtain:

TB = (1.659 0.033 +0.007) PS,-- ~~~~~-0.008) s
TBd = (1.549 ± 0.051 +0.007)ps,-- d -0.00S)ps

TB, = (1.363 ± 0.100 +0.007) Ps.-- · ~~~~ -0.010/ s

These lifetimes correspond to the following lifetime ratios:

TBU/TBd 1.071 0.042,

TBs/TBd 0.880 + 0.071.
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In calculating the uncertainty on the ratios we account for the fact that most system-
atic uncertainties are correlated and therefore nearly cancel in the ratios. They are
also very small compared to the statistical ones, so it makes sense to quote a single
uncertainty without splitting it into statistical and systematic parts.

In the time-dependent angular analysis of the decays of neutral B mesons to the
VV intermediate states we obtain:

* For B,!:

Ao 2 = 0.562 0.025 ± 0.017,

AII2 =0.223 0.032 0.007,

A±12 - 0.215 0.032 0.007,

611 - 2.86 ± 0.22 ± 0.08,

5 = 0.15 ± 0.15 ± 0.04.

* For B, without the Fr = Fd constraint:

Aol2 = 0.615 0.064 ± 0.011,

AII I2 = 0.260 0.086 0.013,

AI1 2 = 0.125 0.066 0.004,

1l = 1.93 ± 0.36 ± 0.03,

TL = (1.05 +0.16 ± 0.02) ps,-0.13

TH = (2.07 +05 4± 0.03) ps,-0.46

AF/F = 0.65 +0.25 - 0.01,
Ar = (0.47 +019 0.01) ps- 1.

* For B, with the F, = Fd constraint:

Ao02 = 0.614 ± 0.064 ± 0.011,

IAII2 = 0.291 0.080 0.013,

[A± 2 = 0.095 ± 0.052 0.004,

611= 1.90 ± 0.32 0.03,

TL = (1.13 +0.13 ± 0.02) ps,-0.09

TH = (2.38 056 ±: 0.03) ps,
-0.43

Ar/F = 0.71 +024 0.01,'-0.28

AF = (0.46 ± 0.18 ± 0.01) ps-1 .

3.6.2 Comparisons to other results
Figures 3-29--3-31 allow one to compare our results for the average lifetimes to the
PDG averages [25] and single best measurements. Our measurement of the average
BS lifetime is the single best measurement in terms of the overall uncertainty. Given
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Figure 3-29: 2003 World Average of the B lifetime and the measurements contribut-
ing to it. The result of the B lifetime measurement described in this dissertation is
labeled "CDF 2004 Preliminary" and is shown at the bottom of the plot.

the rate at which statistics is accumulated, B lifetime measurement is approaching
such a honorable status.

A comparison of the angular decay amplitudes to other measurements is shown
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Figure 3-30: 2003 World Average of the Bd lifetime and the measurements contribut-
ing to it. The result of the Bd lifetime measurement described in this dissertation is
labeled "CDF 2004 Preliminary" and is shown at the bottom of the plot.

in Figure 3-32. Table 1.5 can be used for numerical comparison. We have com-
petitive and comparable results for the Bd amplitudes and phases to those published
by BaBar [56] and Belle [57]. The amplitudes measured in the Bs - J/V0 decay
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Figure 3-32: Angular decay amplitudes measured in (a) Bd -- J/¢K* ° , (b) B --
J/0. The uncertainty drawn reflects the statistical and systematic uncertainties
added in quadrature. Correlations between the phase and the magnitude of the
amplitude in All,± are neglected. One standard deviation contours are plotted.
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Re

Figure 3-33: Angular decay amplitudes for Bd and Bs overlaid on the same plot.

agree with the Run I measurement [55], but are substantially more precise. The gain
in precision comes not only from the increased statistics, but also from using proper
decay length information which allows one to separate signal from background much
more effectively than the mass information alone.

The amplitudes and, to a lesser degree, phase 611 are in agreement, between Bd

and BS, as illustrated by Figure 3-33.
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3.6.3 What are the betting odds?
An interesting question to ask is how likely it would be for an ensemble of experiments
with statistical sensitivity similar to that of our analysis to observe a value for Ars/Frs
as large as we observed if Nature provides us with no lifetime difference, AFrS/r = 0,
or the central value of the Standard Model prediction of AIF/Pr = 0.12 [30]. A stan-
dard method for answering this question is to use Monte-Carlo methods to conduct
enough pseudo-experiments to obtain sufficient statistics such that the distribution
of extracted AF/Frs is determined for the input value of A/P 8 we are interested in.
Once this distribution is known, it is a matter of counting to determine how much of
an outlier a particular observed result is. This is a non-trivial exercise, first because
of the complexity of this analysis, and second because not all pseudo-experiments

4yield convergent fits4.

The first issue can be to a large degree addressed by recognizing that this sort
of question could be equally valid if asked of an idealized experiment, one without
background or sculpting. Asking and then answering the question in this way makes
things much more tractable. Nevertheless, the fit is still sufficiently complicated
and, for the (still) low sample size we have (205 signal events) and correspondingly
large fluctuations, convergence is not guaranteed. We have found that the rate of
convergence for idealized pseudo-experiments improves greatly once the sample size
is doubled and is no longer an issue when the sample size is quadrupled.

Keeping this in mind, we provide the results obtained in eight sets of 10K pseudo-
experiments. In four sets we generate and fit samples of 205 pure signal events; in the
other four sets we generate 1238 events per pseudo-experiment with each event having
a 16.5% chance to be signal and a 83.5% chance to be background. In all pseudo-
experiments signal is generated with A 1

2 = 0.22. For this exercise we assume the
value for AL1

2 observed in the Bd system where it is more precisely measured. Also,
given the input value of AF/F, the lifetime of the light mass eigenstate, CTL, is
generated using US = d = c/460.8,/m. The betting odds and equivalent Gaussian
significances are compiled in Table 3.25. They are based on the fits that converge.

For comparison, the -2 log(L/lmax) values obtained from the likelihood scans
shown in Figure 3-19 are:

* 1.60 at AF/F = 0 for the unconstrained fit,

* 2.30 at AF,/F. = 0 for the constrained fit,

* 1.41 at AIFs/Fs = 0.12 for the unconstrained fit,

* 1.99 at AF,/F, = 0.12 for the constrained fit.

These values are lower by about 0.4(1.0) for the (un)constrained fit than the cor-
responding values obtained with pseudo-experiments. The reason is that these last

4We would like to emphasize however, that the fit to the actual data converges starting from
anywhere in a rather broad range of initial values. In particular, the constrained fit converges to the
quoted central value with a starting value of AFrs/r = .
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Unconstrained fit Constrained fit
Sig. only Sig.+Bkg. Sig. only Sig.+Bkg.

Input AFs,/Fs 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.12
# of convergent fits 8179 8488 6709 7003 9333 9371 8107 8072
# of AIs/Fs > 0.65 26 101 20 94 
# of AFS/]S > 0.71 _ __ 13 46 27 54
Betting odds, 1 in 315 84 335 75 718 204 300 149
Equivalent Gaussian
significance, std. deviation 2.73 2.26 2.75 2.21 2.99 2.58 2.72 2.48

Table 3.25: Compilation of the estimates of how significantly away from AF,/Fs = 0.0
or AFS/FS =- 0.12 the results of the unconstrained and constrained fits are.

values give an estimate of the answer to a subtly different question, namely, how likely
it is that the true ArS/]s value, being what we have measured it to be, fluctuates
down to 0 or 0.12. Given that the likelihood scans for AFS/FS are not parabolic and
much less steeply rising toward lower AF/F, such pattern of values is expected.

It is also important to stress that it is the information provided by the likelihood
scans that ought to be used in any global combination of the results of this dissertation
with related previous or future measurements.

3.6.4 Discussion
A common feature of all of the results compiled in Section 3.6.1 is that their uncer-
tainties are dominated by statistics. Recently, when the Tevatron operated stably,
the weekly integrated luminosity was 7- 10pb - 1. Given that, it is reasonable to
expect the improvement in precision of each of the measurements by a factor of two
on a time scale of a year, assuming that the CDF and D0 results are combined. At
that point, if the central value for AFS/FS stays where it is measured in the current
analysis, it will be in disagreement with the Standard Model based prediction at the
level of more than 3 standard deviations. It is ever more interesting in light of the
fact that non-Standard Model contributions could only make AFS/r smaller.

The combined world knowledge of AF,/FS existing prior to our current result, can
be expressed as two limits [112]:

* AF/F' < 0.54 (95% C.L.) or AFS/F = 0.16+0.15 without the F = Fd con-.... ~~~~~0.16
straint,

* r / /' < 0.29 (95% C.L.) or ar/r 0.07+09 with the = d constraint
imposed.

The latter, which seems to be in disagreement with the measurement of this dis-
sertation, is greatly influenced by the Bs lifetime measured in semileptonic decays,
TBem i l . However, the existing measurement of T-mi li should be treated cautiously, at
least if F =:: d is invoked. Indeed, as discussed in Section 1.5.3, = Fd implies
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v semil T , which is not the case for the central values of the measurements of these
quantities.

The two measurements of AFS/Fs by ALEPH [60], also discussed in Section 1.5.3,
do not rely on the Bs lifetime extracted from semileptonic decays. They give values
of AF/Fs 0.26+0.3 and AFs/Fs 0.45+04 [60], which are compatible with our-- .0.15 ---u-v0.4 9
result.

3.6.5 Implications
Evaluating all terms in Equations 1.62 and 1.63 and using Equations 1.67 and 1.68
allows one to estimate the ratio Ars within the Standard Model [30]:AM,

AMS = (3.7 +0.8) X 10-3.

To convert our measured AFs into a AMs value, we use the result of the con-
strained fit. We obtain

AMS = (125+69)ps,

which can be compared to the 95% C.L. lower limit of AMs > 14.1 ps - 1 [25].
It is also interesting to revisit the Bs lifetime measured in semileptonic decays

discussed in Section 1.5.3. A simple averaging of the PDG'03 results [25] yields
Cemil = (430.8 ± 19.8) m. Using Equation 1.89, we can include this information
in the fit for Ar,/rs in a form of a constraint, much like we did in the nominal
constrained fit. Having done so, we perform the fit in terms of CTBS and AFs/Fs (see
Appendix N for the transformations involved) to find CrB =_ c/F8 = (401 ± 29) ps and
A,/Fs = 0.40±0.19. In this way we see that the observed lifetime in B semileptonic
decays and the evidence for non-zero width difference in the B8 system can be met if
rs is not equal to Pd, but instead is about 15% larger than Fd.

3.6.6 Conclusion

We see evidence for two lifetime components in the BS system. The cross checks
available, including those using the Bd system, give us confidence in this intriguing
result. Our measurement of AFr/F 8 is not in a good agreement with the hypothesis
that AF/Fr, = 0. We estimate that the chance of AF/7 = 0 fluctuating up to the
result of the unconstrained fit is excluded with the equivalent Gaussian significance
of 2.75 standard deviations. Although the value observed for Alp/F, is strikingly
larger than the Standard Model prediction, AFs/1s = 0.12 ± 0.06, the statistical
power of the measurement is not sufficient to claim disagreement with the Standard
Model. We estimate that the result of the unconstrained fit and the central value of
the Standard Model prediction are consistent within 2.21 standard deviations.

The importance of the time-dependent angular analysis described in this disserta-
tion is not limited to just its result. It is the first time such an analysis is applied in
studying B mesons, thus a large number of new challenges are addressed. This anal-
ysis also provides the first data-based benchmark of AF,/Fs sensitivity, which gives
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the claim that a very interesting and important BS mixing measurement can soon be
achieved at the Tevatron a much firmer ground. Last, but not least, we expect the
results of this analysis to stimulate further efforts on the theoretical front.
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Appendix A

Single lifetime likelihood fit

Here we prove a simple, but useful mathematical theorem. The theorem's statement
I tis: if the lifetime is defined as parameter in the PDF f(t) = T , then in the

maximum likelihood fit for a single lifetime for any sample of N events the fitted is
N

1 -simply the mean lifetime of all events: = W E ti.

The proof is fairly straightforward - we construct the likelihood and maximize the
logarithm of it analytically:

N

L= lTe- t (A.1)

N

log L = N log r - - ti (A.2)
T

d log L N I N

dT 7 + T2 t(A3i=1

N
The latter of the above equations implies that T = k E ti maximizes the (logarithm

of the) likelihood. One can calculate the second derivative of log L and plug in Equa-
tion A.3 for r to see that the second derivative is negative and the found extremum
is indeed the maximum.
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Appendix B

Good run definition

To determine a list of good runs for our analyses as well as to calculate the total
integrated luminosity corresponding to the data samples considered in this disserta-
tion we use the SQL query (Listing B.1) to the database in which run information is
stored. More on how this works can be found in Reference [91].

Listing B.I: SQL query (goodrun.sql) to the run database used in determining
whether a run should be included in the analysis and what the corresponding inte-
grated luminosity is.
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SELECT RUNNUMBER, sum(LUMINTEGRALOFFLINE)
FROM RUNCONFIGUJRATIONS, FILECATALOG.CDF2_RUNSECTIONS
WHERE
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.RUNNUMBER = FILECATALOG.CDF2_RUNSECTIONS.RUNNUMBER
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIO)NS.RUNCONTROLSTATUS = 1
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.SHIFTCREWSTATUS = 1
AND
(RUNCONFIGURATIONS.OFFLINESTATUS = 1
OR
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.RUNNUMBER > 175292)
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.CLCSTATUS = 1
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.L1TSTATUS = 1
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.L2TSTATUS = 1
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.L3TSTATUS = 1
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.SVXSTATUS = 1
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.RUNNUMBER > 138424
AND
RUNCONFIGURATIONS.RUNNUMBER < 179057
GROUP BY RUNNUMBER
/
QUIT
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Appendix C

Realistic Monte-Carlo simulation

Realistic Monte-Carlo simulation, which we most often refer to as "Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation", is an extremely important tool that finds ample use in HEP analyses. In
this dissertation it is used in accounting for the sculpting of the angular decay dis-
tributions and in evaluating a number of systematic uncertainties. Below we provide
a brief review of what Monte-Carlo simulation is, mention a few samples and their
specific uses in this dissertation and then demonstrate the quality of the Monte-Carlo
simulation we rely upon by comparing some of the generated samples with data.

A usual, at least for B physics, sequence in preparing a Monte-Carlo sample is:

1. Generating particle(s) of interest according to a known, hypothesized or a spe-
cially prepared production spectrum. Depending on the application this is done
by such well-known programs, also called the generators, as PYTHIA and HERWIG,
or less general but more suitable for a specific purpose generators, such as
Bgenerator [107], used in the Monte-Carlo simulation for this dissertation.

2. Generating particular decay chain(s) for particle(s) produced in step 1, including
appropriate kinematics for the decay products. This step is sometimes done by
the same programs employed in step 1, but there are cases when one needs
more flexibility than those rather general programs provide. In the present
analysis we often need to generate angular decay distributions corresponding
to one or another set of amplitudes, or generate a phase-space (fiat) angular
distributions. Almost the only program that has required functionality built in
is EvtGen [108], originally developed at BaBar and later adopted by CDF.

3. Simulating the detector response to the events generated in step 2. This is
almost universally done using the GEANT package [109], with some patches and
modifications usually directed at making the simulation work faster. GEANT
provides a framework for describing a rather broad range of detectors. Once
the detector is built in the language of GEANT, almost any kind of particle can be
tracked through it with all appropriate physics processes taking place so as to
mimic the physical detector response. While tracking the particles, the physical
detector response gets digitized (still using GEANT) and afterward it gets passed
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to the next element of the Monte-Carlo sequence usually in a form of raw data
banks.

4. Trigger simulation. At this stage raw data is fed to the algorithm that imple-
ments the actual trigger logic to decide if the event should be accepted.

5. Production. The events passing the trigger simulation go through production
stage, in which the collections of physics objects (tracks, jets, muons, etc.) are
created from the raw data as discussed in Section 2.4.

Most commonly the Monte-Carlo simulation is used to generate a single decay
(chain) at a time, as this is the simplest and the least error prone way of studying the
phenomena of interest. Sometimes however, generic Monte-Carlo samples including
several decays or a whole class of decays are needed. One sample of the latter kind
is the b -+ J/(/ +/z - )X sample, which attempts to emulate a proper mixture of all
B hadron decays with the J/O -+ I +! - decay in the chain. This sample is useful in
studying reflections described in Section 3.1.5. Other major samples and their uses
are listed below:

Sample 1 B - J/'( 1I+/-)K+; O10M generated, 184K reconstructed events; de-
cay model. Purpose: cut optimization for the average lifetime analysis,
comparing the Monte-Carlo simulation with data, evaluation of the sys-
tematic uncertainties.

Sample 2 Bd - J/4O(I+/-)K*°(K+ir-); 80M generated, 725K reconstructed events;
phase-space generation, i.e. flat in the angular space. Purpose: to study
the sculpting of the angular decay distributions and determining the par-
tial normalization constants (Section 3.2.4), also for demonstrating the
agreement of the Monte-Carlo simulation with data and evaluating the
systematic uncertainties.

Sample 3 Bs - J/O(p+p-)0(K+K-); 40M generated, 516K reconstructed events;
phase-space generation, i.e. flat in the angular space. Purpose: to
study the sculpting of the angular decay distributions and determining
the partial normalization constants (Section 3.2.4), evaluation of the
systematic uncertainties.

Sample 4 Bs -- J/'1b(p1+-)0(K+K-); 7.65M generated, 101K reconstructed events;
proper angular correlations, but only the CP-even amplitudes with ap-
propriate proportion of A0 and All; Bs lifetime is set to 330 pm. Purpose:
cut optimization for the A1s/r measurement, evaluation of the system-
atic uncertainties.

Sample 5 B -+ J/ (/p+p-)0(K+K-) 235M generated, 31K reconstructed events;
proper angular correlations, but the CP-odd amplitudes only; B lifetime
is set to 550 gm. Purpose: cut optimization for the Ars/rs measure-
ment, evaluation of the systematic uncertainties.
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Sample 6 Bd - J/O(/+/-)K*°(K+r-); 15M generated, 134K reconstructed events;
proper angular correlations. Purpose: studying of the Bd signal recon-
structed with K 7r mass mis-assignment, evaluation of the systematic
uncertainties.

As part of keeping the documentation of the analysis we collect the EvtGen steering
files used in creating these samples at the end of this appendix.

When speaking of the size of a sample it is often useful to know how many events
have been generated and how many survived the the detector simulation, trigger
requirements and eventually the analysis cuts. In this dissertation when identifying a
Monte-Carlo) sample we quote both the number of generated events and the number
of reconstructed events that have satisfied the nominal selection procedure for a given
signal.

A crucial characteristic of a Monte-Carlo is how well it describes the data. A great
deal of effort has been invested in the development of the Monte-Carlo framework
at CDF [110], in particular in tuning the material description and achieving the
resolutions close to those of the real detector. Another aspect that needs to be taken
into account is that over the course of several years of data taking the real detector:

a) undergoes modifications,

b) is run under different conditions which may change as often as from run to run.

The actual datasets can therefore be rather inhomogeneous. In order to reflect that,
the Monte-Carlo samples used in this dissertation are generated for a set of represen-
tative runs weighted by their luminosities.

The ultimate judgment of the quality and trustworthiness of the Monte-Carlo
comes from comparison with data. We use two data samples and the correspond-
ing two Monte-Carlo samples to make the evaluation. B data sample is used (in
conjunction with Sample 1 from the list above) for the reason that it is the largest
B meson sample and thus provides for the most accurate test. Bd data sample (in
conjunction with Sample 2 from the above list) is used as the largest available to eval-
uate an agreement for decays with the four-track topology. Figure C-1(C-2) shows 12
distributions for the side-band subtracted B,(Bd) signal from data overlaid with their
counterparts from the Monte-Carlo simulation of the same signal. Each plot shows
the result of the x2 compatibility test. Judging from the universally good match over
all of the relevant variables we conclude that the Monte-Carlo simulation describes
the data at a quite adequate level.
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Figure C-1: B side-band subtracted signal from data vs. Monte-Carlo.
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Alias MYJ/psi J/psi
Decay B+

1.000 MYJ/psi K+ SVS;

Enddecay
Decay B-

1.000 MYJ/psi K- SVS;

Enddecay
Decay MYJ/psi
1.000 mu+ mu- PHOTOS VLL;
Enddecay
End

Listing C.1: B - J/4K + sample for cut optimization for the average lifetime
analysis and benchmarking the Monte-Carlo simulation.

Listing C.2: Bd -- J/K* '° sample for the study of the sculpting of the angular
decay distributions.

Listing C.3: B - J/00 sample for the study of the sculpting of the angular decay
distributions.
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Alias MYJ/psi J/psi
Alias MYK*0 K*0
Alias MYanti-K*O anti-K*0
ChargeConj MYK*O MYanti-K*0
Decay anti-BO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYanti-K*O PHSP;
Enddecay
Decay BO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYK*0 PHSP;
Enddecay
Decay MYJ/psi
1.000 mu- mu+ PHOTOS VLL;
Enddecay
Decay MYanti-K*O
1.000 pi+ K- VSS;
Enddecay
Decay MYK*O
1.000 pi- K+ VSS;
Enddecay
End

Alias MYJ/psi J/psi
Alias MYphi phi
Decay B_sO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYphi PHSP;
Enddecay
Decay anti-BsO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYphi PHSP;
Enddecay
Decay MYJ/psi
1.000 mu+ mu- PHOTOS VLL;
Enddecay
Decay MYphi
1.000 K+ K- VSS;

Enddecay
End



Listing C.4: CP-even component for PT cut optimization for AF/Frs measurement.

Listing C.5: CP-odd component for PT cut optimization for AFs/Fs measurement.

Alias MYJ/psi J/psi
Alias MYK*O K*O
Alias MYanti-K*O anti-K*O
ChargeConj MYK*O MYanti-K*O
Decay BO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYK*O SVV_HELAMP 0.160757 1.573832 0.772658 0.0 0.614131 2.710791;
Enddecay
Decay anti-BO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYanti-K*O SVV_HELAMP 0.614131 2.710791 0.772658 0.0 0.160757 1.573832;
Enddecay
Decay MYJ/psi
1.000 mu+ mu- PHOTOS VLL;
Enddecay
Decay MYK*O
1.000 pi- K+ VSS;

Enddecay
Decay MYanti-K*O
1.000 pi+ K- VSS;

Enddecay
End

Listing C.6: Bd -+ J/IK* '° sample for the study of the K -+ 7r mass mis-assignment
(realistic amplitudes).
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Alias MYJ/psi J/psi
Alias MYphi phi
Decay B_sO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYphi SVV_HELAMP 0.363803 2.0 0.857493 0.0 0.363803 2.0;
Enddecay
Decay anti-BsO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYphi SVV_HELAMP 0.363803 2.0 0.857493 0.0 0.363803 2.0;
Enddecay
Decay MYJ/psi
1.000 mu+ mu- PHOTOS VLL;
Enddecay
Decay MYphi
1.000 K+ K- VSS;

Enddecay
End

Alias MYJ/psi J/psi
Alias MYphi phi
Decay BsO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYphi SVV_HELAMP 0.70710678 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.70710678 3.1415927;
Enddecay
Decay anti-BsO
1.000 MYJ/psi MYphi SVVHELAMP 0.70710678 3.1415927 0.0 0.0 0.70710678 0.0;
Enddecay
Decay MYJ/psi
1.000 mu+ mu- PHOTOS VLL;
Enddecay
Decay MYphi
1.000 K+ K- VSS;
Enddecay
End
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Appendix D

Cut optimization

The goal of the cut optimization is to achieve the best measurement possible given
the data. We define the "best measurement" as the one with the smallest combined
(added in quadrature statistical and systematic) uncertainty on the primary quantity
of interest, which is the lifetime in the average lifetime measurement and AF,/F in
the time-dependent angular analysis of B - J/00. Below we explain the details
and results f the cut optimization procedure as well as the specific considerations we
took into account when making the final choice of cuts.

D.1 Cut optimization for the average lifetime mea-
surement

There are two PT cuts, PT and PTK 0 and a vertex quality cut, Prob(x2), that are the
major regulators of the composition of the sample in terms of the amount of signal,
background and the kinds of backgrounds there are. Let us consider the following
abstract exercise involving the actual B data sample. Take the sample at some
loose cuts, say PT > 4.5 GeV/c, PTK+ > 1.5 GeV/c used in skimming and a reasonable
vertex quality cut. Let us pretend that the vertex quality cut is fixed by some external

B,,K +
conditions and we are only optimizing (TU, PT ) What we can do now if we want
to extract the B lifetime with the smallest statistical uncertainty is to scan the
cut space doing the lifetime fit at every pair of cut values. By doing so we find an
optimum, i.e. a pair of cut values that give the best relative statistical uncertainty.
We can also get a sense of how much worse we do if we pick a pair of cut values away
from the optimum.

However, optimizing on data on which the measurement is to be done is, at best,
inappropriate, if the signal in data is less than very large. What might happen is that
the optimization latches on a fluctuation (which may be large if the signal is small)
and give a result away from optimum. In this section we devise a procedure which
avoids this problem by replacing the signal in data with the one from the Monte-Carlo
simulation. The fluctuations of the signal are avoided because we substitute the signal
in data by as many samples of signal from Monte-Carlo as we want and then average
the results. The background fluctuations are not avoided however, because we use the
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same background from data over and over again. It should not matter much though,
because B meson samples we consider are background dominated and background
fluctuations are small.

Technically the cut optimization is implemented in three steps. In step 1 we:

a) apply the nominal cuts (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) on the B, NTuple except that
transverse momentum requirements are relaxed to pTU > 4.5 GeV/c and PT+ >
1.5 GeV/c to get the initial sample for cut optimization

b) do a 2 fit to the mass histogram from data and extract parameters of signal
and background (Figure D-1 (a)),

c) remove from the sample everything but the side-bands, shown with diagonal
hatching in Figure D-1 (a),

d) populate the cut-away region by cyclically picking candidates from side-bands
and adjusting the mass of the candidate in accordance with the background
shape determined in b) above as illustrated by Figure D-1 (b). Get the NTuple
with background "from data" as the result.

In step 2 we:

a) re-weight the Monte-Carlo sample (Sample 1 described in Appendix C) accord-
ing to the fitted signal shape from data determined in step 1.b. The re-weighting
sequence is illustrated by Figures D-1 (c)-(e).

b) add re-weighted Monte-Carlo signal to the NTuple with the background "from
data".

We get the optimization NTuple as the result (Figure D-1 (f)). As the third and the
last step we repeat the following sequence on the optimization NTuple:

a) apply a set of (successively tighter) PT cuts,

b) perform unbinned maximum likelihood fit and record CTI/cTr.

Cuts that give the minimum relative oCT are the optimal cuts as far as statistical
uncertainty of the measurement is concerned.

As the result of the above-described multi-step procedure we have established that
more signal (even at the expense of higher background) benefits the statistical power
of the measurement, which Table D.1 below confirms. Having recorded the signal
yields, Nsig, at each pair of cuts, we have established that the scaling of the relative
uncertainty on the lifetime approximately follows 0.95/V/ .

An interesting aside is that we can perform conventional S 2 /(S + B) optimization
using the same optimization NTuple, by just recording this quantity at each pair of
cuts. We have done so and, curiously, this optimization leads to the same results -
looser cuts are better - at least in the cut range we have considered. We have also
considered yet another optimization technique, based on the speculation that in the
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lifetime measurement only the long-lived background matters. In this technique the
quantity S 2 /(S + B) is maximized only taking into account the events (both signal
and background) that satisfy Lxy > 100,im. It is rumored to have been used in the
CDF Run I lifetime analyses, however we were unable to find an explanation how the
optimum found with this technique translates into the best statistical uncertainty.
This optimization returned a different and, consequently, non-optimal result ( >

6.5 GeV/c2 and PT+ > 2.0 GeV/c2). We suspect that what plays a role is the fact that
we do a simultaneous MLL fit to the mass and the PDL of all candidates, and the
signal with Ly < 100 um contributes to the measurement non-trivially.
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Another conclusion that we make as the result of performing the cut optimization
procedure is that the optimum is rather broad and if one steps away from it the
penalty in statistical uncertainty is not severe.

1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3
4.5 1.8287 1.8560 1.8781 1.9138 1.9428 1.9775 2.0234 2.0649 2.1069
5.0 1.8532 1.8795 1.9000 1.9325 1.9588 1.9912 2.0339 2.0738 2.1157
5.5 1.8905 1.9176 1.9386 1.9716 1.9964 2.0269 2.0706 2.1060 2.1424
6.0 1.9301 1.9558 1.9762 2.0104 2.0352 2.0637 2.1070 2.1430 2.1780
6.5 1.9881 2.0105 2.0310 2.0643 2.0861 2.1162 2.1591 2.1935 2.2261
7.0 2.0438 2.0671 2.0858 2.1165 2.1385 2.1667 2.2093 2.2448 2.2791
7.5 2.1134 2.1349 2.1523 2.1840 2.2033 2.2272 2.2705 2.3033 2.3388

Table D.1: Relative uncertainty (in percent) as a function of pTU (rows) and pT+

(columns).

D.2 Other considerations in the choice of cuts
In the preceding section we describe the procedure of optimizing the PT cuts with
respect to statistical uncertainty of the extracted lifetime. The procedure is unbiased,
i.e. free of subjective input or tuning, and efficient, because it optimizes directly on
the uncertainty of the quantity of interest. However, there are at least three important
considerations which bar one from setting the cuts entirely relying just on the results
of the optimization procedure.

The first two are somewhat entangled. They have to do with the amount of badly
mis-reconstructed events and the fit model used being appropriate for one set of cuts
while being inappropriate for another set of cuts. Figures D-2 and D-3 illustrate
the discussion that follows. Figure D-2 shows Bd mass and proper decay length
distributions at relatively loose cuts. It is obvious that the nominal model needs
to be updated to include a description of the long-lived negative tail if we were to
fit that particular sample. If the model is not amended then one is to pay a price
in systematic uncertainty if the fit converges at all. In Figure D-3 we see another
extreme - fairly tight cuts. There does not seem to be much of the negatively lived
tail, which indicates that one might have to fix the corresponding contribution in
the model to zero in order to make the fit converge. There is a potential gain in
systematic uncertainty due to somewhat less ambiguity in the choice of the model,
but there is a price to pay in statistical uncertainty when tighter cuts are used.

The problem with the badly mis-reconstructed events (such as long-lived negative
tail and its positively lived partner) is that the number of them does not necessarily
have to scale with tightness of "physics" cuts for the very reason that these are
"unphysical" events. Just to elaborate on this point: for example knowing how much
signal we have at one set of PT cuts we can predict how much signal we will have
at some other PT cuts because we know the PT spectra involved. Same holds true,
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at least qualitatively, for the other components in the sample, not just signal, but
not for the badly mis-reconstructed events. It might take really tight cuts, which
would greatly reduce the statistical precision of the measurement, to get rid of the
mnis-reconstructed events completely, because, say one or two of them happened to
have fairly high PT. So the best possibility would be to find some sort of "magic
bullet" - a cut (not necessarily a "physics" cut) that would eliminate most of the
mis-reconstructed events, without hurting the signal too much or introducing any
kind of bias. We took on such a quest and it turned out to be at least partially
successful (see Appendix F).
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In order to decide if there are mis-reconstructed events, if the short-lived negative
tail is present, etc. one needs to look at the data, at least at the PDL distribution.
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There is a danger involved that of subjectivity. Some subjectivity is inevitable,
but we try to minimize it with the cut choice procedure that we describe at the end
of this section, right after we introduce the last of the three considerations for the
choice of cuts.

This last consideration comes from the fact that the ultimate goal of the analysis is
to measure AF/F in the BS sample, which requires a separation of the CP eigenmodes.
Reference [106] argues, that the angular analysis needed to achieve such separation
loses at least some of its power in the presence of large backgrounds, while large
backgrounds (as long as they are well-behaved) do not seem to be a problem for the
lifetime measurements. What this means is that at least in neutral B samples tighter
cuts will not necessarily be bad.

Let us now turn to how we chose the numerical values for the cuts to be used in
the analysis. First, we would like to review the vertex quality cut.

One would think that true vertices, such as those of signal and prompt background,
have flat Prob(x 2 ) distribution and badly mis-reconstructed vertices would cluster at
low probabilities. It is, unfortunately, not the case -Prob(x 2 ) peaks at low values
for the signal too, as one can see from Figure D-4. This issue is something that still
needs to be understood, but not necessarily in the context of the current analyses.
Optimizing a cut that is not quite understood is a bad option, however we do not
want to ignore the utility of the Prob(x2 ) in rejecting at least some very unlikely
(very low quality) vertices.
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Figure D-4: Vertex quality (Prob(x 2)) for B~ candidates with nominal selection and
the Prob(x 2) > 10 - 3 cut applied. All plots are normalized to the area of the side-band
subtracted signal from data.

In a range of values from 10-6 to 10-3 the vertex quality cut affects the size of
the signal rather insignificantly - the variation is about 8% when going from one
of the above extremes to the other as tested on Bu sample. Also, it seems, that
once the vertex quality is at o10-5 ... 10 - 3 cutting tighter on it in attempt to reduce
the contribution of badly mis-reconstructed events is not more beneficial than raising
PT thresholds. In order to avoid "tuning on data", at least to some extent, we limit
ourselves to picking the numerical value for this cut from 10- 3 , 10 - 4 , 10 - 5 , . . . series.
Below we list the choices we have made along with the reasoning we have exercised:
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* B - J/OK+: Prob(x 2) > 10-3 - 3 track vertex

* Bd - J/OK*°: Prob(x2) > 10- 4 - 4 track (better determined) vertex

B -+ J/0: Prob(x 2 ) > 10-5 4 track vertex and low combinatorics due to
narrow 0 mass window

The next step is to chose PT cuts. The optimization procedure tells that we want
them to be as loose as possible, however we do not want to have any significant
contribution from badly mis-reconstructed events in our sample. We have decided
to choose the loosest possible cuts that reject all candidates with ct < -500/m;
however, we increment pT cut only in 0.5 GeV/c steps1 and p KI only in 0.1 GeV/c
steps2 . The resulting cuts are listed in Table 3.2.

D.3 PT cut optimization for AFs/L measurement

The cut optimization procedure for AFs/Fr is very similar to what is described in
Section D.1 for the average lifetime measurement. The only difference/complication
is that the signal now consists of the two components: CP-even and CP-odd.

We use Monte-Carlo Sample 4 and 5 (Appendix C) to replace the signal in the
data sample. Before using them, however, we perform the mass-lifetimes-amplitudes
fit (excluding the background component) on the combination of these two samples
to make sure that the generation was done successfully. The results of this exercise
are summarized in Table D.2.

Par. Result of the fit Input Unit
M 5368.63 ± 0.02 5369.60 MeV/c2
Sm 1.876 ± 0.004 _

JAo12 0.5627 ± 0.0019 0.5625
AI 12 0.2048 ± 0.0029 0.2025

61 1.980 ± 0.014 2.0
CTL 332.1 ± 1.4 330.0 m

Ar/r 49.6 + 0.9 50.0 %
Nsig 132129

Table D.2: Results of the full mass-lifetimes-amplitudes fit on the Monte-Carlo Sam-
ples 4 and 5 used in PT cut optimization.

Instead of just several optimization NTuples we prepare 24 of them ensuring that
the signal components in them are statistically independent from each other. The
increase in the number of the NTuples is to compensate for a greater chance of getting
a sample with a large fluctuation, when the signal size is only about 200 events

1 Starting from p = 4.5 GeV/c, which is the cut applied when producing the skimmed samples.
2Starting from pK = 1.5 GeV/c, which is the cut applied when producing the skimmed samples.2Strtng ro -T/=1. e/,wihithcuaplewhnpouigtesmedape.
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and the signal itself is not homogeneous but breaks down into CP-odd and CP-even
components.

We look for an optimal cut combination among 16 pairs, which are assigned a
number according to Table D.3.

5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5

1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1
1 5 9 13

2 6 10 14

3 7 11 15

4 8 12 16

Table D.3: Optimization grid: rows - p ( constant), columns - p'S (pT constant).
Each cell assigns an integer number to the cut combination given by cell's coordinates.
This integer number is then used to denote the cut combination throughout the
optimization procedure.

Figure D-5 illustrates the optimization procedure as it plots the absolute uncer-
tainty on ArP/r obtained from each of the 24 optimization NTuples as a function of
cuts used. It shows no strong dependence of the absolute uncertainty of the ArF/F,

.Mt-

0

as
c-
O

U).0Qcl

Set of cuts used

Figure D-5: Absolute uncertainty on Ar/7s/Fs as a function of cuts used. Each line
represents one of the 24 optimization NTuples.

measurement on the PT cuts used. Perhaps, one should avoid pBS > 6.5 GeV/c and
tighter cuts as the structure in Figure D-5 suggests. Other than this, cuts can be
chosen based on other considerations.

In this analysis one of the important cross-checks is based on the CP-odd content
measurement with mass-and-amplitudes-only fit performed for different t cut values.
Such measurements benefit from lower background level which is achieved by tighter
PT cuts. We therefore adopt pBS > 6.0 GeV/c and po > 2.0 GeV/c as our nominal Bs
time-dependent angular analysis requirements.
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Appendix E

Bd - J/ K*O and Bs J/+¢
cross-feed

In this appendix we estimate the amount of cross-feed between Bd --+ J/OK*'° and
B - J/q. At our disposal are the two Monte-Carlo samples: Bd -+ J/OK*'° (80M
events generated) and B - J/X (40M events generated), which are correspondingly
Sample 2 and 3 from Appendix C. Both are generated using EvtGen's PHSP decay
model (no polarization, just the phase space decay), but the relative detector accep-
tance is unlikely to affect the semi-quantitative conclusions we make here, especially
given that the polarizations in the two decays are similar.

We first estimate the relative frequency with which the two decays considered
occur in nature. Using numbers from Reference [25] we obtain:

fd Br(Bd -- J/K* ° ) x Br(K*O° -+ K+7r- )

fs Br(B - J/0q) x Br( -+ K+K-)
38.8% 1.31 10 - 3 x 0.6657

7, (E. 1)
10.6% 0.93- 10 - 3 x 0.492 (E.1)

which means that we have to scale the results from Bd - J/K* '° sample by 7/2 in
order to make meaningful comparisons to the B - J/4/ sample (2 =80M/40M).
We apply this scaling in all plots included in this appendix.

As the first exercise we run BS reconstruction code and apply the "nominal"
BS selection on both of the above-mentioned Monte-Carlo samples1 . The resulting
K+K - and lt+l-K+K - mass distributions are shown in Figure E-1. From these plots
it is evident that with q0 mass window of i10 MeV/c2 around MPDG there is about
4% contamination in the Bs sample coming from Bd. The only way to reduce this
contamination (and the associated systematic uncertainty) is to narrow down the 
mass window. It is also time to review the size of this window for a different reason:
with much improved tracking the detector mass resolution is improved potentially
making i10OMeV/c2 window used in Run I and early in Run II unnecessarily too

1 The word "nominal" is taken in quotes because, as it turns out, we are defining part of what
"nominal" is in this section. However, we use the same technical quality cuts throughout.
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Figure E-1: Mass distributions and yields obtained when applying Be selection with
a ±10 MeV/c2 0 mass window to the (properly normalized) samples of Bd -+ J/OK*o°

and B - J/9 decays.

To figure out the appropriate size for the mass window around MODG we plot
the distribution of the K+K - mass obtained from xpmmO0c dataset; track quality
requirements specified in Table 3.1 are applied. In fact, we make plots for four values
of the cut on PT of 0 candidates (1.6GeV/c, 2.0GeV/c, 4.0GeV/c and 10.0GeV/c),
anticipating that the width of the peak may depend on PT. These plots are shown
in Figure E-2. Each distribution is fit to a Gaussian signal sitting atop a quadratic
background. The result of the fit is shown in each plot.

We observe that the width of the 0 peak is about 2.5- 2.6 MeV/c2 and there is
no strong PT dependence (largely due to the low Q-value in - K+K - decay). The
extracted mass of the 9 resonance agrees with the PDG value within the systematic
uncertainty of the momentum scale calibration [94]. We then set a new size of the mass
window for the 0 candidates at ±6.5 MeV/c2 (±2.5u, = 2.6 MeV/c2 ). It reduces the
Bd contamination of the Be sample from 4.02% to about 2.85% as can be derived by
contrasting numbers in Figure E-3 and Figure E-1.

A legitimate question is how what we gain in systematic uncertainty compares to
what we lose in statistical uncertainty. Based on Monte-Carlo numbers we expect the
±6.5 MeV/c2 mass window to be 91% efficient (4.5% increase in stat. uncertainty)
for the signal, compared to the ±10.0 MeV/c2 window. The statistical uncertainty
with ±10.0 MeV/c2 mass window is about 28 gm, so narrowing the window down to
±6.5 MeV/c2 would increase the statistical uncertainty by - 1.3 Am. The systematic
uncertainty on the average lifetime will (naively) go down by approximately (4.02-
2.85) 10-2 x (cTBd - CTB ) 1.2. 10- 2 - 60 /um 0.7 m. It looks like at present level
of statistical and systematic uncertainties it is beneficial to stay with the larger mass
window, however we go for the smaller one because of the following reasons:

* statistical uncertainty will shrink as more data are accumulated, systematic
uncertainty due to contamination is not going to change, so the narrower mass
window will only work better in the future
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a 6.5 MeV/c2 ¢ mass window to the (properly normalized) samples of Bd J/K °

and B - J/V decays.
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* Bd contamination seems to be the largest source of systematic uncertainty (both
for the average lifetime and the AF/F measurements) which we reduce by 29%
with the narrower window

* narrower window reduces combinatorial background in data by more than 1/3,
which helps to separate different CP components in the angular analysis.

Now let us investigate the inverse of the above problem: how much contamination
is there in the Bd -- J/K* ' ° sample because of B - J/b)o decays. To understand
this issue we run Bd reconstruction code and apply the "nominal" Bd selection, in
particular K*o° mass window of ±80 MeV/c2 used in Run I and early in Run II, on both
of the Monte-Carlo samples. The resulting K+7r- and +p-K+Tr - mass distributions
are shown in Figure E-4.
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Figure E-4: Mass distributions and yields obtained when applying Bd selection with a
±80 MeV/c2 K*O mass window to the (properly normalized) samples of Bd -+ J/K*o °

and B - J/,b decays.
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Figure E-5: Mass distributions and yields obtained when applying Bd selection with a
±50 MeV/c2 K*o° mass window to the (properly normalized) samples of Bd -X J/K* '°
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Bs contamination is about 3.41% and most of it comes from the K+r - com-
binations with the invariant mass below 840 MeV/c2 , as has been established ear-
lier in Reference [103]. Rather than simply rejecting all K+7r- candidates with
mass below 840 MeV/c2 , we choose to adjust the K*'° mass window symmetrically
to 896.1 MeV/c 2 ±: 50 MeV/c2 (see Figure E-5). This requirement is 89% efficient on
signal (stat. uncertainty 14.1 ,um -- 15.0 ,/tm) while reducing the contamination to
0.45% (syst. uncertainty due to BS contamination 1.9 ,/m -+ 0.3 m). An additional
benefit is that the combinatorial background (assuming linear shape under the K*o°

peak) is reduced by about 38%, which is helpful in the angular analysis [106].
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Appendix F

Eliminating events with large
negative ct

We have studied numerous possibilities that at least in theory could lead to eliminat-
ing the badly mis-reconstructed events without uncontrollable damage to the statistics
of the measurement. We have found partial success by looking at the origin of the
J/ candidates with pseudo-ct, defined as MPjG ' , less than -500 /tm.
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Figure F-1: (a) Mass distribution of the J/ candidates with Ctpseudo < -500/,Lm.
This plot defines side-bands (diagonal hatching) and signal region (cross-hatching).
(b) Side-band subtracted distribution of z positions of the J/ vertices.
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Plot in Figure F-1 (b) shows side-band subtracted distribution of the vertex z
position of such J/O candidates. It clearly indicates that long negatively lived tail
is dominated by the bulkhead region. This plot is to be contrasted with the same
distribution for all J/ candidates, passing technical quality cuts, shown in Figure F-
2.
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Figure F-2: (a) Mass distribution of all J/ candidates. Side-bands (diagonal hatch-
ing) and signal region (cross-hatching) are shown. (b) Side-band subtracted distribu-
tion of z positions of the J/0 vertices.

Excluding B candidates with z position of the vertex falling into (-18.0 cm;-14.0 cm)
or (14.5cm;18.5cm) intervals helps to greatly reduce the amount of badly mis-
reconstructed events, even at the loosest "physics" cuts.
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Appendix G

Calculating convolutions

It is always nice to see a mathematical expression that can be easily converted into a
program code. The convolution operation, 0, is not one of the intrinsic functions in
any major programming language, therefore it is often needed that convolution A 0 B
is calculated analytically before it is used for computation in any sort of computer
code. One might exercise an option of using MATHEMATICA's Integrator, but it is not
always helpful. Below we calculate two convolution integrals used in this dissertation
in terms of functions implemented in ROOT [93].

Equation G.1 is what we use to convolute positively lived exponentials, such as
the signal and (f+, A+), (f++, A++) components of the background, with a Gaussian
resolution function:

00

E(xlA) 0 G(x, JS) / dx' E(x'IA) G(x - x', axIS)
-00

1 -(x _xI/)
2

= /dx' e .S-oe

J A 7/Sax
0o

1 S
2 ,2 x Sax x

i 2 - -X 1 Erf (G.-2A
- e2Ae Aj 1-Erf( - I, (G.1)

2 A L 2VA -\Sx j

where Erf() is available in ROOT as TMath: Erf (). In order to obtain the result of a
convolution for the negatively lived exponential, such as (f_, A_), one needs just to
flip the sign of x before plugging it in this formula.

When considering a resolution function with symmetric exponential tails, as we
do in Section 3.4.3, the following seemingly trivial convolution arises:

00

E(xIA) 0e AR = dx'. E(x'IA) e AR , (G.2)

-00
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where E(xJA) is defined in Equation 3.5. It turns out not so trivial when it comes to
the actual calculation of the integral which first breaks down into two cases: A = AR
and A AR, each of which then splits into x < x' and x case. Moreover, in
some of the above cases situation of x < 0 has to be treated separately because of the
shape of E(xlA). Sparing the reader of the algebra, we present just the final result of
the calculation:

jX
E(xJA) ge R =

I1(+R x < 
2(A+AR)e

1 
2(A-AR) [e - , A AR, X 0

2 [ 4Z + eA ) A = AR, X 0
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Appendix H

Treating Bu J/b7r+ in B-
sample

Reference [25] quotes the branching ratio of B - J/nrT+ at (4.0 ± 0.5) 10-5. The
same source gives (1.00 ± 0.04) 10- 3 as the branching ratio for B - J/4K +, so
in principle if we assign a r+ from B, - J/7r + the kaon mass we will have about
4% additional contribution to our sample of B - J/bK +. This will be a confusing
contribution in a sense that it will distort the mass distribution and put candidates
with the lifetime close to that of our signal where we do not want them, more precisely,
where the simple fit model does not expect them. But we can turn this around and
use such reconstructed B - J/47r + decays to measure the lifetime of our signal.

Figure H-1 shows the mass and the proper decay length distributions of the B -

J/K + candidates reconstructed in the Monte-Carlo sample of B - J/fVr + decays.
The mass shape is parameterized using the following PDF:

0 , m<A
xobs( -B ,A m mrax(H)

.~sigJ/+ (m) =o< y(m - A)' e A < m < Mma x (H.1)
t ~0 ,m > Mmax

where the normalization factor is given by

7 M m a -A 
N = 720B -e B X {720B7+

720B 6 (Mmax -A)+

360B 5 (Mma _ A)2+

120B4(Mmax _ A) 3 +

30B3(Mm x - A)4+ 

5B2(Mma - A)5+

B (Mmax - A) 6}. (H.2)

A and B are parameters extracted by fitting the distribution (values can be read off
Figure H-1 (a)), M max = 5.39 GeV/c2 is the upper mass window edge.

In order to determine the effective lifetime of the B, -- J/,7+ candidates recon-
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Figure H-l: Mass (a) and proper decay length (b) distributions of the B, -+ J/OK+
candidates reconstructed in the Monte-Carlo sample of B, - J/~/F+ decays. The
mass distribution is fit to (m - A)6 e B A fit to the PDL of these candidates is
discussed in the text.

structed as B - J/K+, we fit their PDLs to an exponential convoluted with a
Gaussian in an unbinned maximum likelihood fit. The extracted lifetime is (502.32 ±
5.49) gm, which is to be compared to (497.38t1.01) m obtained from a Bu - J/K +

Monte-Carlo sample (Table 3.8). Based on this comparison, in the fit on the actual
data sample we fix the lifetime of the B -+ J/Ar+ contribution to that of our signal
times 1.01 (;502.32/497.38).

Finally, in Reference [97] the relative detector/reconstruction efficiency of the
B - J/47'+ to B --+ J/K + is estimated at 99.1 ± 0.8%. We take this number to
be 1. In the nominal fit on data we apply a Gaussian constraint on the ratio of the
two branching fractions, using the numbers and uncertainties mentioned at the very
beginning of this appendix.
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Appendix I

Treating K e 7r self-reflection in
Bd sample

We have generated 15M Bd - J/K* '° decays using angular amplitudes determined
ill Reference [56]. All these events have been subjected to the detector and trigger
simulation, after which nominal selection (Tables 3.1 and 3.2) has been applied. The
above-described procedure yielded a sample of about 134K fully reconstructed decays,
which is described as Sample 6 in Appendix C. We are looking to compare mass
and lifetime distributions of the swapped candidates to their correctly reconstructed
counterparts. We are not looking to compare the angular distributions of the two,
as this issue is dealt with in Section 3.2.4 of the dissertation. We are assuming that
neither mass, nor PDL of a swapped candidate are correlated to where the candidate is
in the angular space, as plots from Monte-Carlo simulation reveal no such correlation.

Figure I-1 compares the mass distributions of the candidates reconstructed with
the correct K'7r mass assignment to the same for the candidates in which incorrect
mass assignment was preferred by the selection algorithm. Large statistics makes
evident some amount of mis-reconstruction, i.e. long tails in the mass distribution of
Bd candidates reconstructed with correct mass assignments to the tracks making up
the candidate. However, such effects are small enough to be neglected when dealing
with the issue at hand.

A more subtle issue is how to parameterize the self-reflection shape. Figure -2
contrasts the Bd peak in data with the combined Bd peak in Monte-Carlo, for which we
do not use the truth information to infer the (in)correctness of the K*O reconstruction.
Both distributions are obtained applying Ly > 100 am cut in addition to the nominal
requirements. A single Gaussian is fit to each of the peaks, however in data there
is also a linear component to describe the background, while in the Monte-Carlo
the fit range is limited to ±20.0 MeV/c2 around the mean of the peak, so that the
extracted width is not strongly affected by the mis-reconstructed tails. We attribute
the visible width difference to an additional detector smearing which is not modeled
in Monte-Carlo. The size of this smearing, Osmear, can be estimated by in-quadrature
subtraction of the peak width in Monte-Carlo (9.11 MeV/c2) from the width of peak
in data (10.19MeV/c2), which yields smear 4.57MeV/c2.

We fit the self-reflection shape (Figure I-1 (b)) to a double Gaussian, to obtain the
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two widths, o and ow, the offset AMW with respect to the mean of the unswapped
Gaussian, M, and the ratio of the wide component to the total, f. The larger
width, oa, is almost entirely governed by the kinematics, while the smaller width,
or, needs to be adjusted for the detector smearing not modeled in Monte-Carlo:
or J-+ VU2 ±& 

n / 2n -smear
Another issue of some importance is that the Gaussians, at least the wider one,

are wide enough that they do not die out at the edges of the mass window, therefore a
re-normalization is needed. The final shape that we use to describe the self-reflection
in data is given by:

xsobs s= (m ) G (m-(M + Ms.), On) A
+fw G(m- (M + AMsw), ow)/Nw, (I.1)

where Nw are given by Nn,,w Erf ( m-(M+M~) =5.32F , v' arn, w me m 5.17
Finally, for the average lifetime measurement to properly construct the PDF of the
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signal we need to know the fraction of the signal, fw, reconstructed in the swapped
fashion. From the calculation based on the yields shown on plots (a) and (b) in
Figure I-1 we get f = 9.56%.

The numerical values of all of the parameters are collected in Table 1.1 and can
also be deduced from the numbers on the plots illustrating this appendix.

Par. Value Unit
AMsw -1.23 MeV/c2

an 14.65 MeV/c 2

a$ 37.58 MeV/c 2

fw 72.29 %
fs 9.56 %

Table .1: Summary of parameters describing
reflection when K7r masses are mis-assigned in

E
LO
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mass distribution of the Bd self-
K* '° reconstruction.

0.0 0.2 0.4
ct, cm

0.6
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Figure -3: P:DL distribution of correctly reconstructed (a) and swapped (b) Bd can-
didates. Both distributions are obtained from the same Monte-Carlo sample.

To see how the lifetimes (Figure -3) of the swapped and correctly reconstructed
Bd candidates compare we fit an exponential convoluted with the Gaussian (event-by-
event error) to both and compare the extracted lifetimes. The results are documented
in Table 1.2. The lifetimes agree within 0.2u, therefore we use the same lifetime for

Sample cT, /im St

Correct Kir 466.12 ± 0.50 1.088 ± 0.005
Swapped K7r 465.82 ± 1.43 1.056 ± 0.014

Table 1.2: Summary lifetime fits on the correctly reconstructed Bd candidates and
the self-reflection.

the swapped and correctly reconstructed Bd candidates when fitting the data. We
neglect the difference in the error scale factor.
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Appendix J

Fitting for angular decay
amplitudes or time-integrated
fractions

The time-dependent distribution for B8 decays is given by Equation 1.84, which we
quote here for convenience:

d ip(C, t) o Aol 2 e-rLtf () + IAI j2e-rLtf 2 (&)
d&7 dt

+ IA 12e-rHtf3() + Re(A(A) )e-rLt f5 ().

We want to use this as the PDF (before sculpting), and so need to normalize this
fiunction. The integral of the right-hand side of Equation 1.84 is A0o 12L + IAII2TL +

g112 rH, since the integrals of f -,2,3(w) over the angles are 1, and the integral of f 5 (cj)
(and f4,6(w)) over the angles are zero, independent of what the lifetimes are.

We have two possible ways to proceed. First, note that we can only measure the
ratios of the various amplitudes Ao, All, AI, since we do not predict the number of
events observed in our sample. We thus impose the condition that A0o 12 + IA 2 +

A±2 = 1. In this case our normalized probability density is

d4___ _ I
ddt ((Aol2 + A 11 2)rL + AI12T [[Aofl()

+ AII 12f2(&) + Re(AAllI)fs(W)]e - t/TL + IA12f 3 (&)e-t/TH] (J.1)

This is the method we use to generate our final results.

Alternatively, we could introduce a set of variables C0 (a = , ):

Co +/l- lr A 7 TL ,~r '(J.2)

v/CAo2TL + AIlI2TL + IA. 2T3)

I( vAo1 2TL + I~iI2TL + IA T (J.3)u
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C /AO 2TL + AuI 2̂TL + IAIVTH (J.4)

In terms of Cs the normalized probability density is

doP( ) = [ C 12fl() + Ci 2f 2 (C) + Re(C*Clljj)f5 (i)] I-etTL
d03 dt 0TL

± f H1 (J5)
+ C, I f3I(W)- e " 35

TH

such that each exponential is separately normalized, but the overall normalization
condition is still

lCo02 + C11l2 + Cl12 1. (J.6)

In addition to having lower correlation coefficients to the lifetimes, the C, give the
time-integrated amounts of each angular component, i.e. IC,12 is the fraction of CP-
odd states in our sample. As such, they can be easily compared to the corresponding
amplitudes reported in References [55,106], which came from time-independent fits.

However, the total fraction of each component is not a physically transparent
quantity. These fractions depend both on the amplitude to decay to that component,
and the lifetime of the CP-even or odd eigenstate, which is determined by the totality
of B, decay modes available, of which the J/cV mode is a small contributor. If
the measurement is done in terms of C, one must convert them to the normalized
amplitudes A,.

Inverting Equation J.5 results in the following relations for the squares of the
amplitudes:

2 1C°12

IAo[ = (J.7)I- IC,1 ~( - T)'
TH

IAI 1 -C 21 (J.8)1 - I,_12(1 -T)'

TL _ _ _ _ _ _ C_L _12

AH 1 -=C- 2( (J.9)T.H - ICJ_12( - 1)'

These should be equal to the squares of the normalized amplitudes obtained by fitting
using the first method above. Note that, because the error on TH is large, these am-
plitudes will not be as well determined as the time-integrated Ca, which is expected:
if we know the area of an exponential well, but don't know the lifetime well, the value
at t = 0 will have a large uncertainty.

For the Bd, the two lifetimes are nearly the same, so Equations J.7-J.9 reduce to

Aol2 = ICol12, (J.10)

IA11I2 = IC1112, (J.11)

All12 = ICl1
2. (J.12)
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The probability density used in the likelihood is, normalizing Equation 1.85:

d4 -p(3, t) 1 I

d5 dt Ao 12 + Ai12 - A 1
2 Ao f() + Aii2f2(2)

+ IAl1
2f3(w) ± Im(AjAI)f 4(P)

+ Re(A*AII)f5(c) ± Im(A*A±)f6(-)]-e t Bd. (J.13)
0 0 1 ~~~~TBd

Assuming the condition A0o 2 + JAIt1
2 + A±12 = 1 is already imposed, Equation J.13

becomes

d4, t = [ Aol2 fl(C) + Al 1
2 f 2 (Z)

dc5 dt
+ IA 1 2f 3(C) ± Im(AjAi)f 4 (W)

+ Re(A*All)fs(c) + Im(A*AI)f 6 (g)] _ e-t/-Bd. (J.14)
TBd

The normalized amplitudes A, can be compared between Bd and Bs, which by
flavor SU(3) are expected to be close. The comparison of the Ca for the Bd and
Bs is not directly meaningful, as the different B, lifetime components obscure the
underlying physics. Figure J-1 illustrates this using the lifetimes and amplitudes
obtained in this dissertation. For the Bd, since the P-odd and -even components have
the same lifetime (to an excellent approximation), measuring the ratio of decays at
any time, or integrated over time, gives the same result. However, for the B8, the
area under the two decay distributions is dependent both upon the decay amplitudes
and the lifetimes.

[ B, Decay Distributions Bd Decay Distributions 

10

10
-

ct (cm)

Figure J-l: PDL distributions for B, showing the effect of a non-zero Ar, and for
Bd, where AF is assumed to be zero.

We perform both kinds of fits: using the the amplitudes A,, and using the time-
integrated fractions C. As expected, they give identical results (once the conversion
given by Equations J.7-J.9 has been performed), but the first is more convenient for
getting the uncertainties on the physical quantities, and the second for comparing to
the previous time-independent fits and drawing fit projections (Appendix M).
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Appendix K

Calculation of 

Section 3.2. introduces "partial normalization constants", (i, which are to be com-
puted by Monte-Carlo methods. Here we explain and document the details of such
computation. We start from a simpler procedure of determining the i for the B,
then continue by determining ?n and ~w for the more complicated case of Bd mesons,
and then conclude with a summary table and some remarks.

K.1 i: for B8

In order to determine ~/Bs we use Monte-Carlo Sample 3 described in Appendix C.
This sample is generated uniformly in the phase-space, a nice feature of which is
that the reconstructed distribution, say of the transversity angle 0, is in a sense the
sculpting integrated over the rest of the variables. The sculpting of cos 0, and cos 4
distributions is shown in Figure 3-7.

Out of 40M generated about 516K events pass the analysis requirements. iB ,

are determined by looping over all these events and applying the formula given by
Equation 3.14. The numerical values of thus determined Bs are collected in Table K.2
at the end of this appendix.

K.2 ut n and w for Bd

The situation in the angular analysis of Bd -+ J/K*o ° decay is more complicated,
because we need to determine two sets of (i: {fn} and {(?}. The second set is
the contribution from the events where KTr mass assignment is interchanged. To
normalize the signal part of the likelihood we use (i = n + SW, but the background
(with efficiency defined by just eUn(c~)) is normalized with just n`}. To know {hif}

and {(w} separately can also be useful in other situations, e.g. if one wants to
calculate the total fraction of the swapped events.

To answer the challenge we generate 80M Bd decays into J/b(p+i-)K*°(K+ - )

using EvtGen with PHSP decay model. After generated events are passed through the
detector simulation and the analysis cuts/procedures we end up with about 725K
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candidates (Sample 2 from Appendix C), about 10% of which are reconstructed with
K and mass assignments interchanged.

In the first step we need to determine the relative efficiency of the swapped and
unswapped events R(J, g) defined by Equation 3.28. Figure K-1 shows r(cos 0), which
is R(c5, ) integrated over the rest of the variables, as well as similarly defined r(o),
r(cos0), and r(p~d). r(cos0) and r0) are fit rather well by a flat line (slope of the

xl 0' x10O

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

o.q

COSO 

cosV pT, GeV/c2

Figure K-1: Ratio of efficiencies for swapped and unswapped events in the Bd sample
as a function of (a) cos 0, (b) 0, (c) cos 0, and (d) pd .

linear fit is compatible with zero), which leaves only rather peculiar ways in which
R(c, g) can depend on cos 0 or q0. The dependence on pd (similar for pK 0 , less
pronounced for other kinematic variables we have looked at) appears to be linear,
but rather weak at the same time. For the purposes of this analysis we choose to
ignore the dependence of R(w, g) on cos 0, 0 or any kinematic quantity in and treat
this approximation as a systematic effect (Section 3.4.5). With the above, R(cj, gi)
becomes R(cos$) = r(coso). We fit R(cos4) to a 9-degree polynomial to get the
coefficients in Table K.1. Once R(cos4) is determined we proceed with calculating
{(yfl} and {MAW} according to the prescription of Section 3.2.4. The resulting values
are documented in Table K.2.
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a0 1.25019 10-1 a3 4.39667 10- 1 a 6 2.67703 10-

a, -3.66834 10-1 a4 -5.68834 10-1 a 7 -2.16230 10-1
a2 1.80602 10-1 a5 9.12762 10-2 a8 1.17344 10-2

___________ __ ___3 a9 3.63272 10-2

Table K. 1: Coefficients of the polynomial describing R(cos b).

K.3 Summary
Table K.2 summarizes the numerical values of all
Note the pattern 1,2,3 > 15 > 1&4,61 - 0. 4,5,6

(i constants used in the analysis.
are expected to be small because

- Bs FBd,un HBd,SW

1 3.8096.10-2 3.4817.10- 2 2.6987 10- 3

2 4.0614.10-2 4.2330.102 5.6267.10-3

3 4.0662.10- 2 4.2695.10- 2 5.5877. 10- 3

4 -1.2821 .10 - 4 (0.0) 4.3083. 10- 5 (0.0) -5.7502- 10- 6 (0.0)
. -7.4261.10 - 5 -7.2551.10- 4 1.5917 10- 5

6 4.3025. 10- 5 (0.0) 2.1007- 10- 5 (0.0) 4.4547- 10- 6 (0.0)

Table K.2: Numerical values of the (i factors used in the analysis.

f4,5,6(&) integrate to zero. The peculiarity of the sculpting may, however, pull them
away from zero. Still 4,6 end up being very close to zero because of the statistical
cancellation between particles and anti-particles (we should have gotten zero had we
used an infinite size Monte-Carlo sample). 5 is small, but non-zero, because there
is no such cancellation for this term. In doing the analysis we chose to fix all ~4,6 to
zero as indicated in Table K.2.
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Appendix L

Goodness of fit estimate

Fitting a model can be done using binned (histogrammed) or unbinned data. In
the first case, the minimum x2 fit is most commonly used, which returns the fitted
parameters, their statistical uncertainties as well as a measure of the goodness of fit.
With unbinned data and the MLL fit, the fitted parameters with uncertainties are
obtained, but no measure of goodness of fit is available. This remains an area in
statistics where more effort is needed though some success is already achieved [111].

In our analysis we rely on unbinned maximum likelihood fits, but it is vital to get
a quantitative estimate of how well fits describe the data. In order to proceed with
such an estimate we have chosen to use a x2 test, which has a drawback of requiring
us to bin the data, but has an advantage of easy interpretation. We have to bin the
data anyway, if nothing else but for presentational purposes.

For concreteness we take the example of the average lifetime analysis. An ex-
tension of the procedure to the time-dependent angular analysis is discussed in Ap-
pendix M. There are two distributions that we fit our model to: mass and proper
decay length. It is easier to estimate the quality of fit for the mass, so this is the one
we start with.

Consider the PDF used in the fit (Equation 3.35 updated for B - J/07r+ con-
tribution in case of B~, and for the swapped component in the signal in case of Bd),
integrated over ct. If one plugs in the fitted parameters and adds up the resulting
functions for all candidates in the sample, a mass fit projection curve (or simply mass
projection) is obtained. For a good fit the resulting projection should reasonably well
approximate the corresponding data histogram (mass histogram in the current case).
To see how well the two match, one can now create a fit projection histogram by inte-
grating the fit projection curve over bins defined by the data histogram. In the mass
histograms, at least those obtained from the data samples we deal with, any reason-
able bin size guarantees that the number of entries in any bin is from several tens up
to few hundreds, therefore one can reliably assume the uncertainty of bin content to
be Gaussian. If the fit is even remotely good, each bin in the fit projection histogram
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has at least several tens of entries too. We can then construct a Xtest variable:

Nbis (ydata PrOj)2 Nbins (ydata proj)22~~~~dt - prj\ _ Yi
Xtest 0 2 proj '

07yproJ i1 Yi

where yi is the number of entries in the ith bin of the corresponding histogram.
We define a measure of goodness of fit as Prob(x2estNbins- Npar), where Npar 
5 is the number of fit parameters that are used to describe the mass distribution
({M, S, A, f}) plus one for the normalization automatically imposed by virtue of
adding up PDFs each of which is normalized to unity.

We can estimate goodness of fit for the proper decay length in much the same
way, except that there are now a number of bins that have very few or no entries and,
consequently, non-Gaussian uncertainties. To avoid this problem and make applicable
the procedure defined above we do the following:

a) bin the ct projection curve in bins of 10 pm (bin content is determined by
integrating the projection between the lower and the upper edges of the bin),

b) step through all bins from step a) beginning with the leftmost, merging them
until the total number of entries in the resulting "grand-bin" becomes 20 or
larger. Once this is achieved we start a new "grand-bin",

c) as the result of step b) we have a certain unequal size binning which we now
apply not only to the fit projection but to the data as well. We then construct
the X2 st variable in the same way as we do for mass distribution (Equation L.1)
and proceed with the test.

The measure of goodness of fit in this case is Prob(x2est Nbins-Npar), where Npar = 10,
assuming {fs, c, f, f+, f++, A, A+, A++, Sx} is the set of parameters in the proper
decay length part of the fit. The procedure is illustrated in Figure L-1.

.c

.C

C(--
-1

e-

0m
C

C.0

a,
C
._

ct,cm ct, cm

Figure L-1: (a) fit quality test for the proper decay length. Unequal binning according
to the algorithm described in the text explains the shape of the likelihood projection
and data. (b) zoom in on the region with the smallest bin size.
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Appendix M

Projecting fit results on the
angular distributions

The mechanism of avoiding the explicit inclusion of the efficiency and the kinematic
density in the fit for the angular decay amplitudes makes it a non-trivial exercise to
project the fit results on the angular distributions in data. To have such projections
on the other hand is important for getting confidence in the fit results.

In order to make a projection for any of the transversity variables one needs the
complete PDF which includes the product of the efficiency and the kinematic density,
V(kce(c5, -), whereas in the MLL fitting this product drops out. For the signal,
V(i)e(cj, ;) can be modeled using the Monte-Carlo simulation. For the background
however, it is impossible to do, at least not without understanding all the sources
and how much they contribute (and being able to simulate that with the Monte-
Carlo simulation too!), as has been pointed out in Section 3.2.4.

The above limitation means that we cannot make projections involving the entire
data sample, i.e. signal and background. At best we can make projections for the
signal, but even that not without caveats:

* We can only isolate the signal statistically with methods like side-band subtrac-
tion, which has a bearing on the error bars in a histogram showing a particular
signal distribution.

* Proper accounting of the sculpting needs to be done.

The analytical shape of the cos 0 projection is obtained by integrating the signal
PDF (Equation J.1 for B, Equation J.14 for Bd) over 0, cosV and t. Similarly,
X and cos $ projections are obtained by integrating the signal PDF over the other
two transversity variables and time. Note, that we purposely referred to the signal
PDF for Bs expressed in terms of time-integrated fractions (Appendix J), because
the projection shapes calculated in terms of C, are the same for Bd and Bs:

d5P (cos 0) 3 3dP(cos ) I Co12 + ICll 12) (1 + COS20) + 2 CL12 - cos2 0 ) (M.1)

dco-( 8 ) _ 4C 2(1 )dPq$ _ 3 2 242 ~ 2

t(O 3[ICo12 (2 _ 4 S) + 12 (2 4 sin2 ) + ± 1
2] (M.2)-~~~~~ 3~ [ 3'l( os )+ll
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dP (cos) (_ Co2) + 22 (M.3)
dcosO 4 k 4 / 4~ 0 

Let us now address the issue of sculpting. We have two choices: either sculpt the
projection shapes given by Equations M.1-M.3, or un-sculpt the signal from data,
before plotting them on top of each other. We choose to un-sculpt the data, for the
technical reason that both data and the sculpting information exist in the form of
histograms.

What are these sculpting histograms? As discussed in Section 3.2.4 and Ap-
pendix K, we can generate a Monte-Carlo sample of the decay of interest flat in all
three transversity variables, in which case cos 0, 0, and cos b distributions of the re-
constructed candidates give the shape of correspondingly cos 0, 0, and cos 46 sculpting.
For the case of B - J/4 these distributions are shown in Figure 3-7. All we have
to do to un-sculpt a transversity variable distribution in data is to divide it by the
corresponding shape obtained from the Monte-Carlo.
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Appendix N

Usefill transformations

We collect here a set of useful relations for calculating and transforming between
variables of interest. The set of variables is {TL, TrH, T, F, AF, AF/F}. Any two can be
chosen as the fit variables (with varying levels of correlation), from which the others
can then be derived.

N.1 Variable definitions

Some of
trivially
the sake

the definitions given here have already been introduced in Section 1.3 or are
obtained from those. However, we feel it is important to spell them out for
of completeness if nothing else. The definitions of F and ArF are:

r - (FL + FH)/2
AF _ FL - H

FL = F + AF/2
PH = - AF/2

(N.1)

(N.2)

(N.3)

(N.4)

The light and heavy lifetimes are:

1
T-L = -

FL

TH -
1

FH

Similarly T is defined as the inverse of the mean width:

1
T -

F

Note that T is a physically meaningful quantity, being the inverse of the total width.
However, it is not the lifetime one would measure in a single-lifetime fit to a mixture
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with equal amounts of heavy and light decays.

N.2 Relations

In terms of TL and TH:

AF T1 H -TL (N.8)
TL TH THTL

= -(- + -) + L (N.9)
2 TL TH 2 7HTL

AF 2(TH - L) (N.1)
r = ,- (N.10)F -TH+TL

In terms of L and Ar:

1 1 - -LAF (N11)
TH- = -- F (N.11)
TH TL TL

1 _ 1 A 1- (TLAF12)
r, = 2 t rar(N.12)

T TL 2 TL

F = TLAF (N.13)
F 1- TLA

In terms of L and Ar/F:

1AF 1
F F(1± + Flp I (N.14)

1A( 1
LH = (-2 r ) =- (N.15)

2r TH

so

1r = (l+ F) L (N.16)

(12 r ) TL

1 (N.18)( -- )TH

2 FI7 = 2rr l , (N. 19)2ar
AF AFA= L_= rAF' = F ( ) (N.19)IF (+ IA)r

In terms of and Ar/F:
T

TL-- (1+ (N.20)
(__)
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T
TH -

2 F

In terms of T and AF:

1 T
TL --

1/T + AF 1 + ITAF
1 T

TH 1/T-1AF 1 - 'TAF
2 ~~~2

AF
F

= TAF

In terms of and L:

1 2 1

TH T TL

AF- 1 1
A T L THTL TH

AF
F

2 TL - T

TTL

21 1 T - TL= 2(- - ) = 2TL
T TL TTL

(N.26)

T
2(-

TL - 1) T

= 2(- 1)
TL

(N.27)

(N.28)

(N.29)

N.3 Summary

1
TL --

]rL

1
TH - - =

FH

1 1 1 T T

F+IArF lAr 1 + 1+-AFF1+2 2 r 2
1 1 1 T Ti - r I I - - rF- IAF 1 r 1 - lz1I TAF2 2 F 2r 2

TL

1 - TLAF
TTL T 1 ±AF-- . = 2 r 

2 TL - T 1 1 Ar L
TL 2 F

1 T.LTH _ TL = AF-F: 2TT =(I+ )TL
7- H + TL 1 -- 1LAF' 2 L

r = - (L +IF
TH + TL _ - TLAIF 1
2H) LTH TL (1 - TL2 TL TH TL (I + I r )TL

TH - TL 1-FL-FH- --
TLTH T

FL - FH TH - TL
- 2 = 2 LFL + H TH + TL

ar 2 T -TL 2 (_ 1 )
-- -- 2 - - -- - 1)r TTL T TL

TLAF
1 - TLA= TAF- IT.LAF

Ar
r1 AF

( + -r)TL
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(N.25)
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